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INTRODUCTIOi'i
PTea.ching in the Lutheran (1mrch has had the place of prc,minence in

the worship life of Lutherar, Christians from the time of the Reformation
til 'ti"'le pr~sent day.

l.Ul.-

Evtm though the altar is in the center of the chancel

and the 1-u~pit is at one si<lil, the latter seems to have playe<l the

dominant role in the historical cieve.lop;·ient of the Lutheran cul tus.

n1c,1·e

When

you ask any Lutheran Christian why he goes to church, more often than not
he will 1·~ply i

"Tc,

~1ear the iford of God.'' When pressed further you will

pi-otubly <lisccw;r that he rr,eiiilS he attends worship services to heat· a good

senr.-0n. t~1en L~t..~ernrJ congregations consider candidates to fill a vacancy
for the pastoral office, they usually require that the man should be a
good preache1·, despite the well-known fact that they soon require him to

spend more time on &'111inistration of the parish than on preparing senrons.
Purthen1or0, it is not ~ithout signific..a1ice t hat one of the lai·gest Lutheran

seminaries in the United States, Concordia of St. Louis:. refers to her
athletic teams as 11TI1e Preachers. u
to their pastor as

11

Again, while many Lutherans often refer

Reverend11 in his prese11ce, they are likely to speak of

him in his absence as "The Preacher." This would seem to indicate that
preachL"'l.g is still prominent in the church.

In these latter years pastoral theology, partic\!larly in the area of
pastoral co\.Ulselling, has achieved added emphasis in the ndnisterial pro-

fession.

As ona result of this emphasis some people have been ready to

conf:b1e preacldng in modem ti..ies to the liJiibo of uselessness .1

lcbarles

W.

Smith, "Is Preaching Outmoded?" Biblical

Authori¥.

~E~ ~~~chi}l..,& (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, I§l>or:-i).

for
• -

However, Lutherans in general, both pastors and people, are still
certain that Scriptural pre3ching is the best means the church has for
communicating C10d's revealed truth to both Christians and non-Christians.
'11ley remember Martin Luther best as the rrmi who tun1ed the tide of

ecclesiastical and political opposition to religious freedom by means of
the Bible in his hand along with its public proclamation to the people in

their own tongue. The content and the power for proclaiming the revealed

truth of God always has been and still is the message itself, but the preferred launching pad is the pulpit rather than the counselling room. This
does not minimize the importance of personal counselling. Rather, the
pastoral cotmselling relationship helps the communication process from
the pulpit, since preaching is the proclamation of Go<l 1 s truth to individuals, even though the individuals are in a group setting.
Mmt then is preaching? The following will serve as a good defini-

tion of preaching for purposes of this thesis:
Christian preaching is the conmumication by a man in Christ to
individuals in their known needs to the end that by God's grace
they may experience newness of life within the comim.mity of the
Holy Spirit, the Church.2
Because preaching has such a prominent place in Luthenmisnt, and
since the writer is a parish pastor, his interest in this thesis is not
only academic, but also pragmatic. Every Lutheran preacller has heard,
read, and delivered sennons in which the situation, the circumstances,
the content, an<l the delivery of the sermon were joined in such a
tl1at the conmmication proce-ss clicked or ineshed.

Then again, there

2navid A. MacLennan, ~as~or¥, _!>reach!J!& (Philadelphia: The

Westminster Press, 1955), p.

2U.

iv

wiry

were times when tho senr,on did not appear to cor.m.u.micate well even when
preached repeatedly on the same morning. One asks why one time and why
not the other? It seems too easy to answeT that this is in the realm of
the Holy Spirit.

If that were true, logically the preacher would not

need to prepare sermons, but just depend on the Holy Spirit for inspira-

tion!
To earl"\/ the query a bit farther, people have observed the talents,
gifts, ancl fruit-bearing of various preachers. Some n:en produce fruits
in abundance wherever they go. Their total ministry, including their
prea.c hing, is highly effective. Paul declared that one plants, another
waters, but God gives the increase. One should have no argument with t he

opostle t for Go<l judges the preacher on the basis of the talents He has
bestowed in relation to faithfulness.

Yet, mu.,;t not each preacher study

.md sweat to be the kind C-od T<*{Uires him to be?

What is goo<l Lutheran preaching? What are its components? The quest
for successful proclamation of divinely revealed truth which enables men
to apprehend it must be a humble prayer on the part of the preacher to
C..od to make the ways of grace appTehensible.

While the full nnswer to

this quest will never be kn.own this side of Judgment Day 1 some facets of
the answer appear to have been given by God to His faithful heralds and
need to be searched out. This paper is such a quest.

It proposes to in-

vestigate, analyze~ mid evaluate the relationship between the message,

fonn, function, and language of Lutheran preaching in America and the communication systems involved for apprehending revealed truth.
General reading in the field at first seemed to indicate different
types of semons. such as topical, -expository, prophetic, evangelistic,
V

p:-istoral , J.itu~q~k al, etc~tera .
Are these l)roper categories

OT

But nrP. these 1;.ut.t1ally exclusive .t ypes?

classifications cf Lutheran preaching?

Many s~nncns have olernents of all th~sc so-callec.l types. perhaps crt{)hasiz-

ing on~ more th11n others in

:'l

:;ivon. scl":llOn.. To estal::lish pror:-nr criteria

for cvnluatin.g sen~'1ns, various authcri ties in hoidletics 1.mcl criteria of
communication were consulted, anci sennons were analyzed.

The prim::i.ry sources of m&terfals are n:ostly printed sennons. This
immediately poses

il

Hmitation, since such

so11lions

are usu..-illy edited,

and therefore :irre <renerf.llly not p1:esented exactly as prcac..."-1etl.

The ad-

vantage of such a source is that the printed sen·,on is more rcn.dily avnilable and easier to analyze tlum taped senr.cms .

Such tapes ar~ not

t-!S

widely uvailable for study cf~ cross-section of Luthe:.an preaching in
,A,-1:erka and r equil·e r.1orc listening time for analysis compared to the

reatiing tjJoo of a printed scnnon.

The outstanding advantage of the tape

as a source~ is that it is a trne ;:-eproduction .lt least of the voice of
tho prencher.

A videotape combines the sight of the preacher with his

''sounding forth. 11 Such videotapes are r.ot ecsily mrailablc.

The wny to

obtain the best source is to he in the audience, ohse1·vc the prca.c.h0r and
the congregation, tlteJ~ review the smne semon on videotape and finally

read it in print.

We furtller limited ourselves chiefly to sern:ons in the f.nglish language:- rilthough there is sorne preach.int going cm quite regularly each
1«:ek in a number of Luthernn pulpits in the United States L"'l foreign lan-

guanes. Only a few sennons and meditations in tho Gonnan language were

examined..

It ~peared ad,Yisable to stay~ foT the sake of timclirless> with-

in relatively recent years in the selection of scmous.

vi

The scrnc,ns

examined arc, in most cases ., those delivered since the close of World
War II.

The study of the semons, the reading of literature in the field of
communications, and the examination of the writing of vaTious hornilcticians led to the following plan for presenting this thesis.

First to be

considered is the evaluation of the sermon's message. The category of
ke17t1na in this regard will denl with Luthe1·an preaching• s content and

function.

1be tenn "category" has been employed rather than 11class" or

"kind, " because it connotes more than mere classification.

In a scheme

of classification "category" includes the thought of assertion and predication which coincides more satisfactorily with the tem "preaching" as
used in the thesis.

It became natural to associate each of the categories

in Luthe1·an preaching with a distinct cormnunication system in view of both
the theology and logical arrangement involved in this study.

The expres-

sion "conmunication system" has to do with both sending and receiving
messages.

Since the sennon deals with both preacher and hearer this pro-

cess has to function, if the message is to become both a stimulus and a
response in the heart and life of the hearer and both at once.

TI1e com-

mtmication syste1n for this category will stress the Word of God made

operative by the Holy Spirit.
Secondly, there will be an evaluating of the achievement of unity in
the senri0us .

I shall deal with the category of vertical and horizontal

objectives, or as they are sometimes termed, faith and life goals.

The

coJltilUilic.ation system for the apprehending of revealed truth in this cate-

gory concerns itself with the thematic dialectic7 that is to say, the
structured relation of the sermon's central theme to its parts.

vii

The third evaluation is that of the strategy of persuasion found in
the sennon. Here will be considered both vertically and horizontally the
perspective and authority fron1 God to man, and the response to God nnd
to the neighbor. 111e individual's relationship to God as an individual

and his corporate relationship to the body of Christ, the church, appears
to be vital for persuasion.
c1ialoeical reb.tionshl.ps.

I have named _this evaluation the category of
Its companio11 Com.'ilUilication system has to do

with the personality of the preacher to help the hearer apprehend the encmmter or confrontation with Gocl's Word and the power of suggestive
spiritunl sharing of God's truth.
In the {1)urth place, consideration ~'l.l~ be given to evaluating the
means of e>.-pressing God's revealed truth. This categoTy of the use of
language in sennons coo.es to grips with the hearer in teros of Christ as
the Word.. the Revealer of God I s gracious will fo1· him.

The communication

system to convey this category is t so to spea.\, a band of sight and sound.
wave lenf.~ths which beam through the technical apparatus of claTity, simplicity ~ accuracy , concreteness ? force , moods> tenses, sentence stTUcture,

and the like. to the encl of moving the hearer in God's direction.

'!1lere are significru1t forces at work in the American environment
which hinder the effective communication of revealed truth.

These forces

are in addition to the normal limitations of the preacher and the distractions of the audience.

A devastating. preblem is the fact that the

language ima.&eTy and culture of the Bible is unknown not only to the
masses, but even to modern church members. Many have substituted the

modern god of scientisin for the Goel of the Bible. so that immediately the
biblical sel1ll0n of the previous generation no longer gTips the modern
viii

hearer. David H. C. Read discusses the pressures of science upon the
public mind, much of which believes that science has the sole key to human
life and prosperity. He points out that the atom bomb is a fact for good
or ill and is more effective and powerful in men's minds than the hell
they once believed in. Such a fact for people becomes a judge of truth,
and they think they have ~o right to judge a fact.3
Interpreting a nation wide survey on mass communication, an article
in FortW1e magazine, according to F. W. Dillistone, concludes that modern
scientific world-pictures are totally wllike pictures of the pre-scientific
age; that to communicate truth today which claims to be timeless in its
relevance, but which was originally expressed in tenns drawn £ran a prescientific age, seeins almost impossible.4 The technological revolution
has so confused man's mind and paralyzed his moral sense, that he is nervous and apathetic. He tries to shut off the strain through isolating
himself from his fellow man and gets himself involved with his neighbor
only at a comfortable distance; for example, modem man can read of massacres and even watch torture, enslavement, rape, and murder, and, without
a twinge, readily return to his football or baseball entertainment.
The modem ethos • • • works against successful comnunication of
Christian truth and its appropriation as a basis for action in the
world. It helps keep people away from a church that has not received the build-up. Interest in such a religious institution seems
an irrelevant personal hobby. More seriously, it removes the people who do come to church as an effective audience even while they
are there. It is not entirely that they will not hear, but that
3navid H. c. Read, The CoI1111\Dlication of the Gospel (London: S01
Press Ltd., 1951), p. 41.
4p. w. Dillistone, Christianity and Conmrunication (New York: Chas.
Scribner Sons, 1956), pp. 13-17.
ix

they cannot. There arc clear signs that tl1is is so. The signs
are found in the gap, increasingly evident to the discerning,
between the thinking of the ministry and the thi.nking of the
laity. The gap becomes more evident the nearer thinking app1·oaches the need to decide about action.S
Among the better educated one finds the influence of humanism a barrier to the conmmnication of revealed truth.

indifference or i gnorance.

Here it is not a matter of

Rather) modern man has examined organized re-

ligion critically. Ile has measured it against his own needs and the
needs of the present <lay world and concludes that Christianity is not the
answer.

The new skepticism tmder the storm of political and tedmologi-

cal upheaval has le<l many to feel that the Christian faith was all right
in the relatively simple and unscientific days of our ag1·arian fore-

fathers, but it does not work in today's world.

Hoth the intellectuals

and the laboring masses have, to a large degree, turned away from the
church, while the middle class is excited about money and the n1a.terialism
of the "Great Society.''

To overcome these and other baniers to communicating the gospel to
r.nodern man, some Christians insist that the requirement is one of technique.
Just find a good Madison Avenue technique to reach the n:iasscs with that
old t~ne religion and .An~rica will turn back to the Bible and to God!
The western heresy supposes that psychological research, high
pressure advertising, opinion polls, n.-.ass suggestion, success
stories, and modern business 1nethods are the way the masses are
to be swept into the Christian fold.6

5Smith, p. Z9.
6Rcad, p. 17.

X

\vhile the knowledgeable will smile sardonically at the suggestion
that theology is the pathway through confusion, thoughtful Christians

press the claim for authoritative J)roclamation, even though the church
militant is rent astm<ler by schism. There are still enough voices crying in the night declaring and demonstratin~ the good news, calling men
to face the claim of Christ and give answer, so that here and there people are still committing themselves to the True God for the abundant life.
While scientists can work with the idea of God in the area of what
theologians call the natural knowledge of God, there can be no real meeting ground ~c~en~J:f~c~_]}z. between science an faith.

However, in the

fiel<l of sanctification, at least cxten1ally, 7 there are what appear to
be certain similarities between the attitudes of scientists and those of
Christians.

Scientists can woxlc with the concept of God, when that con-

cept is useful for fostering healthy persons characterized. by L,tegrit-y,
compassion> and humility. These three marks of a healthy personality involve ethical questions of respect :fo1· personality. Walter E. Stuennann
· refers to the latter when he remarks:

11

At this critical point, the

rational interests of science ancl the humane interests of religion coincide. n8
For the apprehension of revealed truth, however, one must look to
the Holy Spirit first of all.

The 11 how'' of such apprehension remains

f:i0<l 's secret, but He is pleased to show us the mystery in action.

The

71 ara referring here primarily to motivation. The non-Christian
can do lJOOU works before men, but only a Christian can <.lo good. works before God.

8walter E. Stuermann, Logic an<! Faith (Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1962), p. 101.

xi

Holy Spirit works by telling people what Jesus said and did.9 God has
not ·chosen to declare His truth in the heavenly language of ecstatic
speech such as the charismatic gift of tongues through His church to
others. Paul made it clenr to the Corinthians that such speaking

w-.is

for

the edification of the speaker, but not for the hearer unless there was
an interpreter of tongues present.10 Gori, r ather, is pleased to use the
laws of human language, logic, and personality to help hearers appre}1end

revealed truth.

Included in this study is the attempt to show these lows

or criteria at work in Lutheran preaching.

'fhe next four chapters deal with the above criteria in some detail.
In order to be able to evaluate Lutheran preachil1g in America, discussion
of the criteria will be presented first. Then excerpts of Lutheran sermons will follow to demonstrate the criteria.
After applying the thesis to various sermon collections in general,
a detailed application to a specific sennon will follow to demonstrate
and exhibit the categories and the commw1ication systems in evidence as

proper criteria for the evaluation of Lutheran preaching in this countxy.
If these criteria are demonstrably proper. then it follows that their
application would be a useful step toward the answer to the quest:

How

does the Lutheran preacher proclaim the divinely revealed truth successf-ully to enable the hearer to apprehend it? To ask it another way: How
can we use this chariSJDatic gift .of preaching to show forth God's glory
more brightly and His rescuing and edifying power more winningly?

9John 14:26; 15:26; 16:13-14.
101 Cor. 14:27-28.
xii

CrlAPTI1R I
EVALUATING THE MESSAGD OF THE SRRIDN

Sennons have been deliven1d artistically and prenent.ed skillf.-u11y,

but yet they f ailed because they wore devoid of nospel content. This
shoulc not hapJJen to Lutheran preaching i n view of t he heavy emphasis
upon the theological d.i.sciplines and the expository method of Jeveloping

the chosen text.

But even here it happen.Ci occasionally that the kerygrna-

tic content is weak or entirely absent.

the category of kcrygma?

What then should be il1clutled in

\.vnat does an examinat ion of Lutheran preaching

illclude?
C. 11. Dodd 's distinction between ke1ygma and clidachel is now consi-

<lered overdra,·m.

He wants to sep?-rate the content as SUll1ilarized in the

second article of the Ariostle' s Creed from the ethical ii1struction given
to those who already accepted Christ as Savior.

YfJt the proclamation of

t he gospel fo"l' conversion, sustaining in faith, and sanctificat ion is
actually one in co11tent. 2
The preaching of the kcrygi,~'l is not only the proclaiming of a past

event, but is coµpled with a p1·esent one which includes a function of
teaching and another of therapy alon~ with the telling of what happened.
It is not only what C":i0d in Christ has done, but what He is still doing as

the3 Event continues.

The proclmnation is not rr.e1-e information, but glad

le. H. Dodd, The ~ostoli~ ~aching and its gev_el9J>11lent (New York:

HaTper, 1936).
2Richard R.· caemmerer, "Kerygma and Didache in Christian Education.,"
Co_E.~ordi~ ~eol<?_giC:!! ~1oJ?.!hly, XXXII (April 1961) , 200 •

2

tidings for those involved, for example, not as we might read about men

rescued on a life 1·aft, but ti<l:ir1gs £or one who is on the raft! Frederick
11. Schroeder writes that the proclml'. ation must include the whole counsel

of God.
though Apostolic preaching had tl1e <leath and resurrection of Jesus

as its focal point, the history of Israel and the pronouncements of
haae l 1 s prophets were used quite freely, botl1 to support the
Christian message and to show th.at C::0d had been working out his purposes long before the fa1lfillmcnt of his design bac<itie apparent in
the life and lloath of Jesus of Nazareth. 3
To get back to the question a@.ain:

What should be included in the

category cf kcrywna? In the primitive church the apostolic doctrine constituted the kerygmatic messa.ge.

In his Master's Thesis, William Backus

cites three elements of the New Testa"i1ent proclamation:

(1) A claim

that Christ as Messiah was the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy
(Acts 2:16; 10:43; Ront. 1:2; 1 Cor. 15:3-4) ; (2) An historical exposition

of Christ's life, death, resurrection; and exaltation; (3) A sllillllOns to
tho hearers to repe;it and accept the forgiveness of sins in Jesus Christ
(Acts 2:38 , 3:19 .• 10:43).4 According to New Testament usage kerygma seems

to mean both a content an<l an activity--a message and an action. Note the

following attentpt to outline the kerygma:
Theme: The prophesies are fulfillcdi The New Age has dawned.
Content: · C-0d who in nisny wys and a.t many times in the past has
spoken an.d acted. has now acted decisively and uniquely in his only

Son, Jesus Chl'ist, our Lord, born of David 1 s seeci; ~tcr John's
baptism. he did mighty works by C,od's power; he was crucifie<.l, dead,

3frederick W. Schroeder. ~!~!!!!!It~! !~!A ~
J!.1;!!. 6.~~!~.!.i!l_
(f'hill1.dt,lphia 2 The \iestn.;inste1· Press, 1!1'~ctJ > p. 7o.

4william naclcus s "~.\n Analysis of Missouri Synod Sen:x>ns Dased on the
Content of the Now Testament Kerygt!~'' (5.1'.~. Thesis. Concordia Seminary

Library, St. Louis, 1951).

3

and buried . but raised.on the third ~y according to the Scriptures,
and exalted at God's right hand; he will come again as Judge and
Savior of men- -of these t hi n gs we are witnesses. Offor: And now
to all those wl10 repent and believe in His Son, J esus, who is the
Messiah, God i.s offering salvation; t hat i~: the for i;ii veness of
sins, the gift of t he Spirit, ancl life in His kingdoi';. Invitation:
Therefore, repent~ believe the gospel, and be baptizeo. for the forgiveness of sins.~
From the purview of Historical Theology, Luthe,~an preaching proclai.Il"..s

law and. nospel. The law in its function is not only descriptive of God's
will and <liagnostic in describing sin, but also judgmental. The gospel is
not only infomation but also the conveyance of gr ace. SomE' Lutheran
preaching in America tends to generalize the law and gospel with the
diclncho function, being little more than moralizing> and the therapy consists too often in eeneralizations about God's care and providence.
\'Jilli.Im Back-us discusses eight elements of good preaching in 1·elation to

the New Testament kerygma in

'.!'E!! !~~heraE_ ,91::!!._r.t ~rq. as follows: (1) The

work of Christ is one in which God participates--the atonement is God's

action; (2) The person and work of Jesus fulfilled the Scriptures; (3) Sin
in the life of the worshipper--traced to "Sane / ' (4) Christ died on the

cross ; (5) Christ's death was

£ 01·

man's sin; (6) Christ rose from the dead~

(7) New life through the Spirit's presence; (8) The gospel and sacraments
as means of grace. 6 In good Lutheran preaching one f inds the content of
kerygma combined with didache and at times with therapy.

There should be

a consistent contemporaneous L"lter-relationship bett1een the content 8Jl..d

the function. This is so because the message is historical and arises

SJohn H. P. Reumann, "The Keryg,na and the Preacher," Dial~g_, Vol. III
(Winter 1964) •
6\Jilli:im Ba.ck-us, ' 1Coutempor.iry Lutheran J>reaching, 11

~!!~!...!l, XIII (February 1961) , S.

Th£. Lutheran

4

fl·om historical events.

The kcry gum bi:cori,os active and intelligible only

in l1isto1y, so tha-c f.mction of <lidache· is dependent upon content.

Didachc

1·eite.r ates the ccmt~ffJt, deep~ns it within ti)e hearer, an<l sp~lls out its
implicatio11s.

The preaching of the Word is a teaching function of the church with
~thica.1 i mplk.ations. Convers~ly, t he ethical teachings of the
Christian Churd1 should always be oriented towa1·d and undergirded
by the proclr.matio11 nf ,Jesu$ Christ as ~:a:vior. 7

T, e ethical i mf)llc.:it:iQl1S that accou"9.Ja.T.1y t he kerygn,a cleiilonstrate its releva.ncy to contempo-;ury lif e.

Thus we ~an say t11at the whole sermon is the

\'!vnl o:f C'lOd , and not merely the te7.t and p ..cral:i.el Scrip ture passages tl"lat
.n:i:ly be quoted within the sennon.

A ,·1orJ ls in ord~1· com:enlin!! the the1·~peutic function.

The concern

of thcraµGutic S\1eech is to 1·~m,:dy or irriprove the eJ'.isting C()Udit..i.ou o.f

the l,eureL 8 This i:: mon) than wti111ing imd exhorting.
of hc.:tlin.g and muki11g whol e.

It is the }Y.rocess

It l.1tiliz~s the look of faith to ·t he past

fw fulfillment ru1"i to the future in hope f Ol' p1·0tnises of Go<.l yet to be

fulfilleJ. for present ussurai1ce.

He1·e again the therapy interacts with

t:i1e content o.f. kezygw(\.

A furtlurr consider!:ltion fer e;walua ting tl1e sermon's message is to

questio11 how the '-".ommunicative process works for the hearer•s apprehension
of the Jnt:,~S»{:e.

~;'h ere the sermon is t~xtual the Luthenin i ri1tie1.1ili.tely finds

himself in rnpport with the doctrines of the Holy Spirit and the u:e&is of

71wna.ld E. Sleeth, .f ¥l-!!!:\1:,~ !!!~. !Lo.!'(! (NashvillP-: Abingdon Press,
1964L p. 10.
CH. Grady Da\ri.s,

Press, 1958), p. 127.

p~~-~\!E-~f~r. Pi_::~f!!~i-

(Philadelphia: Z.\llhlenberg

s
grace .
The Wor<l and the Spirit are so conjoined and tmited to gether that
whatever the Spirit accomplishes -For the salvation of men He
accomplishes thTough t he l1ord , an<l whatever effects are produced
by the Word we \.'now to be the work of the Spirit. 9
·
The study of corm.aunicution tedmiques must be preceded by a study of commtmi.cation theolo~y.

"The place of the Holy Spirit in Lutheran theology,

then, is somethin~ fixed and definite.

He always acco1npanies and works

efficaciously in and through the means of (',od I s own appointment. •·10 Therefo1·e , t he importance of the text as means of the operation of the Holy

Spirit is essential in Lutheran preaching;.

Advertising and publicity can

sell i d.eas~ but thi.s :in itself is not communicating gospel.

Indoctrina-

tion can fasten one to Christian fonnulns i so that orthodox beliefs are
af fi med and emotional responses obtained, but such engineering of reaction is not that love of all the heart •. strength, and mind tl-1at God re-

quires of us.
Quite often topical senr.-0ns use Scripture as a pre-text more than as

a text.

However, a good biblical topical se-rmon draws upon the Scrip-

tures to prod\lce a basis or -pl atform £ror11 which to transmit a communique
from the Word.

The Holy Spirit empowers the hearer to apprehend the

truth that the kerygma is the n11-powerful self-revelation of God, who

accomplishes what He declares.
The Luthernn Church believes t.hat the Word of C.od • • • not only
tells me what I must do to be saved, but it also enables me to
do it. It :i.s indeed the principal means of grace. It is the

9L. B. Buchheimer, "DcOpere S1)iritus Soncti ~" Concordi_!
~~~~Y.., XX (.June 1949) , 404.
10Ibid., p. 405.

--·
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vehicle and instrument of the Holy Spirit. Wherever the divine
Word is, there is also the divine Spirit, and wherever a person
uses the Word of God in any fonn God is divinely operative in it.11
The message transmits to the hearer that God Himself is p1·esent and active.
The means of grace are the Spirit's tools to corranunicate to the hearer
that the Word of the Lord is the Lord Himself.

It is the Word that be-

came flesh and dwelt among us, incarnate in Him who with a word healed,
for gave sins , and raised the dead.
In the following se1111on excerpts, note the means of grace as conmrunication power:

The sacrament is the touch of heaven, the gift of new birth, that
forever 1narks the child as destined for the service of God and for
etentlty. Tilis child at the font is not simply another number in
the vital statistics of the race. This child is a part of the family of God .12
Jesus does not depend on any external force to compel confonnity to
God's will. His approach is by way of announcement of forgiveness,
by way of cleansing from sin, and by way of implanting a new heart
of love for God and for our fellow men. These are His gifts to you
who believe.13
In the next samples look for the Holy Spirit as communication power
for kerygma:
Let it be said ••• that the Holy Spirit is here according to promise, and is doing His work in our world. It is the work of the
Holy Spirit to take of the things of Christ and declare it (sic.
thenil to you. It is the Spirit that creates and maintains life in
His church and in her raembers.14

llEdwin E. Pieplow, ''The Means of Grace/' The Abiding Worci,. II,
edited by Theodore Laetsch (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1947),
341.

12victor Beck, editor, The Gospel We Preach, III (Rocle Island, Illinois:
Augustana Press, 1956), 350.13Ibid., p. 5.
141bid., p. 9.
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As a loving Spirit He is with us today and spirit always seeks a
body in which to dwell. To accept the Spirit of the living God is
to have this nc~i life of the ki.JJgdo1;1 , the f n ,i ts of i,11it.:h are fo·r giveness. love,joy, au~ peace .1~
To i•iorsllip the a~cand.ed Lord is to express j,Dy ~.t the gl ad tidings
tha t t he Savior has died , risen , antl ascended to God. Through this
kind of worship , the Holy Spirit can enter our hearts antl give us
the same power that was given to the. disciples.16
Let us then worship the as.cende<l Lord • • • tluit we mr.:y be filled
with the power of the Spt·dt, 1n order to huve ~1.H1ce and joy, and
extend His Kinr,<lom until He ccmes.17

The Spirit of Truth leads us into the truth which deals with the
·.":ost ilI'};ortant v~lues of life. The Spirit of God reveals to us the
Tn1th about ourselves, about r.od, nbout eternity antl the meaning m1d
purpoze of life. The !!ol.y Spirit convicts of sin. Sin is no longer
a mere theory, but a livinR reality.18

He gives us the p,ower to overcome sin in our lives.

Walk hy the

Spirit and do no't gratify the desires of the flesh.19
The !Icly Spirit walks along side His children in eve1)' experience of
life. He is with us in temptation, in sorrow, and in every time of
n.ee<l. 20
.
In this fcllowin r, saw~lc considet the therapeutic function of kerygma joined to the me.ans of grace for corw1runication:
Cl"'e defective, but God hiJr,self has atoned for our sins. Wo are
defecth·o 1 but God himself: heals us as we receive His Son as
Savio\". t!e '1.rc bcrn 3$ slaves, but a second. birth at b.lptisra makes
us His own as He claims u.c;. A cross on Calva'2 was the instrument
Gou used to make man righteous and accepUJ.ble. 1

we

151b~id.• , p. 10.
1(:;Tl ••

------

... J.i'.)l<l. '

1).

..

171.

17
" ~ p. 172.
... !_bie1.
l81b··d
____l ..,.• "'• p. 1$3.

191bid.
20Ibicl.

21JE.!~·,

p. 2s2.
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I would call attention in the above to tl1e balance between law and gospel
and between sin and grace. Another example of the therapeutic function
of proclamation is found in this excerpt:
If you have come to the service burdened by a knowledge of your mistalces, I trust that you will see Jesus looking at you as He once
looked at Peter~ looking not only with reproof, but with love and
forgiveness. Do not leave the service fearing your mistakes in
your heart. During the offerto;y and during the prayers think of
your mi.stakes one by one, and lay them there. Never think of them
again. Certainly do not take them home with you or bear them about
in your mind and heart. If you do as Peter did, admit your mistakes, sincerely repent, and believe in God's 1nercy in Christ, you
will discover that by the grace of God all the guilt of your sins
is washed away.22

In the next senr.on samples one can observe tho didactic function of
the kerygma and the use of the law for cliagnosis plus judgment:
God knows us to be siluiers against His holiness and yet he treats
those justified through faith in Christ as if they were not guilty
at all but righteous • . • • the sinner saved by God's grace knows
that this treatment from God is the very thing that bas won him
from his sin an<l given him the vision of a new life. In justification God claims us to be something we have not yet become, and l>Y
the loving power of that claim we are won to the righteousness.Z3
If you have come to the service tonight without any consciousness
of sin, I trust that you will realize that in our hearts and in our
lives all of us have sinned as grievously as Peter and Judas. By
our lives we deny that we know Christ. We often betray Him. We do
not have the opporttmity to do it just as Judas did, because Jesus
is not visibly with us. But we betray Him in other ways by becoming disloyal to His cause, by doubt and unbelief, by letting Satan
take control of our thoughts. and by rebellion against Christ's
better knO\fledge and will.24
·
The advice which Peter gave to Jesus is clearly labeled as coming
from its true source. The advice is labeled as being a product of
Satan. Thus the very disciple whom Jesus had just called "blessed,' '

22Eln-.er Kettner, ~if~ Vi<:_torious (St. Louis: C~ordia Publishing
House, 1956), p. 32.
23neci<, p. 211.

24Kettner, p. 32.
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only a short time later is called "Satan" for Jesus tun1ed to Peter
and said, ''Get thee behind me, Satan." Jesus did not say ' 'Get thee
behind me, Peter, for thou art of Satan," but he said, nGet thee
behind me, Satan." He could not have put it more strongly, but in
order that there would be no misunderstanding, Jesus addedt ' 'Thou
art :m offer1se unto :ne, for thou savouTest not the things that be
of Goel, but those that be of men. " It is as if He had said "you do
not have any tAstc for God's things, you.do not 'llll<lerstand Goel at
all , you are thinking only as n sinful r.,an. Get thee far from me.25

A. W. Arthur achieves the didactic function of the kerygma

coIU1ected with

the Lord's Supper as the means of comnunication:
In our lesson we hear our Lord sa.y, For I tell you that from now
on I shall not. drink of the f ruit of t he vine, tmtil the Kingdom
of God comes. " Listen especially as He says, "until the Kingdom
14

of God comes."

f·!e looks ahond, and is not it to the consunw.ation

of all things? ••• the Sacrame11t is not without its apoc3lyptic
note. St. Pv.ul tells us, "as often as you eat this bread and
drink. . . .

The Church, when she is true to her commission, is

earnestly proclaiming t he Crucified Christ who Tose again and for
whose 1·eturn we confidently look. • • • Every celebration of the
Sn.ct·amcnt is a witness to this faith. Christ is coming again. 2<>

These examples will suffice to demonst1·ate that the kcrygmatic con-

tent of the se1mon combines with a didactic or therapeutic famction, and
the power of cowmunicating the tntt.t'1 il1 t..1le keryr,ma and its application
resides in tl1e n:eans of grace made operative by the Holy Spirit.

The ex-

cerpts ~tilize either the text or draw on parallel Scripture thoughts as
the basis for the comnunication process.

25HeTirum Astrup Larsen#

Rt. !~a~ ~jecJ;~d

Publishing House, 195~), p. 2~.
26Beck, p. 127.
·

(Minneapolis! Augsburg

EVALUATING TilE SERi.\ON1 S ACHIEVEMENT OF P.llFIED O"lJECTIVE

A frequent deficiency of some of the expository seu11ons L, this
study was the lack o.f a clear observable objective.

Usually the theme

a.Tl.d parts of such senncns wore well orgUJ,iZed, but a definite sennon ob-

jective in quite a number of selections was absent. Because topical sermons usually begin with an objecti.ve in th~ rniml and. heart of the preacher
before he selt~cts a text, the fidlure of having a clear goal was less fre-

quo.:int ~ nong the topical se:rmons reviewed as compar.:id to the expository

tn>e.
When the se1,non lacks a. clear objective t.11e preacher is inviting the

hearer to ask:

So what?

If the kerygi'!'.atic content for proclamation to-

gether with didactic and the·r apeutic fW1ctions are going to be capacitated
.fo1· persuasive actio11, there must be direction or spiritual circuitry along

which sph·itual power cm1 travel towards cumulative results.
Ill order that the hearer wlgbt not be confused with a widespread shot-

gun spray of goals~ ·ti~e senuon ought to be aiming at a single goal either
vertically· or horizontally.

By that is meant the objective alms either at

a faith-goal, sometimes 1·oferred to as evar.1gelistic, or to a life-goal,
somet:Lr.es calle<.l edifying.

In the former, the goal is to present Jesus

Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit, so that the hearer will be led to
put his trust in Q>J the Father £or f'Orgiveu.ess tln--ough the redeeming action of God's Son.

In the latter objective, the ser~10n aims to further

this new relationship with Goci by the process of nurturing it. so that the
hearer serves the Lord through the fellowship of His church and in his

11

daily behavior.

In this edifying nurturing process the same kerygmatic

content along with the didactic and/or therapeutic fl.Dlction are at work
as in the evangelistic objective. Richard R. Caemnerer lists two broad
structures for nurturing the hearers , f:il·st, the ::.ifts of t be Spirit
.:u1cl, seccmd? the Ch.d stian call int! .1 The nurtU!'ing helps hearers to live

as cithens of Gad rs Ki11i_;d(,m; it builds the chuTch in spiritual power, co-

hesivensss, and out&,oinr~ l:wlpf·ulness ~ and it comforts the people by
strengthening them with courage, peace, seo.1ri ty 1 a:ad lov0 .
In achieving Uitit:,• in the
LUU t'/ of the whole Bible.

SCl'.illl"jJl,

the r,r-eacher is aware of the basic

Saint Jo1u1 in Chapter 20 > verse 3°1, gives us a

pr0tty good .general sta.temen.t of Scripture 1 s basic gc&l thnt "ye might believe that Jesus is. the Ch1·ist, the Son of Go<l, and that believing, ye
1;ught have life through His nw;.e. "

Each serinon that achieves unity will

have a particular specific objective which diffors front week to week, yet
it will be air:1.ed at the general unifying objective of
h'Oln specific angles.

tl1()

Bible, although

In every sen.:ou the chief objective is to

present: C1wist to 1:r.en and men to Christ that they may m<perience
His pov.1er f truth, and love» and respond with loving trust and
obetlience. It is tc create conditions ••• whereby the persons
listening rriay experience a divine-human encotmter.2
l> .

Where the se1mn' s objective is clear the theme and pai-ts are fonnulated so as to bee.0111e the tracking apparatus of the ser.non.

If a sermon's

ideas mill arotmd loosely it cannot bring the hearers to a unifying
lRicha1·d R. Caen&erer, F~~Ji ~~ ~~~,,& (St .. Louis: Concordia

Publishing House. 1962).

2navid A. MacLeJU1ar1. P~to1-al;_ Preachin& (Philadelph.i a: The
Westminster Press, 1955), p. V.--
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experience of Christ. The theme may contain the goal, but it should not
be confused with the goal, lest the false assumption is made that a text's
central thought as it capsules the infonnational content of the text will
in itself persuade the heare'r to n,akc a response.

The theme and parts are

the comuamication system for the sennon•s objective. The outline gathers,
separates, and tmifies, so that the progression of thought is fonnulated.

Then the hearer can apprehend where the Spirit of God is taki11g h:im.
he1·e the text is familiar and the thematic concept rich, a rore
synthetic outline ma.y be used. Aspects of the theme derived from
the text as a whole form <livisons. The subdivisions show how each

1
\\

aspect is fo1.md in the text and apply to the hearers. Where the
text is lengthy or tmfnmiliar the outline should be 11:ore analytic;

that is, the divisions should summarize sections of the text itself

as they relate to the theme of the passage. Tiie subdivisions o.f
such an outline arc usually more synthetic; that is; they summarize
aspects of that particular section of the text in relatd.on to the

main theme.3

\1./hilc the topical sermon is legitimate and is used by Lutheran preach-

ers in America, particularly in the choice of free texts , this type of sermon nm.s the risk of using a text as o. pro-text and does .at times become a
distillation of the preacher I s general re·a ding about the Scriptures.

A

topical sonnon is built around a. subject or idea taken either from Scripture

or outside of it. The text is often. quite short. By contrast, the exposi-

tory semont utilizing perkopes for texts, is usually longer than a verse
or two, and the theme with the major and ru.nor parts comes readily from
the text. The whole expository sermon is ttan honest att~t to unfold the
tnie

granmiatical-historical-contextual meaning of the passage, making ·1t

-------3Edmund P. Clowney, Pre.~~hing an<! Biblical

l l t ~ (GTand Rapids,

Michigan: William B. Braman's Pw>i'isners, 19~!), p--:-1!1:
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relevai1t to life today by proper organization, argument, illustrations,
applications and appeal. 4
11

In developing the theme the preache1· utilizes a dialectic.

The the-

sis. theme, or cent1·al thought is made clear to the hearer by direct positive declaration, but in addition the contrast or comparison, called antithesis, causes the hearer to recognize his need to weigh and consider the
thesis. However, the structure of the senron cannot leave the hearer
hanging on the honis of dilemma but should help bdng the thoughts, will,
and emotions together in synthesis, so that the goal comes through in a
unified way. Thus it demands a response to the objective. Occasionally
the objective of the se11non doesn't get specific until the conclusion.
In a se11non based on LeFarge I s story of "The Sudden Guest" which discusses
the problem of sinful indifference to the needs of others, the objective
or goal is finally stated in the senoon's conclusion~

"A person .•• has

been commissioned by Christ to shine as a light in a crooked and perverse
world."5
In the following excerpts note the theme and dialectic as they relate to the faith goal of the sermon, namely this:

"SUrely our hearts well

up with praise and thanksgiving as we 1;::.editutc upon these promises concern-

iring the blessed hope of the resurrection. 116

In His answer Jesus gives us much enlightenment and instzuction on
the whole subject of the resurrection. In considering the answer

4Faris D. Whitesell, Power in ~sitory Prea£!lin..& (Westwood, New
Jersey : Fleming H. Revell Co. , 1963 , p. VII •
5victor Beck, editor, The Gospel ~Preach, III (Rock Island, Illinois:
Augustana Press, 1956), 310.

61!>i~.,

p. 320.
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we find four glorious promises we can take to ourselves concerning
the state of those who will be raised from the dead.7
Let us meditate often upon this :promise: "for they cannot die anyrr.ore. u The second great promise concerning those who cli.e in Christ
is seen in the statement, ''they are equal to angels •1:a

Jesus gives us the, tlri.T<l promise when He says of those who attain
to the r.esurrection that they 11 are tlte sons of God ~ being sons of
the resurrection.••9

'I11e fourth promise found iu our te'Jl.'t is a further witness to the
fact of eternal life: " B.ut that the dead are r.aised even Moses
showed. in the passage about the bush. . • • Now he is not Goci of
the dead but of the living, for all live to Him.:tlO

A sermon which utilized the words of the text based on Joim 8:51-36
for much of the there and parts on the theri,e "How FTee Axe You?" was
delivel'etl by John R. Benson.
Part II:

Part I:

Everyone is a potential slave;

Everyone is potentially free ; . (A) If ye abide in l'-ty Word; (B)

Then are ye truly My disciples ; (C) Ye shall know the truth; (D) The
tn1th shall tilake you free; Part III :

Free indeed .11 In another sermon

called "The True Sa.intsn the theme and parts are a division of the subject) but I could find no real com1ection to any objective or goal.

1

'It

is of the latter that ,Jesus is speaking in the beatitudes of our text,
wherefol'c our chosen subject:
-trust
.. ·-·-' and
.., __

_

---- _,_

rcward.''12
.their
_,
......... _..

____________

..._

...

7!~~l· • p.
e}~., p.

,..:.._ ...:._

318~

319.

9Ibid.
lO!k~!· , p. 3ZO.

ll~J,1~·, p. 279.
12~bid. , p. 354.
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In the nex.t !H;r,JI.ile the divi sion of tht' then1c ' s r;arts are cloarly
stated ~ but

at't1

nC1t clear for rite mline to tl1e hearer:

1

must uot i11terpn~t tTagecly tis a p1..i-nishi'1,ont for sin.' •13

jFirst of all, we
Second, we must

11

exerciSf.! a sense of val\w~ when we interpret tragedy. 11 14 ''Finally, the
good uses to t:1hich clis::ster n,"y be put hy the grace 0£ Geel T>"iust also be

consider~d when we interpret tragedy. 11 15 In a se1inon hy Paul 11. Andreen
based on Matthew 11:26-3C c1.;iJ.11~d "Th{: Divine Invitatior,! C'.orl7~ to Me/ 1

there is

:.t

one-sentence introcluction and then

four parts.16

Part I~

Pa1·t

The

Here is r. Divine invltcltion;

Christ invites us for He knows our needs ; Pa1·t III:

the challenge of His :invit::.tion; Part IV:

love.

plunae :i.nto the first of

It is diffic:ult to f ind. the objective of the sennon.

theme is divi<lou in this mi1nner:

Pa.rt II:

&

1,e must meet

The in.vi t<.•tion cor,veys God 's

The parts are not 1nutually exclusive.

Part I :fits un<le1· Part II.

IV should precede Part III logically.
One of the best exall'q)les to clemonstrate a simple dialectic for easy

re11:e.mbrance is offered by Edwin C. Munson in a senuon entitled "How
~:oney Talks" based on t.~rk 12:41-44.

b'C mites.

Pa1·t II:

This text is the story of the widow's

The t1io mites tell how r.,oney taL"<s.
About the gift; Po.rt III:

key sentence in Part I: "Those

t\\'O

Part I:

About the giveT;

About the spirit of giving.

Here is a

mites given in the spirit of love and

faith, bo1·e witness to the fact that that 1-roman's religion was precious,

13_Ib!_i. ,. p. 209.

14Jbid., p. 211.

lSJbid.
16!~!~- p. 263.
J

16
that it wns worth something . "17 A key sentence i n Part II

11

l t is the

relntion it has to tho mntms of the gi ver and t he heart of th!2! gi ver that

1·cveal the grc~tl1os s or smallness of the gi f t. 18 .An.othe1· i 'i~ortant sen0

tence fol' Pnrt III is "I'i'o t until we love greatly and sac1·lfice voltmtarily

and gla<lly can we ever claim to h.nve gi ven t he trldow's mite . nl9
A bonfire

is

useful at a pep rally f or the big footbal l gmne , but

the t eam ,,dll hnvo to be t horoughly instructed i n skull pract ice to learn
t he pl ays and t hen p1·aci:ice t heir execution in ordc1· to get the ball over
the goal line .

Sth"1.·ing up a bonfire oi enthusiasa in a senron will ac-

co11rpl i:;h little without a clea:f goal :md s t r u~t m.-e for t he;re. "lialectic ,

anu prog1'css ion oi t hm:ght •
..... .. ..

--

...... ..

-···-

17r__b'
. , p. 259 .
,}·.2.·
1"u"_
r,;~l·~~1 • ' p. 260.

19Ib
· 1 ' p . 261.
__1:£·

l::VALUKfil~G 'fl·IE S'TlU\fl:!GY OF PERSUASI<l'

the cong!\,gi'tt:i.ons 1 the pl'N1<;h ~ts

r;c i5 m:are, and lead to

f.11

;,,)COi,iC ("..(Jc!' g

i-m;tn.1..ients for settin~! up

}1ctu~l acceptance of the se111-:un 's :foith or

li.fe goal~ tJ-:en the t.ero:er must experfoncP. that i1c is in conversation with
Ced .

James W. Clarke c1.ajJns that a sennon

r.i. a}'

}1Bve quti.1i'~ies in biblical

:rootc:gc ) contant, onier, unity, p'.\·ogress s 1·e ltwtmce to the human situa-

Ttlis m,aren~ss p:roviJes the r.:}'Sti~:nl .)lement i n prc.;aching whkh
conveys that sense of the Infinite which challenges and yet nll;Jres,
sccLrrs:_es mid yet co:nfo.rts, eonde1U1S and yt,"t encour,l.&,t:S .• in&~ires
and yet info1,11s 1 is relevent to the problems o.f contempo1·nry life,
and yet is cJr, echo .frotrt behind the hills of silonce ail<i of wnder. 2

Herein lfos a qllcllily o:Z persuasive appeal and wamth.
lJames ,.,. Clarko, ~ £ !r!'&~R (Westwood, New Jersey: Fleming
H. Itc;voll. Co, , 1960) , p. 126.

1Iui<l,, 1,. 121.
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In answering the quest1on of what is involved in the process of persuasion, we 111ust deal with relationships:

Religiou is 1)ri.!11.al'ily concerned to deal with the area of interpersonal 1·clm.tionships: C,od to mm, person to person in the
society of persons~ and person to self. Christian wo1·ship, including pt-caching ., is concen1<?c1 with exp1·essini ~.nd activating right
inter-personal relationships: 1·evercncing God, responding to God
iu His active outreach (agape-love) to us, returning to God (repenting), being forgiven, being tu1·11cd a1·ound. toward God (conYerted),

being brought out of alienatlon into actual koinonia-fellowship
(boc001ing reconciled) , beitlt bo1-n aeain, being remade in the ir:age
of God (bec.oming sanctified, rna<le holy) and growing in the grace
and knowlc<lge of <.mr Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, concurrently
coming to respect other pe1·sons, forgiving arnl being forgiven, becoming reconcilt,d to others and responding to them in love and growing in love~ considern.tenel1S, 1·ightr.ousness and fair dealing towards

them, and at the same time accepting God's forgiveness and. forgiving
one's self) being brought t o respect on.e 's self, finding one's life
by losinc tJmt life in gracious peJ;sonal relationship with God~ and
growing in JJersonul integrity and ho11or. 3

In this category of <lialogical relationships the sennon deruonstrates~
for one thing 1 a perspective and authority that comes from God and moves
toward man.

It sets up a reciprocal response with God and the neighbor.

The sermon's offer of God's l~ords as law and tospel meeting the hearcT' s
need conditions him for empathetic 1·es1JOnse. It invites a facing up to
the uuth which authoritatively asks for dialogue. Titis is encounter, yet
it is also sharing, since the sermon is not monologue but dialogue.

The

process summons the hearer to react with heart, 1nind, mid will.
The perspective and authority of the message occurs just because it
relates to the revealed truth of God ir1 the Bible. This relationship is
at the root of persuasion's power.

In this authority there is the divine

3Graham Jamieson, "CoolllUllicating and Relating in Religion, " pleol9BY.

J~daz.,

XVI (April 19S9) , 35.
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imper:.;tivo to a.ckno,1ledi!c t he rule of: God.

It asks f o1· obedience f:l·on

evClyone who fa awr11·e that God has r econciled him.

In addition the per7

spective o:f reveal~1 trlJth p resents the 1·eqttirf:mcnts of compassion by do-

ing unto others as God in Cl1rist has <lone i.mto him.
Prl~O<..:hh~t~, then .. doe~n' t f·lepend on external authority, but the

authority is the gri p of the mess::iec itself.

I1t this connection, Edmund

P. Cl01•m(jy makes the :interestinr1 point that the tiew Tcst::iment tenns f or

!~!:9.'..T....:.~.l nncl sJj.d~he_. 'Th0xe is a di vine commission from the herald of
the Kins;.

E~m1g~~ll<?!~ ls

too

gcod news of the prophets that the kingtlor,1

has con~ because the King ms c:om0.

Gou IIir.lself is the great witness to

His Sr.m and He is confirmed by the Holy 3pirit.
testifies to Christ.

The apostolic witness

T'11e ~ii~ache applies the insights of the cross's

authoritative meaning for f aith and life.4 'fhe message acts with com-

pelling power upon the hearer's v.waken,~d insight.
Li.g to something newly fonr.~'Cl within.

In the proclamation God is acting.

He awakens the empathetic insight to react.
activity when the gospel is proclai.me<l:

He feels he is respond-

D. T. Niles discusses tr.J.s

(1) There is God in His activity

to win men to live in fellowship with Him; (2) There is God in His activity to reveal to men His true nature and pUl'pose; (3) There is God in
His activity to create for Himself a people who will be His instnmient in
the world ; (4) There is (",od in His activity to bring to pass His ldngdom

4E<Iniund p. Clowney, Preach!J:l.i and Bi12_!_i~l Th~O'Jl (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Willbnt B. Rrdmru1's Publishers, 1961;, p. S6.
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into which will be gathered all the treasures of the nations. S (',od is at
work and we work with Him. TI1e result of what we do is under the result
of what He does.

"Our work is an offering to Him, His work is what ful-

fills His purposes. 1•6

Merrill R. Abbey states that the sermon is something oore done than
said. It is God's act. C"lO<l for the hearer must be present in the preaching. The proclamation is not merely propositions about God., but a proclaiming from C..od Himself.7 Preacitl.ng depends for authority on the power
of the Word being preached, and this power is not just a readiness to believe that the Word is true, but that the Word will cause to happen what
it promises.

The dialogical relationship in the persuasion process from God to
man and from man to God and to his fellowman achieves confrontation or
encounter. God in reconciling the world throur)i Christ has already made
His decision, and the time comes when the hearer has to iriake one, too.
To arrive at that point of time in the persuasion process, that is to say,
to set up the encounter, rational exhortation and logical argunent may be
less effective than the power of emotion. Here the use of the dra:.-i.atic
arts 1night be useful

wherein the hearer ••• through enkindled imagination is led to
experience vicariously the situation in which he finds a solution
to his problem. Ne is not told the answer or given the solution

So. T. Niles .• Th_~ Pre~~her's !~an~~! S~o!l~. of S~bling (New
York: Harper & Bros. 1 19571, p. §2.

__

,.._
6Ibid.

7Merrill Abbey, !>_rea~_g. !e thE:_ Cont~ra!I. Mind (New York:
Abingdon Press, 1963), pp. Js-.:36.
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but finds it for hhnsclf as the satisfactory way out of a dilermna
in which he has porticipated imaginatively.B
"The basic prfocipl0 of circllllatization is to place truth in such imaginative

£01111

th.at people res1.>ond through several of their senses. 11 9

On the other hand, the dnn,ger of such " technique is that it can
lead the hearer into a.11 escape from reality. i!e feels he is Christian

simply by compartmentalizing his religion to the St.mday slot.

He

pulls

out of the l,'Ot'ld and lives vica1·iously in an oasis of idealism for an

hour. Tims he could affirm his ideals without any encm.mter or confrontation to chan!,.YC his life.

It may be better to harness the emotions to a

logical structure, because the decision of God, the message of reconciliation confronts the whole man, the whole being, the heart, mind, and will.
i;,11en the people ·antl the preacher participate with their whole being in

the gospcl 1 then the sennon becomes a shared experience.
A persunsive sennon invites the hearer to share empathetically in
experiences of relationship.

Bishop James A. Pike points out that people

recognize within themselves fear, guilt, -inhibition, frustration, loneliness, indecision, and despair.

While these may involve secondary ques-

tions rather than ultimate ones touching human existence, yet often behind
a penultimate question there is an ultimate question requiring an ultimate answer.10

8E. Winston Jones. ~achina_

MacMillan, 1948), p. SO.
9Ronald E. Sleeth,

1956), p. 66.
lOJames A. Pike,

Sons, 1961), p. 37.

~~-!!!!. ~t~~ ~tJ..

E!!!~.!~ P!eacJw!&

1 ~~~~in ~reach~

(New York:

(New York: Harper & Bros.,
(New York: Clas. Scribner's

I
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Then in the empathy-sharing ·proc~ss in connection with clialogical
relationships Bishop Pike offers s<>ma general cor.?parist'ns r Fear has its
roots in idolatry.

TI1e a.'1.Swer is a thorough-going monotheism.

Inhibi··

tion is due to cultural c.onditioning p1·eventing some from enjoying the
physical liOrld .

The af\swer is t.he doctrine of creation.

limitations for failure.

People mistake

111c sigrdficant thing about sel:f-f ulf ilbr.e11t

11

is what we do with our limitations. i;ll Here the author points to t.."lie ex-

aiiple of Christ's suffering ending in victory.
idence is the answer.

For indecision God's Prov-

The lonelfocss and yearning for deep and abiding

relationships is off<~red in the fellowship of th<~ church, t.."ll.e cornm-.mion
of saints.

Despair, restlessness,. and meaningless are overcome by the

doctrine of ete1:nal life.

TI1us , in 3.c.l.dition. to perS"'pective and autheri ty for stra.te£O' of persunsion, the effectiv~ sc1T>\On also derr.onstrntes a relationship of the

individuul heaTer to his fellow b3licvers.

W
hile the auclience is a col-

lection of individuals ,. it is not only that ; it is riiare.

It is a Christian

congTegation, a body of believers united in a common faith an~ purpose of

life. The congregation supplies dialogue to the hearer through the
prc::2eher.

The hearer is doing this to every other hearer.

,iThe seililOn

is the • • • mrd which comes from God to the church. n-12 The Word creates the church.

It confronts the chui-ch ond crontcs new life.

The

preacher mid those who aided and trained him to understand the text and
proclaim it were already 1riembers of the church.

Each hearer in who~

- -- - ·- -11!~~9> P• 54.
12nietrich Ritschl, ~ Th~.!!il. .of ?roclamation (Richmond. Virginia:

John Knox PTess , 1960), p. 69.
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dialogue is in process hears the witness of the church to the Word.

For persuasion from C..od via His ttord to the church, the sennon declares His divine invitation.
He takes the initiative.

God says to the hearer:

He says:

'\You are wanted."

"Come. 11 The invitation narrows

towards the decision of either yes or no.

It allows no neutrality. This

summons to decision should be clear and definite, aml it is often accomplisheJ by having two <lefinite but strong opposing alten1a.tives.

Invitution also implies an expected response. One must go to accept
an invitation.

The going assU1.1es the invitation is trustworthy.

The

n.!sponse is an .:1ct of i'ai th; for example, the blind r.1an was asked to wash
in the pool of Siloarit, and the paralyti.; was asked to take up his bed roll
an<l walk.

Some'ti1nes the 1·esponse is an act of love to the next person or

an i.liJ.Provement in behavior.

1-lorcove:i·, the invitation asks the hearer to wait upon God with exriectancy.

'fhe sen.non <loesn' t merely tell the hearer what ought to happen

to him, but it should affinn that Go<l is at work making it happen at the
present moment, and is wdi. ting at the same time for the hearer to realize
what is happening.

When encounter comes to the hearer, he is aware that

God has been co1u:1·01Ti.:ing him all along with patient expoctancy.

Everyone easily detects the difference between a "canned11 speech an<l
a delive1·ed address.

Even a recording is known to be less effective as

compared to a "live" broadcast, and neither is as effective as a personto-person meeting.

For coJmnUnication between persons, the sennon, well

planne<l as it might be on paper, cannot be a recitation.

For communica-

tion between persons there nrust be conversation. The problem is difficult enough when people are actually speaking with ono another, as so
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often people talk past each other.

TI1ere is that well known six way

block to conversation between 't wo persons ; namely, the person you think

you a.re, the person you actually are, and the poTson the other conversationalist thinl<s you are,. plus the sar.:e three ,1ay problem in his case.

Since the preru:her is doing all the speakins; in the sennon, can there be
ffiuch dialogue at all?
Every experienced public speaker knows of audience "feedback.''

In

delineating a system of communication for the category of dialogical relationships to measure the sern:on's strategy of persuasion, the personality dynamics of preacher and hearer are an important consideration and

require further thought. The "feedback'' is very important to the process
· of persuasion.

After considering the fonn, function, and rationale of the sennon, it
still needs a way of reaching people emotionally and volitionally for persuasion.

TI1e hearers sit in the pew with their prejudices, emotions,

fears, and frustrations all wrapped up together.

The preacl1er too has his

share of the same. Tho personality dynairJ.cs of both have to mesh to

CO.'tl-

munica.te the relationships discussed above. To accoff\)lish dialogue between God's truth and :man's life, the proclaimer 1rrust understand the word
and tho1.1ght of man as \tell as the revealed word and thought of God.

He

Camlot be so preoccupied with himself that he loses touch and breaks contact with the hearers.

The persuasive sermon demonstrates a sensing and

Tespondi.ng to the hearer so structured that meaning for the hearer is
offered and conveyed.
On

the other hand, the hearer responds to the proclaimer by sensing

his purpose, and thinking through and along with the words and thoughts

2S

being conveyed. Comprehension on the part of the hearer l1elps the
preacher . since tl1is gives meaning to him for his efforts to ccmantu1icate.

Dialogue is that address and response between persons in which there
is a flow of meaning between them in spite of all the obstacles that
nonnally ,rould block the relationship. It is that interaction between persons in which one of them seeks to give himself as ht is to
the other, :md seeks also to know the .other as the other is.l.:>
For communication of interpersonal relationships between God, the

preacher, and the heare1·:, the good sermon deals with people's inherited
universal drives. hungers• and urges,. which demand satisfaction.

The nat-

ural knowledge of Goel and the etl1ical drive, that is to say, conscience,

together with the other inherited drives, especially the master drive,
called the ego , shape personality and powerfully influence the individual's relationship to his environment.

The sermon senses the personality

needs of security, satisfaction, acceptance, and the need for God or cos-

mic relatedness, as some have called this latter need.14 This need for
Go<l affects all the other personality needs.

Herbert H. Fanner states t.liat

the gospel proclmnation must have the unmistakable cosmic note in it. People have to feel an interpretation of the confusion, perplexity, and heartbreak of humanity as a whole without excluding their own personal perplex-

ities and heartbreaks. They need. to sense where God fits in. Without the
dimension of the eternal, the whole picture of life becomes flat, futile,
and unreal to the hUJl',all spirit, just as the third dimension in a landscape
is needed to give it a quality of realnes·s .

If men cannot talk the lan-

guage of eternity, they cannot be convinced that anything, even though

- ~ ---.-,...,.13Reuel L. Howe,

Press, 1963), p. 37.

!!1~. ~~le

o~ Dialog_u.2., (Greenwich. Conn.: Seabury

l4william H. Eifert, The Pastor at Work (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1960). p:-2°6"2°7'--- - .._,_
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temporarily exciting and interesting, is really worth doing.15 Sensing
is of first importance for corranunication of interpersonal relationships.
In some way htunans will utilize things they have felt, heard, and
seen. People must respond to what has been sensed. They do this even
with non-verbal commtmication; for example , clowns who can display
accurately every emotion known to man without uttering a word. Sensing
is the first of the personality dynamics, but responding is an almost immediate second dynamic, because everyone has need for a reciprocal relationship. People listen with ey~s as well as ears and eventually respond
positively or negatively. Our very presence in a situation says something
before we have a chance to use words. Tne preacher's previous dealing
with the hearer, tl1eir opinion of him, the kind of sermon he generally deliver.s will be a part of the responding in this system of conanunication.
The third personality dynamic for communication is that of organiz-

ing. The preacher selects from the masses of expressions and stimuli of
which he is a part and selects those to which he will give attention in
the sermon.

If the preacher's inferiority feeling, love of self, and the

selfish need to manipulate others dominates, the sennon inevitably is
strucwred to draw others into support of himself. But if his own relationship to God is truly Christian, the love of Go<l in his heart and life
will be free to gp out to others in his sennon. The stimuli in the sermon
will be organized to have genuine helping attitudes towards the hearer in
line with the gracious and good purpose of God's revealed will. The
stimuli of what the preacher hears, sees, touches, tastes, and even smells

1511erbe1~t H. Fanner, The Servant of the Word (New York: Chas.
Scribner's Sons, 1942) , p."TZ6.
- - -
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will be selected in tenr.s of being for the hearer's benefit, so that he
"catches or." to this spil·it of the sermon.

TI1e final personality dynamic of ccrnn.unication is that of n,e·aning.
It has to do with the sermon's establishment of nq.,1)0rt.

Jv:eaning im-

pinges upon people diffsrently.

There a1·e some with whon1 a speaker finds

it difficult to be comfortable.

Wn(;)n the audience is hostile, the

preacher and hearer r:re communicating very little, if at all.

They are

just sparring with each othe1·. To ove1·come this ,, honesty and fairness
in dealing with the heare1· and his problem is very i nq:orta.11t.

.An ef-

11

fc..'Ctive p1·eacher un<.1e1·stands tl1e diffe1·ence between reasoni..'1& and ration-

alizing; he knows the di{ference between fact ro,d opinion; he respects

the use of evidence, and of the fonns of suppoi·t/:16 This honesty includes the use not only of ·words, but tone, euiphasis, and gestures.

The

senoon and its delivery indicates that it wants to convey what the
p1·eacheT as God's spokesr.\ail intends to convey, lest the hearer get a different me&ning from what the pread1~r inte11<led.

Herbert H. Fan;er wTites

that the senno11 conveys l.'le,.u:iir..g in such a way that the integrity of per-

sonal judgment is 1·espected, yet
the unique :fui:iction of speech is that of conveying in the most explicit way possible the judgment of one self-conscious awareness to
another in such wise that both are brought directly and inescapably
under the claim of tTuth.17
The power of suggestion is an important ingredient for meaning.

The

sermon signals the preacher's meaning and the hearer interprets the signals and takes up their significance into his awn personal awareness.

l6s1eeth, p. 46.
17Farmer, p. 51.

It

I

is t'he:a that

~J1

impression is cr0atcd. and the.) ~:ore~ of suggestion can lead

t!1e }1~~rer to a voH tioruil e:..prcssio~; of bding God's person again through
Christ.

It is ~xuctly tere that the doctrL..-i.:: of reconciliation via Christ's

atone;nent i:.; so crucial for the co-rrmrunication of tJe!'S\.iasivo power.
out itr t.lie sennon lncks the dynmnic of meaning.
son knows he is

~

With-

nut t.hrot1£h it t11e per-

1w:w creatura and is release?, from the old .i1eeJ1blg of his

e xistence.
Now tl12t the iicrsonalit}' dy.r1il!1ics have b~en briefly O'Xt:i!t1ine<l as a
collective system of c~mn~unicatioil; one· has the furth":r "~or1si<ler:iti<m of
ho ·J tJ1e Holy Spirit may use t 1ern as i.nstr..:ments fo:r O."l'.:m..m .mlcation between

r elationships.

The first enc to use the phtuse " truth tJ1ro;.1~h ;.ersoT..ality"

_

for a d~fiuilion of p1·eachirtt was Phillips Brooks h 1 his -..-....
Y~le L.ecturcs
.._ . . _ on
Leslie J. Tizard quotes the pertinent para~raph as follows:

The cc.mr.unicati-:n of truth by man to !Il.~t.: • • • ha$ in it. twc, essential elem.ents, truth and personal!ty. Neither of these can it spare
ru1tl still ba preaching . • • • presching is the brin&bi of truth

through personality.I!
For the persuasive process to be communicated there occurs a joint
operation between God, His Word, the preacher, and the hearer.

The 111ethod

of communicating the message lfarises from the nature of the message and
its source.nl9 The niessage has to be both delivered and received.

In one

sense the preacher is subordinate to the message,. lest the message be according to rr.:m instead of from God.

In this sense the mEissnge is inde-

pendent of man, it depends on the Holy Spirit for communication,. for it

18teslie J. Tizard, Preachina, the Art of Commmication (New York:
Oxford U Press, 1959), p.-·20. -- ·- ~- - -19Chru;. w. Smith, !}_iblical .Authoritt fo:r:_ ~~de!!!_ Pread!!!i;.
(P.hiladclph.i.a: The:1 1·{estminsierPress;-T9"oo}, p. :JS.
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is the Spirit's truth, and it serves not the purpose of man but of God.
Yet in another sense, the preacher is God's representative to man, for he
is also the servant of the congregation, called by them to be their intercessory spokesman to God in their behalf. This situation sets up the
preacher for conununicating authoritatively for persuasion.
Ideally, the authority will be recognized to be the gospel, mediated through the preacher's personality from the Bible within the
church, when it proves itself effective in the hearers, because it
comes to them as a revelation, as "news" that brings good.20
The preacher
contributes his own experience of Christ, his knowledge of Scripture
and a Christian interpretation of them along with his sense of the
people's need. The people contribute not only by attendance, but
also share in the problem of acceptance. They become aware that
they are not dealing with a man of good ideas, but with an agent of
an ancient and tried faith. 2:1
For communication of perspective and authority in this category of
relationships, the Holy Spirit's indwelling in the heart and conduct of
the preacher is necessary, although not an absolute necessity, since the
gospel itself is the power of God unto salvation. People have been converted and edified by reading the Scriptures or tracts and the like. Yet
the church chooses and authorizes men to be preachers who have confessed
the faith and meet the qualification of Christian character. What the
preacher is as a person either helps or hinders persuasion. Oswald C.
Hoffmarm has this to say:
Compassion is the burden of our preaching--the everlasting compassion of God in Jesus Christ. If we are to reach into the hearts
of people, we must share with them this spirit of divine compassion.

201bid. , p. 51.
211bid., p. 85.
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We shall be able to share it only if we ourselves live near the
cross.22
There is a vast difference in being authoritarian and preaching with
authority for persuasion. The fonner is browbeating with external force.
TI1e latter has a real and implicit strength from the ttuth of the message
itself. The preacher himself must give evidence that he is \ll'lder the
authority of the divine Word. Certainty in his

own

heart helps carry con-

viction. Mere etudition isn't authoritative. "Only the Spirit can invest human ·words with the authority that compels acceptance and obedience.1123
What the personality of the preacher is will show up by what he says
and does in his relationship to God and his hearers. His words and actions are suggestive. He can increase the power of suggestion by being
physically direct. The poised preacher shows self-control, selfconfidence, and the certainty of his message by the way he walks to the
pulpit. The hearers are t.'iereby alerted as to whether the speaker is
strong and earnest or weak and hesitant. "The presence of good bodily
action will suggest the keen desire of the speaker to conun\ll'licate his
ideas to the audience. 24
0

Furthermore, the power of suggestion through the personality of the
preacher is enhanced by using good vocal delivery. A vigorous delivery

Z2oswald C. Hoffmann, "Reaching Through Preaching," Wenchel FOlllldation
Lectures (St .. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1955), p. z3.
23Frederick W. Schroeder, Preachin~ the Word With Authority
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1 54),° p:-Ttr.24'fhomas V. Liske, Effective Preaching (New York: MacMillan, 1960),
p. 261.
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creatr;.s cc:1fidenc<:1 in the pl"eacner 1 s :nessage.

A voice t ~~:..t is wanti and

disanning creates not only a liking fo1· the voice but for the man himself.

TI1e voice transmits sha,los of meanini1 . Monotonous over~cleliberateness

suggests rr..ere mcmor izution and l .:1ck of µersonal corranitment to the message.
Suggestive words evoke pictures in the min<i~ recall associations , ancl rec1·eate past experiences.

The prcacher 1 s own eJ'!'l.otions are charge<l, &id

his senses a1·e stimulated. so as to pull the hearer into empnthy with the
meaning t.ltat the preacher' s messat e has for the preacher himself.
The Christian transparency of the preacher's personality pictures a

sampl e of victory over frustration.

It portrats fulf illment.

In ad<li-

tion, it shows success over t he constant t.'1-ireats to one's pcrsonhood.

With feelings of insignificance man often follows a policy of expedience tm.til he loses his center of per soaal existence. Such a man
tries to get others to like him at all costs, until he becomes nothing
r.10re t han a kaleidoscopic se1·ies of the reflections of others.

Such a

person has lost his sense of being in relationship· t o nny ultimate significance. The sermon has to signal that the preacher is sensitive to this
loneliness and then p1·esent the compassion of Christ with the gospel ' s
unique power to heal that loneliness.

Then too, such a preachiz1g pe1·son-

«lity presents a ma.tt:re an<i grateful reliance upon Coci in a culture which

causes guilt feelings by insisting that everyone ought to be selfsufficimt, but isn't ~ desi->ite his best eff orts.

The q1.1s.lities or chal,'ac.teristics of the preacl1e1·' s personality are
the fruits of faith put to use by the Holy Spirit ir1 persuading the

hearer that Christ's tn1th can be a power for faith and life £or him in
ever greater measure. The Holy Spirit's truth through the personality of
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the r,1·~aci1er is an effective instn.ll;:,;;,'nt fol· ~Cuilr:Lmicating the serr.:oH in
the category o.f d:ialogic.1.l relationship.

111e first senr.on sample below is r.n example c,f t1lo autho-rit~tive dia·
logical relationship fa·or,1 Goel to m.?..n an<l the response ha.c k to C-c<l.

Look at Jesus 1.~ith your own eyes. open your he:u-t before Hir.!, and
he sure that you can trust the inq)ression He makes upon your own
soul. He speci:,s to you1· heart with authority. If a n:an loves the
truth, th~ teac·lings :.md pt:rson of Jesus fNse:nt no problem. Learning from Hi:.1 sets the soul to siniing liarmony with tTuth that is

eternal in the heart of God. Or.e is '/'-Ur teacher~ ever. Christ.ZS
The next sample ex.i'·d bits enco1.mter along with kerygma and the persona.U ty dynamic: of meaning:
And the first step to being free is to 1-ecognizc one's self as a
sin1le1· and thus s sb,v e, fettered 1.dthc1.~t resou1·ccs to h~lp one's
self. It is to see 01,e' s self as iri(foter..t, ~d then to be faceo
with the ' 'Lm,b of God, who takes away the sin of the world . 11 To
every slave there is offered freedom, and what freedom there is in

Cbrist!26

In tha foll()Wi.ng note these emphzses: encounter, responding , relationship of illdivhluul to the chm·ch a.'ld shariug in the gospel's pcrspective.

Tocfay you and I staud on the tl11-ezhol,l of a new chm-ch year. We
hear the words of Jesus. We feel the impact of the gospel. If we
accept His s~v(ltion we must also uccep't Te!>1xmsibilit.y. If we &re
renewed by Christ, it is that He may see the fulfilbnent of His desires in us, ir.. His church, and through us upon men evcryuhere. 27

The personality cynaniics of sensing, organizing> and meaninp, :ire
evident in the following so1,wn excerpt:

2Svictor neck, ecitor, '.ln~ <A?spol }!£ Pr~~£! {Rock Islm1J., Illinois:
Augustm1a Press, 1956), p. 2SI.

Z<>t~.!~· ~

p.

281.

27Ibid.
..._. ,_ :- p. 6 .

the :-ir · :yer !i :mu i1,;.ml$ ~:.; ~m: Ch:dg:: fr'. t ho h );r,r: :\r c. .,o h ~p .r ·i:r•.ut.
Fr0q;ontly a n-;othe~ will feel weighed down with her children•s
countless :titt le c.n-res . <',ho tmncfors sor.1ctimes if a ll the petty
routine is worth ,,hilo. now nruch more is not someor1e else doing i or
Goel t han she ! Bat 1at twe::ry nother ;:-c1'ltcr.,h e;: tJiis . . tlJat t o f:i'lin 01 e
goo,.1 Ch.j."'istfo.r, ,:harncter to society. to be 1·esporndbl e for putting
hi r.h :m.d holy i d.enls in the heart of cne man or wnnan 5.s t ho noblest
~ml £il1cs t t ask of all. 2H
·

In a sermon on ~.fa:rk 10; 17-27 t he pr -~achm: wants to cnilln.'lrrdcate to the

l i fe,

In the

f:!:Kce1-pt

that £01:.c)'i:/S , t h0 r,e:cs~mality <lynamics

of se:1si11r, ::md responc:i.ng is n,l a tcd to encount er.
im :lsolutecl cas0.

generation.

ncertainly this is not

No doubt this youth has many counterparts even in this

In t he enco1mter o:f .Jesas .;;r,d

t]".<~

i·ttl;-~r i·,e ca:n dis cove1· clues

f or t J.~ solution. of om: own t 1·®bles. " ""9 ·'Thi s account has th~ ~:£feet of
brint;i n;~ me fa.cc to fac,:! with t he ?•faster.
fi.r1ger on t ho chain tha t binds

lr.e

I discove1· that He puts I lis

to ma ter ial and secular interests. 11 30

Another sampl e f eo.turing the <lynarnic of organizing for persuasion
comes f rom Erick Hugg ' s sermon \·Jhich states its text as authority, and

t hen offers an example of a life situation for application.

After this

comes a <liscussion about leaders of church and state, followed by a presentation c,.£ t he :planneu effort of world relief as a sign of Christian
love. A stateisent near the end of the sermon fO\..-uses on ti'i.e meaning of
the entire sentiOn:

The time hns come fer all of us to search our own house £ran cellar
to :a ttic in order to ascert.atn that t he lar.q, o.f Ch1'istian confession
-

r_..:,,,. _.._

_

_ _, . . -.. -

""·-

--

28;IJ~!!!•, p . 351.
29!.~i~. , p . 286.

30.Ib;_c}_. , p. 287.
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is on a stand where all can see it and thank God for it, and not in
an obscure and concealed spot where no one. is helped and cheered.31
This sennon, however, lacks gospel, so the power for conmnmication is
limited.
The quality of t imeliness fits in with the dynamic of meaning as the
following excerpt reveals:
In our daily Salina Journal a colunm during Lent was entitled
"Lenten Guideposts."~day some noted person cited an instance
in his life where God has meant a great deal. But never once did
it center in the fact of Christ and what His cross means. They
wePe only superficial revelations of God's love •••• Too many
people see Jesus as a good man but not as the divine Son of God
who died to save man from sin.32
The followjng series of excerpts portray the Holy Spirit's truth

through the preacher's personality for corranunicati on.
It has been said when the modem man thinks of God 1 he sees only a
big oblong blur. But when the believer thinks of God he sees Jesus
crowned with glory and honor , as the revelation of C,od. Jesus is
the incarnation of God. All is centered in Hirn. Look into His
face. Hear the answer to your questions. Trust in Hirn. Do great
works in His narne.33
The next sample is from a sennon entitled: "Joy, Friendship, Harvest"

by Ralph R. Lindquist.
1 am the vine, you are the branches. 11 This statement is a profmmd utterance of a great truth. It is a description of the relationship between the Master and His true disciples. It is a
picture of the deep personal communion between Christ and His own.34
11

Jesus proved His friendship on Good Friday, when He gave His life
for our sins. He entered the pulpit of His Cross, and preached the

311bid., p. 309.

32Ibid., p. 181.
33Ib"d
_!_•' P• 155.

341b'
~ ·, , p. 157.
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t:1ost singul ar sennon in t he armals of m,m. Have you hoartl that sermon? Oh ~ yes , with your ear s . But with your iru1ennost person?35
Vie j i.ist have to go and t ell, go and proclaim His wonderfu l good
news. And there is not only this inner compulsion of how we feel,

but also the call from above. Jesus says, 1 chose you a:nd appointed you. " In other words, our own willingness blen<ls with an
11

appojJ1t1~ent by the Mnste1·. 36

35!E~~-,

P· 159.

36Ibi d . p . 160.

·---- '
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CHAPTilP. IV
EVALUAT!i'!G nm MEANS FOF.

EXPRESSING GOD'S REVEALED TRlITH
~m.ie uf tl1f: c,;ncluding sermon exc~npts in the previous chapter por-

tray the~ pro&cher's reliance upon the Holy Spirit 1·K>rking t.11.rough his
personnlity m; ~n i nstrturient for persuasion.

A further step in exruiuning

l.uther..m i:;rcr..chin,~ ir.. Am.er ice is the inqtdry in tc the manner by ,sihich the
preacher sei"\~es as such un inst1'U&!.ent.

The non-,·erbal conm:unicntion as-

pects, such as gestu:ril1t-:> style of <lelive-ry, breathing techniques, lit-

urgiall setti1~g, archit<::ctural n.tmosphere, etcetera, will r.ot be con-

d dcr·-cl. 'I11ese are very i r.-1portant for e.Y.pressing r:s0<l's revealed truth,
but the sermon depends mostly on words to express revealed truth. Therefore» the co.teg,,ry of the use of languagt: anc, its ccr.11:1Unic~tion system of
technical nppuratus plays the dominant role for expr essing God's tn,th to

the hearer.
To express thoughts and ideas the words e1rq)loyed in the sermon

ra1st have meaning.

If there is to be a COl~rur.ication process) the rnean-

ing rnust be the sai.."C or at least sioilar for the preache1· as well as
the hearer.

This brint s an i.nm:ediate problem into foe.us• since the

langti.1.&e barrier of worcJs can c!istcrt mcnnings.

out that every

\\'Ord

Reuel L. Howe points

depends for its existence and meaning on life that

has bee11 lived and carries responsibility for life that is to be

lived.

The problem is acute because langunge is not e..uct and precise.

Differences arise in \\"<>rds out of their emotional associations as a result of the hearer's particular experiences. Verbal caamunication
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like an iceberg has its hidden area.l
Because of differences in the meaning of words, their symbolic image
in the speaker's and hearer's minds is not always identical. What a
speaker says has to filter through what the hearer thinks the person is
like and therefore what the hearer thinks has been said. Theological
vocabulary in a senron for the average American church-goer has little
meaning in his daily life. Until that vocabulary is filled with meaning
from the cxi1eriences of the hearer, the ·words will not evoke a meaningful
image.

When Jesus spoke of the Kingdom of God, it was powerful because

He spoke to the heights and depths of Israel's tradition and memory.

He

used the leverage of their world view. His words assured imagery in their
minds and hearts. They had meaning. Christ said that His woTds are
spirit and life.. Christian truth is a.live. This life can be expressed
or conveyed with words creating the imagination of God I s love. People
can see the truth through words a11<l hear the truth through words, if they
see m1d hear Christ, the Living Word.
Some words in a sermon will evoke an imate of Christ. Others will

appeal mol'e to the ear. The visual shape and the tonal shape, seeing and
hearing, are the pairs through which infonnation is transmitted the world
over. F. W. Dillistone discusses principles that combine ·words and images
to become efficient agents of communication. These basic principles are
building and sharing. The world itself is a sttucture of atoms and molecules which have a unity that strikes the eye. Thel'e is a unity of
shape and fonn. The world is also a system

----·--lReuel L. Howe, Th~ ~ l e

Press, 1963), p. 27.

of interconnections between

~ Dialo~! (Greenwich, Conn.: Seabuty
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waves aruJ ch.arges.2 Man shapes and builds the materials which he finds,
the images and patterns which he sees and the tones and variations

which he hears. Symbolically his st1uctures appear in the fom of temple cul ts, myths• and liturgies.

Arr/ divi11e conmrunication which is to

come meaniu~~ fully to man must relate itself to these general structures
which constitute the human situation. 3 New experierlces come through the

use of imagery and lead to new discoveries ,~hich am be offered to a

fellow human for his considc1·ation.
The Old Testament provides a collection of iniages and word patterns
derived from drar:iatic events and oracles, but the people of God must
wait for the true inte1:,rrating agent, the Image, the Word, the Messiah!

God's IJT1..age appeared in human form and men saw Him in a wide

variety of visual situations. God's Word was spoken through
events of a hUJnan care'cr and men heard Him in a succession of

<lialectical encouuters.4
Edmwid Clowney writes in a similar vein:

TI1e covenant Lord comes to his people, dwells in their midst, and
promises a final deliverance, an ultimate covenant of peace to be
established by his coming. Since it is the Son of God who fulfills these pTOmises, the redemptive epiphanies of God are particular revelatior..s of Christ. ~'hen the Lord descends on Sinai,
marches through the desert, and ascends Zion, leading captivity
captive ••• this redemptive appearance manifests the saving act.ion that will fina its culmination in Christ.S

2F. W. Dillistone, Christiani!I and Communication (New York: Chas.
Scribner's Sons~ 1956); p.

28.

-

3Il>id. , p • 34.

4~bi~., P• 55.
5Eamund P. Clowney, P~~g and ~ical n,.eolOJ[ (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Erdman s
lisliers, 196IY, p. 11:
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The imar;es whlch tl'le earliest Christian witnesses had seen were
brought together to .form the great name-portraits C\f the New Tcstl:'Jnent.
These images were available tilroo.dy in thP. 01~ Testament 1 but they 1·1ere
tnken mrer cllld adopte-d because of what people had

SClen

in and through

Jesus of Nazareth. These nar.ies depict the i~pression r.tade by Jestis on
those who cc,mpanied with Him.

,Jesus from the Old

Here a?·e a f cw of the :i.Ji1aged nnmes of

:mo. New Testaments:

Wonde1·ful, Counsellor, }1ighty

C''!Od, Everla.stL'l'ltt Father 1 Prince of Peace, Sectl of the Woman, Shiloh of

the Patriarchs, Angel of the I.or<l, Branch of ,Jesse, Son of David, Son of
M?.n> Son of C'..ocl, Desire of the Natior>.s 1 Sufferil1.g Servnnt, Imnanuel of

the Prophets 7 King of Israel ~ Promised Messi2h, Star out of ,Jacob, Zion's

Cornerstone :, Light 0£ the Gentiles, Rose of Sharon, Sun of Righteousness,
Judge and La"1g,i ver, Offsprinr, of a Virgin.. Holy Child; Carpenter's S?n>
Bricfogroan, Wo1·d made flesh, Lamb of God, Light, Life, Man of Sorrows,

Master, Rabbi, .Morning Star 1 Nazarene, High Priest, Redeemer. Way, Truth,

Resurrection. and the Life, Ri:>c:k of Offense, Savior, Shepherd, Sin-bearer,
Vine, Aclvoco.te. Alpha an.cl. Omegar, Ann cf the Lord, Beloved Son, Aut'l.or

and Pin:i.sher o:f our Faith, Captain of Salvation, Chief Shepherd, Dayspring, Deliverer, Door, Elect of C..od, Faithful Witness, First Begotten
Forerwmcr, Governor, Head of the Church, Holy One of God, Horn of
Salvation, I /IDJ., Image of God, Just One, Lord of Glory, Mediator, Only
Ber,ot.ten Son, Our Passover,. Root of David, Bishop of Souls, Son of the
Blessed, Son of the Highest, etcetera.
What Jesus was, in the pattern of His character~ could appeal to

the eye; the news of what He did in the crisis of death

and

resurrection

could make an appeal to the ear. The words which tlie disciples heard
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became concen.t-catou in shor t 1~rocl::matiom; like ChTist died for

OUT

sins,

the rc..loniption tbnt is in Christ J esus, 1Joing j'J.Stif:ied by :iis blood ,
1·isc1.1 anJ a liv1:: £oreverrno1·~, ctc<lt cr a,

God has bee.::i willing so to r-aveal

Hit-1self in such ;\ way th.at t11e i mages, wo-rcls, ri.cti:.es ~ and proclarr.ations
wh:k h were ilorn ,dth.in the hist-.>rf of ma...""tl~ind coull.! become vehicles f o-r
m"m to hca1· t es t:l,Ti(,ny to what he !~1J . s~en rind hea1·d .
The gro1.Jtl1-bu:i.ld in:; and sharing process cont.inue<l :in fr.at divine
J'ew reconciliations ·were effected as God's Word of

01·~··misn1> the c.hurc'h .

j uugment an,l gr ac(} b 1 ,Jesus Ch1·lst :net ch.aller..ges and saved alienate·J.
lives.

·n1is b,~coJ110s a t eir.ple~buildil~g process as ~ell a.s 11 cov5rnm.t re-

1&.t :ionship throt.gh the ce11tt:,:ries.

Th0

lm6j) 1
,d

word and the ac .:il.c le "'4orJ.

were.: transported cut of .Jewish culture .first L"1.to the Greek t ho~(i,ht world
and tJ,._611 t.c the Lath...

The Latin lttJ'lg\.mgG

sh.arpene<1 <listinctions and rr.acle clear defL1itions; it gave
Christianity a voca.bulary for certain aspects of its life. But it
ha<l not the re~outtcs to become an adequate transmitter of the
lively Hebraic-Hellenic dialectic whicll the Scriptures tgemselves
cc,r!ta.L.11::d and whid, t he c:~ri.sd.an faith , • • displ;.yecL
Ths Rervlissmic:e helyJed tc oper.; q i t h.~ ,·"ay for tb~ f cl th tc relate

the Bible i n.

tj\~

ve1nacular ~a:in.rid z1~w vitalit)' SJ'"ld meanir.g in the cil'-

cumstances of the Refo:rn;a.tion a~e::.
In :u.ioclern tili;es science lias developed a world view in \olhich life is

e:n.cl ose~. wi"U1i n a vast uit~ha,.; ,ical system whose laws cnn be lcarnetl :m<l

whose processE-s

a.I',?

ha1mssed to supply material needs. This has en-

gulfed the imagiria..tion of 1i1aJild.nd and has helped 1m...e ManJ.sm the great

6nulistone, 1>.

so.
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rival of Christianity; the task of showing and explaining God's Truth to

man for apprehension has been made more difficult.
Dillistone contends that for the modem situation of man the essential Christian riiessage to be proclaillled consists of picture and story. Toe
picture portrays Christ, the central figure whose personal career enfolds
itself a.round one center--the plan of death and resurrection--fTom which
the whole is viewed and interpreted. TI1e universe is not a random conglomeration of elements nor a pre-<letemined evolutionary process, nor the con-

tinuing dialectic of

two etenially opposing principles.

The model for in-

tegrating the universe is not foWld in a mystical fonnula.
an impersonal rational principle in a machine.

Neither is it

Rather the universe has

meaning in terms of personal values, and the model or pattern for its integration is to be found in the personal career of Christ.7 The visual
imaged word depicts to the hearer _what Christ was and is, emphasizing His

human arul divine natures along with His personal \Dlion as the God-man.

This is imaged revelation of God in Christ.
The audible word, on the other hand, emphasizes what Jesus did and

. still does in His divine office of Messiahship. The appeal heTe is to the

ear through the process of story. Dillistone presents this thought by
noting that t11ristian witness procl~ that in the story of Christ all
history finds the key to its significance and the pointer to its goal.

This 1neaning of history is not in the attaimuellt of political independence

nor economic self-sufficiency, nor in class dominance, nor is the goal of
history to be found in the possession by all people of material canforts

7Jbi~., p. 100.
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and physicriil well-being nor in eliminating all inequalities of status and
class.

Rather the meaning of history is fow1d in the redemption of man

from his earthA,ou:ndedncss and self·centet·eclness. History's goal is to
be found in establishin1; God's perfect 1-ule among men. 8

In order that t.11e picture and story, the imaged word anci the audible
word. may 1·each their target~ they must be audience-directed.

TI1e ser-

n:on' s meaning n:ust be directed to the audience that is present. The sermon that bemo::ulS the absentees or those i:outside our circles," or _the
wicked " they" who are the sinnars will not help the hearers to realize

God is expressing His truth to them directly.
To avoid misdirection, the prcaaher

lilUSt

realize that very often

audience$ h~ve stereotyped pictures which generalize.

People accept or

reject new ideas on the basis of a relationship to-pre-conditioned pictures; for example, Negroes are shiftless, New Englanders are cold and
aloof, Southerne1·s are friendly and genteel, Jews are tight-fisted, Russians
are rough and boorish, Italians

aT(;

fat and garrulous, etcetera. A word

in the sennon may trigger a stereotype response froL'l the congregation. The

sennon' s language should seek to avoid such 1·esporises by careful attachment of .meaning to \'.'Or<ls.
In addition, the pastor's love for his people will help the sermon to
get engaged with the audience i.11 the p1·esentation of divine truth.

Inti-

macy signals injected into the senuon occasionally, s1.lCh as •·you know"
and "you see," help give meaning to the thoughts, because "Language is

8Ibid., p. 99.
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the vehicle of personal relationships , not just packets of jnfo1:;r.ation. , ,g
1li.e ser.1;on t hat co1:m.U11icatos the imaged and audible word anci wakes
the pkture and tho story ()f Christianity mcan.incful to the audience pays

attention to the t~chnical apparatus or rAech311if.s of fangunge.

TI1e fol·

l owing seven areas :i?pca:r to l)e involved in tl1fa system of ccrn\Iltlca t i on:
(1) Clarity1 (2) sir.,1)licity , (3) uc<.-uracy 1 (4) con::retencss , (5) force,

(6) graim:iatical structu1·e such as moods) tenses , nnd voices, an<! (7) sentence structure. The prope1· or h-iproper use of this ap!)aratus determines

what can be called. the style of the sermon.
The first requisite for good style is ease of tmderstancling. Speci-

fic words and concrete illustrations help convey strong stin:.uli for listener attention.

Figures of speech add tone and color. Short words and

brief sentences work for clarity. Oral style requires " straigp.t forward
developR nt, simple and direct co11struction , careful use of silence and
0

cmployr.-.ent of visual-auditnry transitional devices rather than verbal
connectives and n:odifiers. 10 Faris D. Whitesell explains the basic
11

qualities of i~ood sennon style as clarity. energ'.'/ of language, elegance,
naturalness. purity! precisior. , individuality, pe1·spicuity, plainness,

fon:e, and beauty.

11

Recause a sennon is a spoken message, the preacher

should cultivnte an oral style consisting of clear words, sitr,ple WQr<ls,

exact ,iords, action words, and picture words." 11 However, it

lill.1St

be

··------

9n. T. Brooks , "Christian Connmication," ~ f~e,g~!~!
~arterll, XXXI (January 1958), 28.
lOwebb B. Garrison, The Preacher and His Audience (Westwood, New

Jersey: Fle1ning H. Revell1:ci:-~-fgS"4')-•-p. ffl.

llFaris ll. Whitesell, Power in Exposit7. Preaching (Westwood. New
Jersey: Fleming H. Revell ~1§°3f, p. i! · .
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aJdeJ tnu.t sor.ie of these <iescriptious u.re r,:.fLativ~, ·.for example, elGgance
aud beauty.

what may iJc considm·e.d cfogam: a.i.<l beautir...11 by one person

might bi; th.ought staid aniJ. drab by a di£fo1·ent l1ea1·er.

Clarity of laz1&-uage is of prirn.i3 impo1·timcc;; in COi!qj[uilica.tion.

Clear

words make choaghts transpart-"llt to ti1e audience; for exampl~, a small per-

~e.1tage of the audieuce may know what a var<laut 1,asture is, but nearly
ev~ryboJ y \·roulcl kncn-J wlia·t a 1,rreen pastu1·e is i u,tless soi,~ of -~he people

ha<l nevi::,r been outside a large city~ In that latt~r case the whole concopt of "~a.stu.o" waulJ have to be e:"<plHi."led.

One:: cannot. assume, mo1·eover. that teci1.nica.l religious tenns such as
redemption, reconciliation, triun~, etcetera, are ur1<lerstoo<l merely because they are used £requently. Using the luaguage .of the people :forces
the preache·r to know the meani.11g of theological terminoloro, tv enable the
senoon to hel1; t~'lc hen-re,· think through his 1-eli~ion in his mm terms.

If the sermon speaks over the hea<ls 0£ the people, they may doubt that the
p1·eacher is very eager to corr.muni.cate.

True dignity of the pulpit pro-

ceeds frorn 1.>resenting grand ·truths in a simple style.
Along with si.livlicity, th~ senr.011 laugua&e should provide accura<..--y.

Even though the preactier knows the precise:, meaning oi a term. he caimot

assl.Ulie that the hearers have the exact <luplicate widerst:anding. Many a
preacher il.as felt. chagdn when the hearer '-Olq>letely tili.sw1cie.r stoou what

ho endeavored to say.

Repetition of the thought in different words helps

insure accurate coimmication. One of the biggest problems in a Qialogi-

cal relationship is that people talk past each other. Telltale sig11s,

blank stares, puzzled brows, blinking eyes. feed back to the preacher
that his words need to be restated for the permeation of thoughts into
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the hearer.

The increasing demand for shorter sermons makes the choice of

accurate lan&,1\18.gc a paramount necessity •
.Another area of technical apparatus is force. Strong words drive
home a point vividly and emphatically. Usually short words are more forceful than long words. The economy of words is an aid to force as are spe-

cific terms as compared to general. Tne same is true of concrete words
instead of abstract, and vivid instead of drab words. Instead of saying
.the great fish disgorged Jonah on the land, the statement that the great

fish vomited Jonah on the beach would be more 1·eadily apprehended and re-

membered.

Words that trigger emotions are forceful in producing action. \Vhile
terns as "the blood of the Lamb, foot of the cross, company of the re-

deemed, cross of Calvarti and the like can be overused and carry little
information, yet they are powerful medj.a for the communication of emotional
overtones, and arouse dormaut ideas.
While the intellectuals will readily follow abstract ideas, people in
general are helped more by verbal pictures.

The ave1·age audience in the

church requires material to be presented i.11 a concrete fonn for apprehension. The old adage holds: a picture is worth a thousand words. Much
has been written about illustrations pro and con.

For purposes of this

paper, the accent is on language being concrete and illustrative rather
than holding a brief for the use of illustrations.

says:

Theodore P. Ferris

011e good illustration carefully done is worth ten ordinary ones

11

carelessly done. 1112 A sermon with too many illustrations is like a woman
lZrrheodore Parker Ferris, ~ !E!!! ~!. P~le. (New York: Chas.

Scribner's Sons~ 19Sl)~ p. 93.
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with too many jewels which hide rather than enhance her appearance.

The

best kind of illustration is one that comes from the ordinary family life
of people. Only rarely shoul<l a sennon proclaim the preacher's personal
experiences.
A. concrete word

Ol'

phrase is clean cut and sharp. It cracks through

the conmnmi.cation barriers with objective reality.

Such words are not

wool gatherer,s, but incisively cut away extraneous verbosity.

They place

and f ix one thought in the hearer's heart and mind after another, on
solid foundation, so as to build a clean thought structure.
Tile l anguage style of the sermon will evidence good gramw.ar. Moods ,

tenses I and voices arc used properly and skillfully. T'ne power or force
of language is much dependent on these. 1he suggestive power of the

Bible to a large extent is in its affinnations.

Its verbs in the indica-

tive mood outnumber the ilriperatives. "If the indicative verbs ha4 not
first <lone their work of setting before men the vision of the reality of
God, the imperative verbs would not stir them in the slightest.nlS In the

sermon on the mount, for example, Jesus begins with the beatitudes as
cleclarative statements of fact.

In the parable of the Good Samaritan

Jesus drai'IS a picture of what a good neighbor is, rather than moralizing
about being a good neighbor. Only one line at the close conmands: " Go
and do thou likewise." A good senoon will have a maximuin of positive
statements of affinuation and a minimum of ushoulds," ''rights," ''musts,"
etcetera. A statement such as "a boy scout should be trustworthyu doesn't

have the suggestive power that "a boy scout is trustworthy11 has, because

------...-- --13tbid. , p. 24.

I
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the latter makes scouthood visible to the hearer and communicates an imaged concept.

In a similar manner, a sennon could COJililunicate the

Christhood of Jesus.
Too ~y sennons are ineffective because they are exhortations instead of proclamations.

One car..not nag people into being good.

It is

wiser to attract them to goodness. The indicative mood declares and reveals, and the great purpose of the senoon is to reveal Goel and His
"One of the reasons why the religion of the Bible is so ever-

Truth.

lastingly strong is that it is written largely in the revealing language
of the :indicative mode."14 Some examples of biblical passages of t his
are the following:
earth.

11

ltin the beginning God created the heaven and t he

"111e Lord is my light and my salvation, whom shall I fear? 11 "The

eternal God is t hy Refuge and underneath are the everlasting anns. l!
''In the year that Kine Uzziah died I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne,
high and lifted tqJ, and His t:rajn fille<.1 the ten-qJl e."

"I know that my

Redeemer liveth." ''The Lord is nigh unto them that fear Him" etcetera.
The subjmctive

1000d

is used sparingly in every good senron. One

great danger that needs to be avoided is the use of con.ditional clauses
in such a manner as to make salvation dependent upon man) or the assent

of Il'.an. When the senuon sets up the condition that, if the hearer will
be so good as to believe in Christ, or if he will act in a given manner,
then God will bless him with faith and Christian life, it proclaims
Ar:n111i:m theology rather than Lutheranism.

The better senoons substi-

tute the word "when" instead of "if." This has the added feature of

14Ibid., p. 22.
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pre-supposing that the hearer is in agreement with the message, and carries the expectation that the hearer will respond to the condition set

forth.

It gives the senr.on an existential dimension, and in addition it

leaves room for the gospel as motive 1X>Wer.
The tenses too

or detract from the sennon according to their

add

position in relation to the thought content. The story of faith and life
need not always be proclaimed in the past tense.

'While the message is

rooted in the past, it isn't buried there. Relevance will dictate a
copious use of the present tense. "The heart of tbe serroon must be in
the present tense for revelation ••• is a contemporary experience. 1115

Eschatological n1aterio.l is usually presented in the future tense, although

.

.

in the Scriptures -future events are portrayed as having already happened
or are in the process of happening.

'inis is sometimes called the his-

torical present.
Some attempts have been made at urole playing by the preacher in a
11

sermon. In that case

he

proclai.Jns the message

i.11

the first person and

uses the present tense in the mai11.l6
For the sake of movement in the senr.on the active voice predominates
in usage over the passive voice. Otilinarily the active voice for sel'fflOn

proclamation is more direct and emphatic. Oczcasionally in order to direct

attention to the object rather than to the subject of a transitive verb,
the orde~ is changed, so that the subject, instead of performing action,
is acted upon.

This makes the voice passive. Much use is made of the

15!.1!M·, p. 27.
16J. Marcellus Kik, Voices From Heaven and Hell (Philadelphia:
Pt>esbyteria.n and Refomed l>ufi'iisfilni O>. , 19'55)"".-
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passive voice in written mat~ri.il> but the active voice is pl\Jferrcd
speeches, especially in sennons.

u1

Usually this difference becomes evident

rat.lter quickly between a lectu1·e and a scr.110n.
While sentence structure is mentioned last for the COil!Jiulication
system of teciulical apparatus, it certsinly is

jlOt

the least.

All the

pai·ts of speech would be involvvd in a thorough discussion of sentence
s tructu1·e.

With 1·eference to this thesis, the following observations will

be sufficient.
Scnuons from Lutheran pulpits in the past tendc<l to use a great mony
mo<lifiers an,i clauses, especially those delivered in Gennan.

In fact

some of tho older Lutheran sermons have a whole parag1·aph in one sentence.
Today tho ever increasing demands for shorter sennons require sl1orter sen-

tences a?ld :fewer rr.-0difiers. The nouns and verbs predominate. There is good
precedent for this. as the language of the Old Testament even in translation from the Hebrew shows the prepondera.."lce of nouns and verbs.

Kaine Greek of the New Tesum~ent~ however, is

1i10re

The

complex and descriptive.

Flow<.!ry language sparingly used helps for purposes of imagery, but too
tnuch of it is like too much perfume.

Since the sent~ is proclamation, the declarative sentences will car-

ry the load for corrommication. To arouse att~ntion and keep interest,
the interrogative and exclamatory sentences are useful. The impe1·ative
se1~tence guides and directs emotion rather than argument, and should be
used only aftor the declarative sentence lus done its work.

For beauty

and rhythm, a balanced compound sentence has no equal. Consider the
superb oxai11ple in Psalm 46:6:

"The heathen raged, the kingdoms were

moved; he uttered his voice, the earth melted. 11
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TI1e 0xcerpts t.lmt follow demonst'l'.';ite some aspects of the cate~ory

of the use of languune and its cornm,mication system of technical apparants.
A sennon entitled "With Eyes Fixed on JestJS, 11 by Carl E. Rydell, has excellent srurrpl es of the imaged word:
The
and
the
who

Servant of the Lord portrayed i..11 the written work of prop~cy
in Jesus, the Word become flesh, are merged. The Servant with
Spirit o:f the LoTd ti'J)On Him stands before ther,1. The Christ,
for so long a time had been hidden in their sacred writings is

revealed to them in the person of Jesus o.f Nazareth. It is always
a wonderful moment when Jesus Christ steps out of God 's Book and
reveals Himself. For one purpose of God with His Word is to confront you with the Savior, to have Him stand before you in all His
g:race an<l glOY"f as the r-mointed Servant of God.17
1
'

If you expect to meet ,Jesus in the Word, and are prepared to accept a

r evelation of Hi.r.1, you will never be disappointed.

He is the Word and

will make Himself known. nl8 "At the same time that Scripture yields up

the secret of: the person of the Savior, making Jesus known and presenting
Hirn as God's .i\ nointed. • • •1119
!n this next excerpt from n sennon entitled 111-Iow Free Are You" by
John R. Benson, one can observe emphasis in the audible word:
God :who giveils us salvation through Jesus Christ our Savior • • • •

God has found a way to make us free. The only-begotten Sou of
God hs.s entered human life • • • • he took upon Himself the guilt
of all mankind. He makes us fJ"ee from sin~ because He takes our

s:ln.'i upon. Himself.

He makes us free from the law because "by

grace you have been saved through faith. 11 20

17victor Beek , editor, Th~ ~~i?fJ.. !1~ ¥..! !:~ (Rock ~sland1 Illinois:
Augustana Press, 1956), p. 2.

18Ibid
•
...
~

191bid.
20JJ?!£!. t P• 281.
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Another example of the audible word is the following:
Scripture . • • also qualifies and designates His mission here on
earth, a mission which Jesus gladly accepted. He came to preach the
good news of the acceptable ~ar of the Lord. He tol<l men that God
had not forgotten ther,1• • • • 21
1

%my who were slaves to sin, • • • were set free. Others who were being

crushed by the press of evil circumstances, and equally evil men, were

given strength to endure ••• ,"22 (i:n the above note the use of the passive voice

.J

He robbed sin, infilmity, affliction, and disease of their power. He
bore our sins in His own body on the tree; He took our infimities

and bore our diseases ; and in all our afflictions He was afflicted.
He stepped in under the load of every man that He might lighten burdens, atone for sins, and give the benefit of Bis strength, courage,
and grace.23

"This was the mission of Jesus to which He ·fully gave Himself. To accomplish this assignment He died, done to death on a cross ••••11 24 (Note
passive voice in the last phTaseJ

''Jesus rose from the dead. He lives

to bring to completion all Goel' s plans. Jesus changes people.'• 25

In the next sample the preacher expresses the thought of loneliness in
concrete language:
In the gray dusk of early dawn a man approaches pier 91. About to
embark on a large ocean·going vessel» he calls out to a young lad
who is selling newspapers. "Here's a $S bill son. All I ask is
that you wave good-bye to me when the boat leaves the pier."

--22Ibid.,

21Ibid. , p . 3.
p. 4.

23!bid., p. 4.

241bid.
25tb,i~. , p. 5.

~bat
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brought about such a strange request? 11lere is only one

explanation: the man was lonely.26

The following smnple shows accuracy and clarity in expressing audi-

ence direction:
Whether we nre a farmer or a foreman, a father or a freshman ..
whether we are clad in a gray flannel suit or wrk-soiled chmgarees, we cannot help exclaiming ,dth the psal.lllist, "What is man
that thou art mindful of him? 1127
TI1e

next sample presents the audible word with concreteness and

force:

Like thunder from a clear sky crune the amazing announcement from
the lips of Jesus, proclaiming that that Word of Scripture had
suddenly become more than a pronouncement of God's intentions and
puq.lOses. It hau assumed proportions of personality,, actual!ty 1
and per£onnance. "Today this Scripture has been fulfilled in

your hearing!"28

The following passages exemplify concrete visualization:
Try to picture what took place. Try to imagine yourself as being
present in Nazareth that Sabbath. There stands Jesus reading the
prophecy. • • • All in the synagogue see Jesus. They hear the
prophecy as He reads from Isaiah. Then before their eyes, at that

very moment the Servant of the Lord portrayed •••• 29
An

illustration such as the following may be iuteresting and even

entertaining, but it nms the risk of becomiug an e11d in itself, rather
than a means of making plain God's ,riercy and })atience:

Have you ever heard the highly imaginative story about the scien•
tist who succeeded in making little people, not more than a few
inches in height? He kept them il1 a long sink on one side of his
laboratory, so t.l.ie story goes. He spared no effort to make them

26Ibi<!., p. S6.

27!bid., p. 58.

28Ibid., p. 1.
29!!?,id. , p. 2.
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as comfortnble as possible. The teur,erature was carefully controlled;
f ood. ,1ss supplied in Vtlricty nnd in ab\Dldancc ; activities to challenge eve1·y interest were freely offered. However, the experiment
<li rl not work out very well. The scientist had posted ' 'llules for
H.a1)PY Living in a Laboratory Sink, 11 but the folks who lived in the
l ~boratory sink did not pay much attention to them. The scientist
himself they completely ignored. Now the little people began to
q1.1a1·re l mnong them.selves . They stole; t hey lioo; they c:leveloped
social classes because they differed in skin color u.~d because
they di d not all ~ive on the same si<le of th~ toy railroad track,
and so t hey ostracized ce1·tain individuals ; they even waged miniature ,.,., u·fare for the possession of a particular part of the sink;
t hey hated an<l finally killed one 3.llOther. In utter disgust the
scientist pulled the 1>lug on one end of the sink, opened the faucet
on the other end, and as he rubbed his hands together of absolved
responsibility, he watched the whole nasty business go down the
clrain.30
For concrete vlsualization, the followi.rlg bl'ief illustrative sen-

tences <lo a better job of coTIJnunicating:
The walls of Jericho fell on the seventh day with the blare of trumpets and. shouts of the multitudes. nut it was the steady tramping
by the foot-weary Israelites on each of the preceding six days that
The tnir.veting of t he Gospel on Sunday is meaningful. but
the f c...'Otwork of the Le.rd ' s witnesses on the six week days is what
really pulls do,m t he strongholds of sin. 31

di <l it.

A f requent number of semens et!\)loy the cpta.tivo mood for coJianunica-

tion power in the concluding paragraph, for example: ''Mny we act nn~ live
as true s ons and tlaughtel's of freedom, radia ting l i ght an<l cheer as the

Spirit of Christ ponneotes our l i vos ... 32
In this ch31_.>ter, it has been dernonstrot<3d that the scr.non employs

language to depict the imaged word of God : parti<:ularly the promises of
C-od in relation to the Christ and culminating in Jesus' Person.

30AnniJ1 c. Oldsen, ~ ~S~B! Fr~~ (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1953) , p~ .

3lneck,. p. 187.
321bid. 10 p. 284.

Such
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revelation deals w'l th beouty a.,cl cor;~>assion, strength o.id. cou1·a.gc, concern micl. fo1·giveness, faithfulness and love, pain m1.<l. hope.

'flie appeal

clin1axes in what Jesus Christ was and is. Ily way of contrast, language

can desc1·ibe the Wot·d of God anc. tha Word made flesh as the audible ·word.
The appeal he1-e is what God in Christ through !-!is pro.11is<::s 11.ls

still does for man•s salvation.

~l'ie.

and

The appeal to the ear has an immediacy

of apprehension and response which is more 1·&pi d t han the appeal to the
eye .

ivhile all words. of course, must pass through the ear before they

can make an i mpression on senso1y nerves, t.i'lc language which we ha,·e related to the :imaged wo1·d will set up a visual perception of whut the
original witnesses nsaw, t! while other language refo:ted to the audible
word will ap11eal to the sense of hearing what the origLial witnesses
11

hoard . 1 1 In either case, the language must be geared f er the hearers in

attendance, so that t he technical apparatus cau bo utilized for caauuu." 'li-

catiou.

OW'TER V

APPLICATION OF TI-IESIS

In each of the previous chapters, excerpts of sennons have been offered as· samples of the categories and conmunic.ition systems discussed.
In this chapter the emphasis is on the general application of the thesis,
first to various types of senri0ns , and secondly, a specific application
too senoon in uetnil. In the first instance I have chosen a sermon collection of sixty-five sennons based on a series of gospel lessons for the
church year. It is a collection of Augustana Lutheran parish semons,
cnti tled I_!:!_~ 9<>spe!_ We P~ch.
In general , this collection from various sennonizers appears toillustrate this thesis extensively, with few exceptions. A brief study of
several semons will bear this out. The first selection is by Raymond W.
Hedberg with the title "The Door to Life ,'' based on John 10:1-10. The

introduction presents the problem or difficulty of apprehending spiritual
truth and of making spiritual reality 1neaningful and practical for us.
The law proclamation shows the impossibility of getting into the Kingdotl
of God and achieving spiritual insight by man's own power and effort.
The gospel is declared by calling Christ the Door. "Through Him man finds
new life, a new spirit, and a new and lasting joy."l
The content of this sermon is textual and is presented clearly and

simply. Christ is explained as the Door of salvation. The power for

-..-- ·..-----·~-- --lvictor Beck, editor, The Go~l We Preach (Rock Island. Illinois:
Augustana Press, 1956), I>· T48.-- - -

.
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conmrunicating the gospel comes through in this short sentence, "Christ is
the only Door! 11 2 In a previous sentence there is this example of the gospel as means.
Christ is t he door through which we enter the Kingdom of God. He
is the means of access, the way by which one leaves darkness, conf~ion, and tmcertainty behind, and com.es into the bright stmlight of eten1al love.3
The achievement of 'llllity can be discerned by noting the thesis , the
goal and pa1·ts of this senuon.

The thesis is that Jesus "has n:a<le it

possible for us to grasp the deep and profound truth of life," and the
goal is to find out 1'1how a person can get into the kingdom of God. : ,4
Part I shows that Christ is the door or means of entrance into the Kingdom;
Part II: Christ is the 0111.y door; Part III: He is the door or entrance
way to the abundant life. There you have the dialectic of thesis, anti-

thesis, and synthesis.
The state1J,ent "We cannot wrap the great spiritual realities of life
in a package and carry them home with us.

They must be apprehended

through faith and insight, both of which are made possible by the Holy
Ghost, 115 offers an example of perspective as an ir1gredient in the strategy
of persuasion. Then for the other ingredient, authority, the preacher
quotes 1 Cor. 2:14, 11because they are spiritually discerned," and the text,
"Christ is the door! This is why He came to earth to dwell mnong us. God

2Jbicl.

3Jbi~., p. 146.

4Ibid.
~~~!~q p. 147.
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has not abandoned man to his own devices to get on as best he can:·6
11

God is also the revealed God who makes His purposes known and who reaches

do\·m in Christ to help men find their way. 7 Besides authority, tl1e
11

didactic :fl.u\ction of keryB}'M ,ms utilized in the latter statement.

t~ext, the readc:r May discover elements of encounter , empathy, anci
sharing as part of the perspective nnd authority in the category of dinlogical r elationships.
The door way is :is wide m.s the heart o.f C'-i0d ! Read throu3h the
Gospels! T~.ke note of the warmth of our Lord's relationships
with people. Observe His concern for the individual, His love
fo1· the least and the lost. This is the One who is the door to
the Kingdom. Stl'ong yet tender, holy yet approachable , firm yet
forgiving, He stands before all men as the way by which they enter
the Kingciom. 8
Encounter is connnunicated via personality dyrumri.cs in this:
Once thl.s tn1th burns its way into souls, our usual complacency

will give way to a strong sense of urgency. For too long a time

,-,e have

responded to the Gospel as thou~,h it were a ttl.ld sort of
palliative that might bring some measure of relief from the world's
ills. If there is but one way to the Kingdom, we had better rnake
haste to reach every man with the Gospel. Either men ,dll face
Christ and in faith go t hrough Hilll into the Kingdom, or they will
face the stone wall of frustration and defeat.9

In the c;itegory of the use of language, the imataed word is observable in these samples :

11

In one vivid picture the truth becomes plain.

Christ is the door! Then comes a message 1 right out of heaven, 'I am
the door ; if any one enter by me, he will be saved. u ilO " It is Jesus 1
the Savior of the World! 11 ll
61bid., p. 147.
71bid.

81bid.
9Ibi~ . , p. 148.
lO_lbi<!. , p. 14 7.

ll!bi~ . , p. 148.
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The world so often thinks of Christ as a pale anemic idealist,
who ft'owm; r,iore than he smiles. l k>w differently the Gospels
present Him! He is the robust, stalwart Son of God--strong, dynamic: a~le! In Him i•au the fullness of God was pleased to
dwell. 1"
11

Next, a sample of th~ audible word:

'' 'Abundant' is the term Jesus

uses to describe the kind of life citizens of the King:.iom of God enjoy.
1

I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly. 11 •13 Discussing

Cmdst as the door some say it

matters little what you believe as long as you are sincere. With
one st1·ok0 Jesus smashes that i<1ea to nieces. t'Ho who does not
enter the sheepfold by the door but climbs in by another way, that
mcll1 is a thief and a robber. 11 14
Many little sig11als wera used to give the message audience direction
as pronouns . us, our . we, ytJu 1 i~erativ,~s as, consirler. the question,
r ead through the Gos~ls, t::l!m note, observe His concern, look also at
nnother word, follow Him 1 lay your all at His feet.
l\n example of clarity and simplicity of language:

We c.m go to a store and buy a pound of butter. and a loaf of
bread an(! take the1n home. But we cannot 11rap the great spiritual
realities of life in a package and cany them home with us. They
must be apprehended through faith,. and insip;ht. • • .15
Samples of accuracy and exactness:

11

TI10ugh men search a lifetime

for other ways, they will sooner or later come to the inescapable !act.

1 2.!J~id., p. 149.
13Ib~~., p. 149.

14_!.bJ.d. I p • 148 •
15_!1!!.<!•, p. 145.
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Christ is the only door! "16 ''Christ is the door through which we enter

the Kingdom of God. 11 17
Exaniple of concrete visualization:

"It is like a person who cmmot

swim struggling in water beyond his depth.

The more he tries, the more

he reulizes he needs the strong ann of another to save him. 18 "Can
0

you pile your good deeds high enough to get you over the barrier that
stan<ls in the way? With one simple idea Jesus sweeps these man-n1ade
makeshift attempts into the wastcbasket."19 "And the r,:lories of heaven

will keep filtering through into this life.

.

. ... 20

An ~mple of concrete illustrative use of language:

Tiiere was

a merchant seaman who had just completed. a voyage on a ship bearint1- a ca.rgo of e>tplosives. For that dangerous service ho had
been l)aid his bonus in two $500 bills. It was nll the money he
had . • . he had not opportw1ity to get his bills changed at a
bank and could fintl no one willing to cash them. Not being able
to buy food. he finally had to secure the help of a local police
station. He had the money in his hand, but it was not in small
enough units to make it negotiable. We have much the same problems as l'l-e try to grasp and comprehend the truth of God.21
An example of force.

and you will live!

"Obey the whole law and you arc in!

This do

Very simple--but did you ever try it? Can you

possibly buy, bribe, or barter your way in?" 22 "Tiiere will be no 'gate
crashers' in heaven. 11 23

-

I6!~~d.-,P.i4s.
17!£!<i•, p. 146.

l81bid.

19Ibid.

-.---

20_!_~id. , p. 1SO.

21!~!~· , p. 145.
221biE._. , p. 146.

23_Ib!_~., p. 148.
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This sern;on ust,d the indicative mood , and severol subjunctives, the

active voice , present and past tenses with several perfects and future
perfects. There were declarative , interronative 31\d imperative sentences.
Since there is a cons i derablc weal t h of sennons p1·eached by Lutheran
pastors in An!erica a t Lent.en mid-week services, some usef ul insights can
be g.nined fo,: t he study of this thesis.

As mi zht be eA-pected, these ser-

mons ar e usually r ich i."1 kerygr..mtic content, as the Lenten season of fers
opportuni 't'/ to stress the heart of the Christian faith.

A series of

s~?ven senmns which 1·elated Jesus ' hautls and the hands of those who ac-

cepted or 1·e j e ctec.i. t·! j m as Savior an<l Lord in the Passion story were pre-

pared and tdelivered at mid-week Lenten services. by Joseph L. Knutson.
They were collected and maclo available in a book l>.i.th the title . With

!'1~-l!l-~ !-.PJ:!:f~~

in 1947 •

The fiTst senr.on, h3sed on 1 Tiir.othy 2:8, is calleu "Praying Hands. 11

It uses the didactic function of law and gospel to show the meaning of
God's attributes for the hearer ~ such as God 's strength and power, guidnnce p and benevolence, by the use of hands as symbol.
The second part of the sennon er.:phasizes the meaning of hands in

prnyer in the dialogical relationship of response as an expression of
attitude from the heare1·'s heart.

Clear gospel is proclaimed here:

This is the Christ who is the center of our faith and especially
so during the Lenten season. For we pray to and worship the
Christ who cmne in the likeness of. sinful flesh, incarnate in
our very selves,-that He 1night fully enter our estate and fulfill
the deir.ands of the _law on our behalf, redeeming us from sin to
God a11d making us heirs according to the hope of eternal life.24

24Joseph L. Knutson, With t ~! ·Mifteq (Minneapolis: Augsburg
Publishing House, 1947), :p. § .
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The goal il'l this se1r.,o.n is that the hearer's spiritual ohsert1ance

an<l excr1:.:isas may be connected with the lifting up of holy hands in
prayer.

My analysis of the thematic dialectic is as follo\-!S fo1· achit:Jv-

in~ t he senr:on' s goal ;

E. They can in<lica.tc peace and blessing.
II • Pn iyin~; hancis suggest prsy~r posture.

A. Posture can in<licate an attitude in worship.

u. Folded rumcls represent need and trust.
C.

III.

U111iftod hun<l!j show opun-hcin·tedncss.

I1I'aying hands should be holy.

A.

Such hunds show purity of 1i!otive.

ll.

Holy hunds .iro without wruth.

(:.

'fhey

Ell'C

without doubtiug.

TI,e sianaling :for tl10ught progression is rather weak thro~gh.ol.lt.
T'ne story of ,Ubrccht DUrer •s '"Preying aandsu maste11>iece is used to

introduce the t11eme. while the conclusion points to furtl1e1· goals in succee<li.ng se11Iio ns on the general subject of "Uplifted Hands."
Using the symbol of hands we shall stucly the history of ou1· re-

demption; for hands we see, His hands and others, some hands of
blessing and others, some bim,1!. of hate, bu~ all of them depicting the Christ cf the cross and our attitudes towaTd Him.25
The two col\.nnns below will show applications ·of tho thesis as they
relate to quotations frair. the senron:

·--------.. -.
25Ibid., p. 1.0.
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l>~lieve1• :il~Ver ~ets Wyonu the g1·&.sp
of the guiding hand of God. 26

Autho,:i·cy in t he strat~gy
of pursuasio;1.

t;·l'he

Personality dynamic of
sensing.

0

0

lt violates our sen.c;e of God's majesty and

the spirit of wrship to ha:ve a pastor
lead the congregation in prayer with his
hands in his pockets or using them to sup"()Ort hiw,self agRinst the pulpit. 27
11

Encounter.

"Folded hands say, 'It is all up to yot,

Personality dynamic of
mar,n ing .

''What better preparation can we make for

Lord . ,,.28

Li:mt t hrm to lift up holy hands of pTayer

to Him, asking Him to make this Lenten seas~n a spfritual 1)ilgrL-uage that will vitalize for us the glory and wonder of our
redmi.!ption anc! lead us deeper into the

richness of His love and grace. 29
11

Imaged Word--the appeal
the attl'ibutes of God.

:"fhe right hand of God means the power of
God a.11<l His ability to create, sustai.l'l~
und rule/ ' 30

Audible Wo:rd--revealer of

"Fundamental truth of Christian revelation

her,3 v.f hand'..; e~'})rcssfar,

that apart fl·om J~sus we do not know anything about God. 11.,l

God.

Audible Word.

z0_rb;d.,

·'Jesus layin~ His hands on little children
and imparting His blessing. ,:32

p.

s.

27Ibid. p. 4.

~ --- '

281£~~-,. p. s.
291E.!_<!. ,. p. 10.
301bid., p. 3.

~1-~!>J.~. , p. 9.
...,2!P-!,~. , p. 4 •
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Audience direction.

"The congregation is in 110 posture for
prayer if \mfolded hands twiddle with program or hymnal. • • •u33 "We know this
God, because He_has revealed Himself in
Jesus Christ. 34
11

The language in most of this sennon is simple and clear, but not
direct enough; for example, ,;Perhaps your hands have taken what is not
ethically yours. 11 35 More force could have been generated here with an
interrogative sentence without the "perhaps.

0

In the illustrative mater-

ial one finds some direct dialogue which enlivens the style. The active
voice predominates. Various tenses give variety. TI1e indicative mood
with the declarative sentences makes for straightforwardness. There are
few imperatives in this senoon.

Another sennon of this Lenten series has for its subject 11With Hands
Uplifted" and eiq,loys Matthew 26:6-13 as the text. The left hand col\Dlm

below indicates the particular category or communication system in relation to quotations from the senoon listed in the right hand column.
Content of law. Judgment of the law.

"It is easy for them to go the way of evil
and live according to the flesh, because it
is the way their emotions drive them.. Some
say they are made that way, and therefore,
we can no more sin than a gland can sin.
But the Bible makes it plain that the sin
is not in our Jiands but in our natures or
dispositions."

Gospel as means of grace
for conmunicating power.

33~t<!•,

p.

4.

34Jbi<;!., p. 8.

35Ibid., p. 7.
36_~ . , p. 1S.

·

''It is only when a life has yielded itself

to the regenerating power of the gospel
that there is the reality of serving God
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out of n free spirit and a joyful heart.
Tho flesh is present. • • • But the flesh
l1as been giveu its death-wound through the
cross, and the life of the spirit has mastery and the joy of victory. 11 37
Holy Spirit as power for

con-11:unicating.

The Spirit can woo and capture the emotions
incarnation of the
Christ. 1138

11

of men an<l make him an

Didactic function of
keryg}lla.

hThe real virtues of life are not the products of the brain, but £n1i ts of faith
ond love that spring frOJll the heart ~ic.
regenerated heart] C,ocl pleads, 'Give me
thine heart!' For when He has the alabaster cruse of our heart's affection, He
has us. 1 ·39

Therapeutic function of
keryf,lTla.

Textual reference for communicating power.

ltJesus also is remen1bcred by the work and
influence of every consecrated Christian
life that breaks the alabaster cruse of the
gospel over the sins, needs, and sufferings of humanity .' 140

"Jesus said in defense of Mary's act, 'It is
a beau
. tiful thing she has do11e to 111e, '
(Moffatt) •1 141

Content for proclamation.

"Assuring him that Jesus is the resurrection
and the life, and that he that lives and
believes in Him shall never die.• •42

111ere is some loss of unity in the sermon for the hearer, since it
does not state the goal explicitly. The goal seems to be a life goal,

namely, to love like Mary of .Bethany so as to break "the alabaster cruse

371~~., p. 5.
38~;d. > p. 1S.

:sg!J!iA. ~
40~bJ.A·
1

P· 16.
P· 2S.

41!~1~., P• 16.
4211>.M•, p. 25.
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of the gospel over the sins. needs, and sufferinf~S of humanity. 43
11

I gleaned the following thought formulations for the theme and dialectic:
I • Loving bands show affection from the heart.

A. Our feelings control rnuch of life.
B.

Christ's redemptive love governs the Christiru1' s feelings.

I I • Loving ll.u1ds are important for building Go<l 's KL.,gdo."ll.

III.

A.

Beauty has a place in Gocl's King<lom.

B.

·me arts can be CL"iployed in God's service.

C.

\\ic

shoald add b~auty t..0 our worship.

Lo,~fog :iands help us me~t death.
A.

Mary ' s act wu.s ti.Jr.ely •

.P. .

Christian loving hands are for both life and death.

TI1e left and right coh:cn.."l.S continue the evaluations demonstrated by
t.'le serrn.cn:

Category of dfalogia::l re~
lationships.

''We ;.ire governed more by our feelings •••
than by anything else. Most of the time
••• it is a matter of whether or not we
feel like doing it. Now this is a good

thing and a had thing , dep~nding on the
individual's relationship to Christ. 11 44

Perspective and autho1·ity.

"It is proper and right to pray that God
will .ma1ce life beautiful. "~S "Luther de-

clared that anything that was not prohibited by the Bible man had a right to
use if it could glot'ify God and edify
Cht'istian hearts. n4ti

---~-

43rbid.

44J_g!g_. ) p. 14.
45_!lli. > p. 17.

_

_...
46_
Ibid.
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Encounter.

"Contrazy to existing social customs there
is no double standard taught in the Bible
regarding morals. So far as real sin is
considered, what is sin for woman is also
sin for 1nan. ,,4 7

Relationship of individual
to the church.

1

Personality dynamics.

"Jesus was going to die. So are all of us. 50
''Too many of us are better pall-bearers than
life partners ; ••• better grave diggers
than homemakers."51 "We see so much evil
intrigue, malicious plotting, and cruel acting in connection with the betrayal ••• of
Jesus, that this stozy ••• comes like a
refreshing rain. • . _.,52

'To give woman leadership in church and

state violates the fundamental biological
law as well as the Word of God, which makes
man the head. n48 uYou will be a neverforgotten part of the communion of saints."49
11

Holy Spirit's truth through "Life of the Spirit has mastery and the joy
of victory : •5:5 "The Spirit can woo and cappersonality as instrument.
ture the emotions of man ~d nlake him an incarnation of the Christ. 54
11

Imaged word.

''Himself as the paschal lamb chosen by

God

- ~ ---~----,-·-·-·47nt~·, p. 21.
48!~g.' p. 22.
491·
b 'd ' p.
--L·

26.

SOibid., p. 13.

51Ibi~., p. 14.
52Ibid., p. 13.

53tbid., p. 15.

S4Ibid.
SSzbid., p. 13.
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The use of language- -clari- ''Right here we put our finger on what is
ty, simplicity, accuracy,
wrong with roost people.••56
concreteness, and force.
Active voice, past tense,
indicative mood, and declarative sentence.

11

Balm1ced interrogative
sentence.

"Which is better--flowers for the living or
flowers for the dead? An alabaster cruse
for the living~ or n tombstone for the
dead?:,58

Paul was no.wom.an-hater. 11 57

In the next senrion one finds a topical presentation of six different
kinds of hostile hands in the Passion story. These are:

confinning

hands, ignorru1t hands> cruel hands, bigoted hands, hands of avarice, and
han.c]s of bondage.

Applications with reference to each type are made to

the hearer. The goal seems to be self-examination: "Let us look at
these hands and ask ourselves whether we too arc guilty of lifting hands
against the person of Jesus •.iS9 'fllis is inadequate, since it would be
more complete and helpful to aim to increase the faith or improve the
life of the hearer.

The question "How far can ignorance be overlooked and excused?n may
be considered an exarr~le of didactic function.60 A forceful statement of
perspective and authority fl'Om God to man is seen in this: "The fact

5-.~..... ___ .._ . . _ ,__
56Ibl.~·, p. 14.

S7_Ib!_c!. , p. 22.
SS~;~., p. 24.
59!.1?!..~. ' p. 30.
60_Jb!_~. ~ p. 32.
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st,u1ds t hat man apart :from the influence of the Word of God is t he t10st
crue l anima.l on earth. 0 61
Note a. kind of i rn.lirect gospel proclarr.ation in t he $ermon' s conclusion:

"How about our hands? Are they hostile to Jesus? ·Unless they

are hands that have heen cleansed by tlie atoning hlood oi Chri5t, they

arc."62
This sermon was iufonnative, but the persuasive elements were thin
and the theme and dialectic rather obscure •
.Another sennon called "Guilty Hands" exhibits Christ encountering
every mmi in various situations of life.

Note the perspet=t ive, authority,

and encounte1· in the persuasive process in these statements:
Every fonn of "hand washing" we engage in bears testimony to the
fact t hat He is God :mcl that His Worc1 is tTue an<1 llill be the last
word spoken over our lives and actions. The very fact that men
entage in so many f ak•: religious practices wi tnesscs te the supre··
macy and uniqueness of Jesus. We cannot
Him off our hands.
We have to mnke n decision concerning Him.

gg!

The dialecti c i n the sem.on strengthens the encounter.

I have out-

lil1ed it as f ollows:

I. The washing of Pilata's hands testifiecl to Christ 's innocence.
A.

Pilate t r ied to put of f n fo1·mal trial.

B. He sent Jesus to Herod.
c.

He tried to release Jesus by comparison with Barabbas.

II. Pilate's washing of

himself.

61Ib~., p. 3S.
62!bh\. J p. 41.

631bid=i, p. 46.

his guilty hands was a testimony against

A.

ile ~i.?illt!d .igainst truth.

B.

11ds leads to cowardice.

Pilate's washin!! of guilty hands was a testimony against

III.

Christ's eneznies.

A. The road to ptmishment follows rejection.
B. Let not this washing be a testimony against the church
today.
l.

Do not try to p.iss the blame.

2. Do not try to compromise.
This sennon emphasizes the negative at the expense of positive motivation to some degree.

Its strongest feature is its str~tegy of en·

counter.
1he sennon " Pie1'Ced Hands'' is an expansion of this sentence:

l•The

pierced hands of Jesus declare the fact of atonement. 11 64 In the follow·
ing quotation the gospel keryW31a, elements of invitation, the audible
word, personality dynamics, didactic function , the declarative sentence,
concreteness ~ accuracy, sharing, perspective, and authority are readily
observable:
The pierced hands of Jesus are stretched out in redeeming love to
welcome eve1y penitent sinne1· to come ano receive forgiveness and
the gift of eternal li.fe. We know that God loves and wartts us,
because His hands bled for us.65
The strength of the sermon is its clear· presentation
and application
I
~

of C.'hrist ts redemption to the hearer. Its goal is to believe in Christ's
redemption for forgiveness, although this is not stated directly.

---·- - ___

.,.. _
64Jbid.,
p. S9.

651~~~~ ·, i'>• 68.
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The title of the second to last senoon in this Lenten series, ''Hands
With Only a Grave," seems forced and uncertain. This sennon aims at the

malady of trying to be a believer with.out being a confessor of Christ.
It aims at persuading the hearer to beco:ne a confessor by witnessing.
TI1e material revolves around Joseph of Ariruatheci and Nicodemus.

In the

area of persuasion, too much time . is spent on thesis a."1.d antithesis with
little left for synthesis.
The last sennon 1 ••Bequeathing llands,u is on the Lord's Supper.

The

preacher utilizes the didactic function of the gospel along with proclamation in the drama of Christ's Person and Work as portrayed. and offered
in the sacrament.

The sennon amplifies its central thought, namely, uThe

Lord's Supper is our Lord's legncy to a believing church. "66 Because the

goal is indefi.J1ite, there is no unified i,npnct, but rather a series of
applications to sube!ivisions of the topic; tha.t is, bequeathing hands are
fulfilling hands, bestowing hanc1.s , absolving hnnds 1 and prophetic hands~

Another Lenten series by Elmer A. Kettner :, called L_i~f! Victor~, 67
utilizes the thera.poutk. function of the gospel.

The titles of the ser-

mons indica.tc such expectation-- In Christ we overcome:

sn..'tlety, conflicts,

hatred, evil frustration, selfishness, ll'isunderstanding and deat.'i.

These

sem.ons ar~ better at diagnosing maladies than at clelineating specific

therapy.
A further general application of this thesis to sennons on free
texts, particularly as it applies to topical sermons proves to be an

66Jbid., p. 'S7.

67Elmer A. Kettner, Lif~ yictorious (St. Louis: Con.c ordia Publish-

ing House, 1956).
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interesting in<lex of Lutheran preaching in America as the senrons range
across synodical lines. A recorrrnended Lutheran preacher, whose sennons
are among the finest parish-oriented offerings in .America today, is
Alvin. N. Rogness.

Two columns will again relate the thesis to the ser-

mon quotations below:
Kerygma combinecl ·with
di<lache.

It took none less than the Great King Himself 'who for the joy that was set before
Him endured the cross, despising the shame'
to teach us the sublime lesson of suffering. He had taken into His all-embracing
heart the sins of all men and made them
His mm. 66

11

11

Perspective and authority
combined with imaged word.

\Vhy did the almighty God> the King of Kings,
the Sovereign Judge of heaven and earth

11

choose to invade the earth in such bewildering quietness? 69 "Down through the
centuries it has always been the witness
of selfless service and volt.mtary suffering which has ennobled the Christian man
11

and community. 1170

El~Ipa thy and sharing com-

bined with kerygma.

In Christ's victory they became victors.
With Christ's death they were made free
from the guilt, punisblient and dominion of
sin. He had become their mighty brother.

11

.

. .,.7z

Imaged word.

These expressions--Almighty God, King of
Kings, Sovereign Judge, Suffering Servant,
Great King Himself, Incarnate God, Mighty
Brother.

Audible word.

uGod had cre,jed us to be sons in His Kinadom •• .• / '
''He elected to come not

68A1vin N. Rogness, Who Shall Be God (Minneapolis: Augsburg
Publishing House, 1954), p:-4:-··- . -69tbi<};., p. Z.
70Ibid., p. 4.
71Jbid., p. 2.

72Ibid.

72

with oower~ but in lowliness and humility.117.3

1

'He came explicitly to suffer and

to die. 74
11

Accuracy and pointeoness.

He had entered this battlefield of flesh
and blood to do war against a foe and

1
:

win.u75

Concreteness.

"God is no celestial tyrant coveting the
homage of millions of dogs wagging their
tails. 11 76

Force.

11

God. is not clumsy. 0 77

In the intro<luction the senrion called ''The lung Meek~'' from which

the above material was drawn, uses a. contrary-to-fact conditional clause
to heighten the visualizotion. Rogness' sennons have the capacity to
catch the hearer and have him become bolU1d up with the truth proclaimed.
The language is fresh, clear~ and pointed. The expressions are concrete 7
forceful, and imaginative. The redemption by Christ as power for faith

· comes through with refreshing vigor. The message is person~l and em·
pathetic; for example, ''It could be that you would like a less medrllesome

God, one who does not pursue, nor knock, nor woo--one rather who would barricade Himself behind laws an<l requirements and leave you alone."-78
Personality dynamics which
comnunicate encounter and

enq,athy.

73Ibid., p. 3.

74.!h.~£-,

p.

s.

7Srbid.
M
76J]?id. t p. 3.
77Jb.~d.
78Ibid., p. 13.

"Now what does He want with you?

\~hy does
He torture you so? Cannot He leave you
a.lone? If you want an answer, look at

·1

I

73
Hhn.
whip.

Look long. You think He carries a
But it is not a whip that ni.akes His

shoulders droop so. Look again! It is a
cross that weighs down His frame. And
those hands that will not let you go, they
have nail prints in them. The eyes that
fix you night and day; they are filled
with tears.' ,79
Unusual thought provoking
kerygmatic statement.

"Despair and grace are the twin-therapy of

Diagriosis by the law.

nNo person has really succeeded in •.getting

C-iO<l. Grace strikes when despair has laid
low all ·Of man's pretended defenses.
Grace strikes when we walk in the dark valley of meaninglessness • . • when despair
destroys all joy and courage--then grace
strikes!'·180
away from it all' by the L"'lwar<! look~ because you yourself are a cor.1pOsite of
past, present, and future, with all the
environmental and hereditID ills packed
into that self of yours. 81
11

Conuitunicating power of the
mean.-; of grace by the Holy

Spirit.

Persncctive a:;id authori tv
with. encoun.ter. ·
•

79l~icl .. p . 28.

--

ao1bid.
, ,,.n. so .
..
8l1b.! £., p. 106.

8211!?-;1.·

J

p. 109.

83Ibid., p. 110.

i'To see Christ filling the . skies, you will
first have to find Him as the Christ of the
Gospel, in God's Word. Within that Word
the Holy Spirit opens your eyes to see your
own sinfulness and guilt, and to see Jesus
on a cross for your salvation. 1 •82
' 'The vast reaches o:f the stany heights will
not whisper the love of God , and looking
i nto its twinkl:ing J!!.a ss , you will £ail to
be overwhelired by God's love unless you have
f irst encomtered it in God's Good Book." 83

74

Force.

L0t the Scriptures help you, and looking
you see a God who has no idea of letting
you down. 84

11

up

11

Concrete visualization.

''In the fullness 0£ time He lifted a~ainst

time's ·horizou a c:ross r the luminous
pledgo of His eternal love and faithfulness. 1185

Pe1·sonali ty dynamics in

dialogical relationship.

1ruaving looked up like that, you can never
be the srune again. You cannot leave the
memory of that face on the cross and go
back to a grim ~haso after this -world's
dist1·actions. 11 86

Personality dynamic of or.r,anizing sti,1mli for
encolmter.

"While it is a relief to abdicate, . your
only joy is to be found in the 1,ing<lom. You
a1·e J.oomed to misery 1 and to spiritual death
outside. ·The native element of the bird is
air; the native element for man is the kinguOlit of God. To settle for less is to die.
You can never be uiere )'!).an. You are either
led by t.i.e Spirit to be a child oi God, and
therefore, roore than mere man, or you tum
away from the Spirit and become an aninial,
something less than mere man. t,87

The Holy Spirit's Truth
tln·ough pe-rsonality as L"'l •
strument.

sr1 do not know what you need most. Some of
vou need harsh talk. You are behaving

ba<lly and need some divine spanking. Others
of you ore making an earnest attempt to o~rcome temptation.

You could stand some en-

couragement, even :praise. Some of you in
sheer stupidity are pursuing a mistaken
course in life. You need instructional
guidam:e. Whatever may be you:r peculiar
neerls, I venture to guess that there is not
a person among you who could not stand some
comfort.u88

B4Jb!~·
85Ibid., p. 111.
361bid.

371~~~., p. 118.
88!~id., p. 12S.
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.Another sermon selection for study was one by Edwin C. Mm.son, t'The

Mount of the Lord," based on the Old Testament text Genesis 22:1-14 for
the first Sunday in Lent.89 The humm1 dilemma is ciscussed when either
choice selected seems to violate the Christian's higilest faith and loyalty.

Kerygmatic gospel.

"'The ram which .Abrahem f.eund caught in the

bushes is only a type of the Lamb of God
that God Himself has providsd for sinful
humanity in the giving of His Son Jesus
Christ. 11 90 "There is only one vicarious
sacrifice that can atone for man's sin and
reconcile him to God, and that is the sacrifice of the Lamb of God on the mount of the
Loz·<l called calvary. rr91
Us~ of Sc:-ip t urc f or com-

1~"tc Hook of Genesis traces it [idea of human sac1·ifice]/ back to the very beginning
of human histoyY ... 92 The senoon quotes
Isaia.li 53 and also Revelation 7 in support

11

nru.'1.icatioH power.

of tne vicarious atonement.

The objcctiv0s of th~ ser:1,on o:re to show that both faith and love are

tested. arn1 to teach that in the testing process faith in fJOd is rewarded,

because it r.;":sts on Christ's vicaric·us sacrifiee. The main goal is to
trust Christ as th~ atoning sac1·ifice for men's sins, though this is not
explicitly stated as goal.

Thrcugh Abraham's dilemma, the sermon strives

. to help t:1:e hearer face rnodeo d.ilenw:iaS ; for example, in war shall one take
the

lives of the anCi.Ti)' or

m:>t

and allow the enemy to take Jr.ere lives

o.f

his countrymen? Shall one become a m~sionary or stay home and care for

89Edwin c. Munson, ~e~ent T!Uths ~~. Tod!):'!_.!!eeds (Rock Island>
Illinois: Augustana Book Concern, 1962~.

90.~~{.•, p. 117.

9~l~id., p. 118.
9 2-Ibi
~
--~~·,
p. 116.
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Personality dynamic.

"Somehow God has iniplnnted certain instincts
and ideas in man. One that seems to be
quite l.miversal, for we find it expressed
among different people throughout history,
is the idea of sacrifice as atonement for
sin. Only through sacrifice can guilt be
expiated and man be reconciled to God. It
was a hideous perversion of this deeply
felt need when 1nen would sacrifice innocent
people for their sins. 1193

Imaged word.

A m.m1ber of expressions like Creator, Lamb
of God, and God in His omniscience.

Aud.ible word.

"God gave them courage, patience, unselfishness, and joy which they did not have before they answered God's challenge •••• 0 94
''God provides the sacrifice that really redeems. 11 95 "Christ in divine love gave llilnself for sinful humanity."96

Audience direction may be observed in the sennon's applications.

Forceful. expression.

"Finite minds cannot understand it, but believing hearts can appreciate it."97

This particular senuon ha.cl a better simplicity than the rest by the
srune preacher in his book. In gaining the attention of the audience the

preacher used a personal experience on a mo'lD'ltain and then led his hearers
to the "Mount of the Lord.'t
A further study is from a series of biographical sennons by Jolm H.
Baungaertner. This one is on the apostle Philip. Note the kerygma in

this didactic statement: "Actually Philip didn't find Jesus at all.

- -;,

93Ibid.
94Jbid.
95Ibid., p. 117.
96Ibid., p. 118.

-~

97Jbid.

It
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was Jesus who found Philip. The Bible is very plain about that."98 The
law and gospel are woven back and forth throughout the serir,on, and the

hearer is involved continuously in Philip's situation. This is the sertoon's strategy of persuasion as is apparent in th.e empathy and sharing in
the following:

!'We end up liking him perhaps because he ,ias like so

many of us today. He was Mr. Average Christian. u99

The sern;on's structure revolves around three incidents in Philip's
life. 'The first is 11is call into <liscipleship and witness att.c;;ipt to
Nathaniel. Sin's opposition is evident in the scorn and ridicule Philip
meets from his friend Ns.thaniel, but the power of the gospel is demon-

strated ~n the simple request "Come and see!" Throuih empathy and encounter the sennon i dentifies the hearer's own sinful attitudes with
those of Nath;uiiel's rejection of the gospel invitation.
In part

two

cf this sermon Philip's own lililitations arc demonstrated.

'The po,rt covers his role in the miracle of the feeding of the five thou-

sand. The hearer senses Philip's shame and lack of faith to be his own.
Note the encounter as challenge here:

The work of the Kingdom of God calls for faith and courage, initiative, determL"Ultion, ir,iagination! It demands • • • an unfailing
belief in the sustnininn" strengthening, helping grace and power
of the God of mh·acles ! IuO

Philip looked at the crowd, at the problem, and forgot all about
the power of Christ. Let's not make that same mistake when we
plan our life, when we set out to do·· the work of God! • • • without
Him--nothing! With Him and through Him--anything?lO
_ _... _ _ __

_

,a. _ _ _

_

98John H. Daumgacrtnor, Me~t the- Twelye (Minneapolis.: Augsburg

Publishing House, _1960), p. 3;r.- - - ··
99_!!,id. , p. 32.
lOO!bid. , p. 37.
101Ibid., p. 38.
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The final part of this sen,10r, <leals with the sc(;;ne in the Upper
Room at the Last Supper .

The empathy is strong-- 1\Jt:sus is sor,"owf-ul, iie

tells them, to the very point of deiith.

They listen, woncl~rin.1ily, fe~r-

fully , and tea1·s run down theil· cheeks, 0 102 The ht::an;r ' s o,"11 remembrance

of this Upper Room incident is calle<l back by hdnging to rnind thE: holy
sac1·ament ,

·n1e semo11'!:i goal becomes clea1· iu the last sentence:

" Do we

see

Him? Do we listen to Him? Do we belie,·t:?"103
·me imageu word is poru:ayc<i with terms as Savior, Messiuh, Master,
Lo1·<l·, Ch:cist, Body , Blood , Fatlter, Crucified, Risen and Ascende<l Christ,

Jesus of Nazareth, Light of life, well-spring of Salvation. Friend of
Sinners, an<l Re<leenier of Souls.
11ie au<lible 1,ord is efllployeJ with exprtissions such as these:

The Master has washed His disciples I feet. He has taught them
that most precious and priceless virtue • • • humility. He has
given them . • • tne holy sacrrur1<:nt oi His i8~Y and Blood, and
then He speaks to them of the Father • • • •
The factor of.audience direction comes through by means of the dramatic involvement of the hearer in the role of Philip and the other
characte1·s, while the concre.t eness depends on the hearer's ability to

identify with the role-playing.
The sermon's presentation is simple and clear, yet indirect in seeping into the hearer's consciousness.
nation is required from the hearer.

------·---2

10 I~i<!. , p. 39.

103!~id., p. 40.

1041bid.

For this reason considerable imagi-
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Forccf.ul exprossions of note ur.c: Mr. Averotr~ ChTbtfon,

~

particu-

lar matter-of-fj!!,ct mroi~ look who's got -reliBion!; don't tell me you'va
fn,md a church you like! ; wi tho1!t Him--n.othLig ! ;. with Him and through

Him- - a:nytJri.ng !

For the most pa.rt the indicative mood ~ active voice, 3nc:_ present
tense were used, although there were some past and

9.

few perfect tenses.

There were quite a number of interrogative and imperative sentences.
The other sennons in this series conform tc- this pntt~rn of presentation which ls tcpkal rathe,~ than. e}..1lository.
Still anot..1.er s13nnon for. review is hy the fomer J..uthsra..~ Hour

speaker . the Rev. A1,11in Oldsen, entitled "Whian f,od is NeaT. 11 This parti~1lar scTiron alonr, wi. th others in his oook 1-ms seleJctod on the basis of

the lar.gest request for them thr<'.'ur.h the rn:tll froir. t,":.e T~dio r.udience .105
It pulls together. ~}.arAJJol Bitle vers~s to expoWld. t h~ text, Psalm 119: 151.

In the introd1;ct.:lo"?t the a.1.1cliencc is directed. t,:, t he Hible ·t.l') find the

answer to what. if> wrong with tho modern ~'Or.ld. Th~ procln.'llati'>n is
first. o.f nll n cfa.f.r:vJsi.5 of sin :is it pervades varied Etreas of life,
such

flS

i dc·lntro~.;s hoTi':-iqe to scien.ce, £:G.uc~tion, militar:ism ~ materialbm,

pleasure, and por•u1adty.

Christ's mm;e is usr:d twi.ctS-

an.,i

Sa~io:r once.

Except for the latte,.· there i~ no specific gospel proclmnn.ti.on.

The

Bible's revelation is mentioned once, but there is no system of kerygmatic comramication power employed except for one -refeTence to tho Holy

Spirit.
The sennon's objective is to set for the faith-goal to believe God

·- --~- -----

. 10Si\I1!1in C. Oldsen t ~ !:!~S!2.~~- F!'~ ~ (St. I..ouis: Concordia

Publishing_House, 1953).
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is neaT.

TI1e parti.culars of the outline draw a word picture of. modem

idolatry and its evils. These gods nre real an<l near to people's lives.
That see111s to he t l1e first part of the central thought.

The second :part shows that

(':.0rl

is real and near in

m.s

judgment.

Sin keeps man away from God's nearness. 111e solution .is to recognize sin
in life and O'.i:Jen the heart to faith in Christ the Savior.

There is no

attempt to present theJTte and parts I but rather to create a general L-npression about the subject: "When (',od is Near. n
The perspective dwells upon the distance between Ct0d and man on
account of sin. The authority for the truth is the evidence of sin's
ruin in life.

The encounter shows that man must face up to the reality

of God's nearness in judgment upon life.

comes in the quotation:

In the conclusion, encotmter

" 'Behold I stand at the door and knock; if any

man hear my voice and open the door, I will come to him, and will sup
with him and he with me.' That's the only way to get ne~r to God. 11 106

This sennon seeks response by identifying the speaker's own need

with his audience--"l've felt that way at times> and I've heard. it said
many times, 'God doesn't seem real at all. rnl07 Again: " I've seen many
evidences of God's nearness. My ~reatest trouble--and yours--in drawing
near to God is an awareness of our unworthiness. 108
0

The sennon wants to present meaning by being imaginative. The phrase
"look at" occurs seven times at the beginning of paragraphs.

106Ibic1.
...,...._ .. , p·. 14 •
107_~ _!~., p. 12.

108Jbid •• p. 14.
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<l.irectl,;m comes t h r ou gh in the application of Go<l ' s lfor<l to the life of
the pcopl t~ and the people v.re dlrecte::l to Go<l.
~..
•
•
..
., ,. •
,..
.,.
1
£
u\0 s t y.1e :u.. ms at ·i.._,eIDg
1nt:Luiate ru.tv. :i:n erwi..1.y ; :rot' examp e, a ter an

illust:ra.t foli:

' 11 lih, that, ,Jon 't yc,u?'•l09 The l::1J1gt.~r.1ge i s cle<">r <:5:!ld

sinlple, and sr,ecial pains are t aken to be concrete by <.lrawing a visual
picture for t.lie hear er.

The rnoo<l is in<licative.

There are a considerable

mnnber of ilr.pe:ratives. A fow sentences were iu the passive voice, such as
'tMa.n was pl aced on earth by Go~ f or Jr.ore noble purposes than just to have

a goo<l ti.me. irllO
This sermon coul <l have i1ad more power by explicit gospel statement
of who God is an.cl whs. t He has. clone through Christ.

Then the Word as

n:eai,s of zrace would have cornm1.micatet1 better.
A second senl!on from the s~1r.c series is entitled "The Foundation for

Life. 1 '

The karyP.Jila is presented :in tenns of sin and grace. TI1e solution

for the worlu ' s cnnnhl:i.tig fotinclation is not O!rist as teacher, leader,
example. friend, or companion, but rather t he Christ o:f Calvary.
truth's fotmda.tion fc:,r life rests upon God's love f or sinft1l man.

is explicit gospel.

The
There

Much of this serrnoJl can be sumuarizecl in the conclu-

sion:
In your life there will be a fa.st invitation to accept Christ as
your personal Savior, the foundation for your life. 1hls radio
message may be it. Believe in Him! Many are now saying with ir.e
for the first time while thousands are repenting, what they in
essence said. uiany times before- -not only "Christ, I think yoo' re
a wonderful teacher; " not only, uChrist, I think your ideals are
remarkable; " not only, "Christ, I think your example is splendid;"
not only, ''Christ, I think you're an outstanding leader;" but,

_________..._

-- ..----..:,.-

109.Ibid. • p. 13.

llOibid., I>· 11.

"t.11rbt, :,:y S.- ivl o)· 1 I 1ove ynn . 1 t rust you 1:ith all "'i1}' l i fe f <>r.
time a.'l'ld for etemi ty. What do you want me to do?" As Christ is
our -Fmmdat i tin , n1.~ ' 11 b~ rnon: tfum 11 v :lous expl"'?Ssio:.'l . He ' 11 b<'~
a living reality. We'll ~o more than confess Him. We'll dedicate
O'UT 1 l. ','· S ·:·o l-', 1'·11·t .
'·•-1en 111
0

-..

'""'

,

T. '

~ •

..

·

,1 U,•

, • ., .,

;; Stm•1rin by S. R. n:r.oc1<l1o~f ·, itJ, t!1e subject "no,l 's :J;-.:.'C'Jntl Crl"Jntion"

h~s good kc1'}'g, t1t :lc ccmtent ; £01· exaii1plc~ ,:lie c:me t o ho our SavioT.
w::,s bon1 t o di <'~

f <)l'

our si ns .

He

Through PJ.m "'~ have lif e 3n<l lioorty ... 112

There is perspectivi: ~nd nut hority ·in this thought:

·11,c wis~

1'11m

wcrsJ:dJ;pl!d Him wi th f!Hts . This is t h.e only t hing we can !'eally
<.lo when we aTe confronted with Christ as He really is. He is Lord
ant! Savior . IIe is Klng of Kings. ·n1ere is something in_every man's
soul that will not rest lllltil he surrenders to Christ.11.,
Note the imaged -word in the preaching and the audible word in the
followi ng statement concerning atonement:

Through Jesus , God has done something for us. He created, in the
human SE'JlSf) > ~ Savior. By His a t oning death we hav.;} a,:.c~ss t o Gou.
Our sins 1nay be forgiven. In this manger· child we have the Savior
of the 1-fo '!ld . TM.s is Cod' s love gift to the wor l d . Th:ts is v.11

Go<l's doing.114

In the followin.g excerpt one may observe the didactic function of
ke1-ygma:

When the good news of Jesus is read , heard, or received, the Spirit
r;ives birth in us to P. fa i th m Jesus. • . . W~ arc born ~gain o:f
the Spirit, and through that new birth we are a new ~ l e • • • •
O\rist is also t he agent of C-od 's workin1~ through us.

llltbj._~. , p . 21.

112Alto:n M. Motter , editor , ~~~l!K _the !~~yi!:Y.. (PM.lade lphb:

Muhlenberg Press, 1961) , p . 41.

113p?~!:!.. , p. 42.

114Ibid.
115Ibid.
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There is evi<lence o.f encounter, for example: ''Now we are faced with
two creations," or 11111is is the choice with which we are confronted this

Christmas. '116
'The theme is not clearly spelled out.
creation as men gaze upon the mnn_ger child.

Part one declares the fact of
Subdivisions are:

The re-

actions of wonder, of joy, and of obedience. Pnrt two shows God in action
with particulars as Jesus for us> in vs, and through us.

Part three deals

with the result of God's secon<l creation. The particulars are:

God's

peace contrasted to man's peace, and peace depen<lent upon reconciliation
with God through Christ.
The lru1&
1Uagc is simple ond accurate, but not too concrete.

The use

of editorial 11we11 helps give empathy and solidarity of the individual with
the church.
Sennon excerpts from "Christ, Cash, and Christmas, 11 by \'lilliam R.

Snyder. offers examples of unusual style:

The playing of these carols by the ministers of materialism is calculated to put you in the Christmas mood; that is, the buying mood.
The sacred songs are used by store men to play on your heart strings,
so you will loosen your purse strings • • • • 117
mundane marketeers. • • • These servants of secularism suggest •••• Because cash is king instead of Christ at Christmas ••••
Tragic tale of some father who stoops to stealing so his children
may have just as many toys •••• such a cash centered Christuias is
a curse •••• 118 Heavenly Father did not advertise the birth of
His Son with bombastic blaring, blasting, bellowing commercials.
Instead the birth of the Christ Child was annowiced with angelic
anthems. . • • Thus the first Christmas was not designed by the

fl'3I'l)'

11611~.1 4., p. 45.
1171bid., p. 27.

ll81bid.

-

S4

Divine to shame men but to save them. It was not designed to
stress the superficial, but to stress the spiritual.119
This play on words for alliteration is a little overdone, since it calls
attention to technique instead of to the message and goal of the sennon.
The goa l was not stated but implied that the hearer should agree to
get the commercialism out of Christmas. One is left hanging at the end
of the sermon with many loose ends , for the objective is unclear and the
thought lacks progression. The content is confined to the law with little
or no gospel , except in speaking of the birth of Christ; for example 1
Christmas "was not designed to drive men into debt, but to drive them out
of all debt t h1·ough Jesus Christ. 120 The senr.on' s w.ajor strengths are
0

the language i magery and sentence balance.
A sen~on on stewardsl1ip is "Love is Ex.travagant1 ' by Arthur E. Graf .121
The i.11tro<luctio11 uses a life situation to gain the personal involvement of
The kerygtna is sta ted minimally and allows

the hearer.

0

love" to remain

an abstract terrii. 1he goal to love God is too general. There are no signals f or a thematic system and thought progression.
derably longer th&n Parts I and II.

Part III is consi-

The main objective appears to be to

persuade the hearers to fill out pledge car<ls as a si[tll of love-• s e>..-travagance.

The authority is Clu·ist's commendation of Mary's action.

In the same series the san.e writer bas au expository sennon entitled,

_____
1

'The Christiar1's Living Hope.·' The textual lievelopment and kerygmatic

__

...

_._.,..-

119Jbid.• , p. 28.

1201bid.

121Arthur E. Graf,
Publications, 1961).

~

~ith !

~

(Springfield, Illinois: Faith
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gospel are rehearsed considerably in Part I. l'art II defines terms of
the text

and

makes each term a particular in the thematic structure. The

faith goal of hope is stressed in Part III. While the language is sirrq,le
and clear, the thematic arrangement isn't.
For a srunple of Lutheran preaching published by the Wisconsin Synod,
there is available a s~ries on the Ten Camiandments by Victor A. Bartelt.122
The first sermon has the theme:

Place God Above All 'Ibings. TI1e didactic

ftmction of the kerygma is strong. The approach is catechetical.

The

goal seems to be to recognize sins against the First Cor.onan<lrnent and then
fear, love, and trust God. The gospel kerygir,a is slight, with little

dialogical relationship to the hearer's need for power. After quoting
St. Augustine's famous dic1:um about finding rest in God, the hearer is
told:

''Look to Jesus as your Savior and you will have it. "123 The il-

lustrations and Sa·iptural examples are helpful in diagnosing the sin of
idolatry.

For hearers who are familiar with the catechism's divisions of the
First Commandment, the theme and dialectic would be easy to follow.
The other sennons in this series follow a similar pattern of presentation.
C",od

They

all tend to be a topical development. , The authority of

is appealed to in setting up the encounter. One of the better state-

ments of kerygmatic gospel comes through in the senoon on the Sixth
Commandment:

122victor A. Bartelt,

L!v1i5s')Ou_r. Lives ~ God (Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

Northwestern Publishing House,
12s1bid., p. 19.

I

It is also fo:r these sins against the Sixth Coni:nanch:itmt that He
gave His life on the cross and shed Bis holy precious blood. May
this love iUld forgiveness on the pa1·t of our Savior move all of us
~o hol(l the marria~e bond
and to live clean and pure lives

si~aed

m thought> word, and deed.

An exac:tple of a topical sermon witJ10ut a text is one by Wallace E.

Fisher of the Luthera11 Church in America, entitled 11\'i'hy Must People
Sufferril25 The textual basis consists of Scripture references relatea

to the topic of suffering.
111e introductfon atte,npts to state the problem of suffering and com-

municate the pread1er's desire to sense and give meaning to the hearer's
need; fer example:
Cancer or deatl\ in the fru11ily or economic failure inflects a kin<l
of suffe1·ing which sits on a man I s front porch; it is in full public

view. Incalculable human suffering sits presently on the dcorstep
of the world community. ~ •• To live is to have a share of hardship ro1d with some it is a double sl1aro .126
In proclaiming. la.w the sermon declares the consequences of sins and
the jud.gment of God's 1ooral law. Each person is made responsible for the
misery of sin in the world.
A good. sumrsta1·izing thematic statement is the following:
The first thing that Jesus teaches about suffering is this: so n:uch
of it is self-imposed rm<l/or forced into life by every man's unwillL,gness to cooperate responsibly with his C'..od and his fellowmen .127

The preacher's distim:.tion between law and gospel isn't always clear:

I

..

::

.,.

125Alton M. Motter, editor, Preach~g the· Passi~ (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1963).

126!bid.~ p. 19.
127!1?..~t!-,. p. 21.
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The gospel . • • defines three dimensions of htunan suffering. Suf fering rolls into life when man abuses his freedom, when God seeks
to remedy man's defective character; when man chooses to take up
the cross of Christ.128
On the other hand, the last paragraph has clear gospel:

"Because He

suffered and died for us; because He lives with us and for us, more of
us need never again face His inevitable suffering alone or accept defeat.
In Christ we are more than conquerors."129 The first phrase of the last
quotation illustrates also the audible word, while this next excerpt
demonstrates imaged word: "Because He has suffered with persons, Christ
tmderstands man's human predicament."130
Joseph Sittler has an interesting collection of sennons , delivered
to university students, in paperback.

states that the fonn of the Christian

In his introduction the author
sennon

is changing radically be-

cause of the changed situation of the hearer.131 He thinks that a college congregation is seldom a fellowship of believers. Knowledge of the
Bible and theological tenns cannot be assumed to be understood. Therefore, the preaching in a college "must be related to life in its most
problematic aspects. ,:132

These sermons have little direct gospel kerygroa. Christ's incarna-

__

tion and His Person get attention, but there is little or no cornmwrl.cation
..,.._ ..

_______

1281gi<-!. , p. 24.
129Ib"
..;t, p. 25 •
- ~·,

130Ibid., p. 24.
131Joseph Sittler,

Press, 1964), p. 1.
132Ibid. , p. 4. .

Th! Ca~~ the

Earth (Philadelphia: Fortress
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system of the means of grace. The se1T110ns are more like philosophical

religious homilies.
On

the other hand, the theme and dialectic offer a clear progression

of thought, which makes for unity. A college audience would readily follow the logical structure of these sennons. The preacher appears, none
tl1e less, overly concerned with the hearer's intellectual objections to

the Christian faith.

In general the language is simple enough, but in

places it ,rould not likely be understood by other than graduate st-udents.

The last grouping of sennons in this study to come under observation
for this thesis is the occasional senuon. A particularly penetrating
sermon was delivered by the Rev. Edmund Nieting, Pastor of Cr.lvary
Lutheran Church, \\food Dale, Illinois. T'nis taped sermon was based on
Romans 12: 1-2 in connection with a Youth Sunday emphasis.
The preacher began by discussing the problem of an accurate diagnosis
of youth's needs.

Thero are good and evil among the youth ·of the nation.

Scriptures do not divert to a special group apart from other groups.
Rather, the Scriptures make applications to all age levels. Therefore,
Christian youth should not take a negative approach to Christian life
and

expect to be admired because they don't do the bad things that some

youth do; for example, Lord, admire me, because I didn't steal a car last
11

night." The didactive element of the law is proclaimed in that all are
judged by God as individuals, and not merely because one is in a particular age group. fie uses the text for COl!IDUJlicating the kerygma.
Youth c8JUlOt expect the church to keep up with the world in providing entertainment for than or even busy work in church functions, for
example: ushering, Baster breakfasts, and money raising projects. By

89

itself such action isn't fulf illing the text. Youth's relationship to God
is much l a1·3er than thnt.

Bvory day of the \fflek is an <lJipoTtuaity to inte-

grate i nto the lif e of Goel, and to help others do the sm11e.
Next the sem?.On tm11s to the home life of youth.

is apathy and indif£e1·enco on the port of the home.

The problem there

Parents are too

ready to agree with youth's corupJ.aints about youth work--" lt wasn't any
fL'll, " ar..d then agreeing t hat the youth :need not participate.
not the "sncrifice" of the text.
they enjoy it.

This is

People don't only sarve the Lcrd 'When

The prea.cheT refcrTed to the text for communicating power.

11-:e sermcn oiscussoo WTong motives for doing church work, such as

at Ch risti1N1s and Easter progTmns for glory and exhibiticnism.

Instead

the hearers were given the ~mggestfon to pull weeds at chuTch when nobody
11,ould be arotlnd. The sem.on taught the value of personal witnessing and
helpin~ ot.~ers without hope of re&ard.
In the conclusion, t he declared goal is to present the body as a
living sacrifice, but there wasn '.t enough gos~l procla."tlation for goal
attainment. An exception was a sentence in reference to youth as re-

deemed anc.I forgiven children of God as motivation for goal attainment.

The sennonizer used the pronotm n1 and the expression "own thinking"
11

mid his own experience in presenting law procla.ution, but none with

gospel kerygma.

The personality dynamics were evident in 1J1.aking the

goal concrete .for yo-uth, as well as good approaches for encounter.
A sample of flmei-al semolls is offered next from a collection by
the Literature Board of the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod.

The parti-

cular sermon on Matthew 15:14, "h'ith Jesus to a Far Countryn by Martin A.

Haendschke, is concerned with a departed wife and mother. The goal is
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to corn.fort the survivors ldth the truth that Christ has taken the deceased to heaven.

kerygma in this:

You can appreciate the therapeutic function of the
0Juy the loving hands of Jesus can bind up the deep

11

wounds of grief; only the me.r ciful hands of our Redeemer can heal your

broken hearts in this hour of sorrow. 11133
For persuasion the p1·eache1· invites the hearers to share his conviction and communicates it via the Spi.ri t' s truth working through himself as spokesJl1QI1--"We lift our tear di.limed eyes heavenward • • • and ask
the Holy Spirit to bless our hearts with this consoling thought:

OUR

DEPARTED SISTER HAS TRAVELED WITH JESUS TO A FAR OOUNTRY •11 134

Part I offers a Scriptural picture of heaven.

Part II is entitled

'-l'lc Are Certain 11w.t Our Sister Has Arrived Safely in the Heavenly Home. 11
Part III reads:

"In Faith and Hope We Are Traveling Toward This 'Far

Country' Ourselves. n I discerned the following particulars of thematic
structure:

(IA) The description in Scripture; (B) Jesus is there;

(IIA) She confessed faith in Jesus; (B) Her faith saved her; (IIIA) We
must be prepared; (B) We can be sure of entering the far country also.
For the use of language the iniaged word is seen here:
Far above the azure blue skies we find the glory and majesty
the dwelling place of our loving and merciful God. There is
home of the saints, Jerusalem the Golden; there they live in
very presence of the Most High; • • • See the King of Kings
to face • • • • 13S

of
the
the
face

133Literature Board of the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, The Life
That Never Ends (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1949), p.62.-

-·-

--- ..--

-

134Ibid.
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Or this:

"Christ is our only hope of salvation.

•"136 The language

achieves force and concreteness of descriptiveness, for example:

't'foday

He tenderly touches the bitter wolDlds of grief and sorrow seeking to lighten
the heavy blow that ha.c; fallen on all of us, and at the same time with the

smne love and tenden1ess. • • • 137
11

President Erwin L. Paul of the Northen1 Illinois District of the
Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod cleHvered a senoon to the combined Central

and Northern Regional Pastoral Conferences on the subject, " Isaiah's
Threefol<l Vision. '' Law and gospel move back and forth throughout the
sennon on the basis of Isaiah's religious eJq:>erience. The didactic and
therapeutic function of the kerygw.a is applied to the pastors repeatedly,
the l aw being proclaimed in tenns of holiness and the gospel in te1-ms of
Christ's atonement.

The goal of the sennon aims at portraying a vision

of faith for a faithful ministry.

There is good use of signaling the

progression of thought. ·
Inasmuch as the hearers in this case are pastors and the occasion is
a conference, the situation sets up readily for the enqmthy and sharing
of dialogical relationships.

The perspective is there, as well as

authority along with encounter-- 11Study and experience hove produced a
vision of the Holy One for our mind's eye.

We have seen deioonstrations

of His crushing power, His unsearchable wisdom . • • haven I t wet11 13S

--·---·---··136.I bid. , p. 65.

--

137Ibid.
....

138Enri.n L. Pal4, "Isaiah's Threefold Vision," St. John's Lutheran
Church, Forest Park, Illinois, 1963. (Mimeographed pamphlet)

L
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Again--

If that vision of the High nnd Holy God is ever before us . think
of the authority we have behind us. It will make us fearless
among those who nre expedienti responsible among prof esslonals;
fill us with dignity in the midst of commonness ; give us backbone
for the time of crisis--ready to <lo great things because we are
sustained by a great Goa..139
Through the use of rhetorical questions, the sennon implies that the
prea.chcr is the spokesman of the Holy Spirit; for example, "brethren, it is
a lost world, anci what the Lord wants to know of you and me today and
everyday is this:

'Are you ready to save it?'"l40

For the imaged wor<l there is this:
The
the
the
the

Exalted Creator and Ruler of heaven and earth, before whom
angels hide their feces; whose glory fills the earth • • •
God who drowned Pharaoh in the Red Sea; who called forth
l>looc? and rained fh·e and brimstone on Soc1om • • • •141

The audible wo1·d comes through hex-e together wi.th the visible wol'd:

"The salvation Isaiah spoke ahout has corae to pass ; the child is born, the
Virgin's S()n is here, the Suffering Servant has n1ade the sacrifice. • • • n 142

The entire sennon is audience directed and has si.J~ le and forceful
lnnguage.

Concrete descriptions set forth Isa.iah's vision as it related

to pastoral eA-pericnces.
A \'redding address by the Rev. Alfred DoeTffler based on l Chron.

17:27 sets up the strategy of persuasion quite well in the introduction.
Note the elements of e!lt)athy and sharing here: "You have looked forward
_ ,

___

.._......

_____

139!bi~. , p. 1.
1401b1<l.,
........:---- p. 4 •

1411b~.' p. 1.
142Ibi~.• , p. 2.
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to this clay wl th eager and joyful hea1·ts.
m1d n1ace prepara.tions.

. . .••143

For months you have planned

Comparisons for cvaluatim1 are listed

below:
Relation of individual to
the church.

"This is also the prayer of your parents,
your families, your friends.• 1144

Perspective and authority.

"God also wants you to be His happy people. 11145
Again, 1 'Real and lasting happiness comes
from C..od through Jesus Christ our Lord. ••146

TI1e goal of tJ1c sennon.

That the couple trust God to bless their
h0me.

Proclamation of the law in
tenns of need.

1rr1'hy do we need God's blessing and benediction? Hecause of the sinfulness of our
hearts. 1·147

Weak proclamation of the
gospel.

''If Cm in Christ ctwells in heart and
home • • • • u148

Use of text for powe1· of

: 'But while prayer asks for God's blessing.
God sends His blessing to us through His
Word. ,1149

communication and this
fine 5taternent.

This writer .P,lcancd the fol.lowing dialectic from the sermon:

I • Yom· request
A.

"Let it please Thee to bless the house of Thy sel'Vant.'; (Text)
1.

Why make the request?

2.

You need strength.

-- ...- -· ..........- -.

--·..

.....

...

143£ifert, W. H., editor, }!! ~~9~ ~1:. ~ ~~ (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1944) • p. "'!03.

144Ibiu •

--

..

145Jbid.

·---

146Ibid
.• .. _ .. ,r:. •
14~~~!~·, p. 204.

148tbid.
149Ibid.
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n. Blessings come in answeT to prayer.
II.

God's storehouse.
A. His means of supply is His Word.

B. You sh.all be blessed through it.
For progression of thought there could have been better signaling.
1he revealed truth is ' 1couple-directcd.'1 The e.~ression "angel of the
Lord" in the senr!On is i,iagc<l t-:oro..

P~iliar nreligious•i ,;«>1-cls are used.

The s ubju11ctbte mood was used once, while the i mpel"a.tive rnood was .more
frequent.

TIJC:)

language is simple, but rnt very forceful.

The future

tense is in evidence in the sermon's last particular.
Aricthe·r occasional s~mncn in this study was written by the Rev. E.
P. \\ieber, 1.dth the c.aption uFul.fill our Joy .1'

It ties together the

ocCJsion. of Paul's joy provided by the fait11 and life of t.he Pbilippian
Chris. ti ans to the occasion. of the church's joy over the morriage of tl1e

young couple.

This involves ~-oorl cmpnthy and sha1·ing.

It also relates

the individual to the chm-ch for the strategy cf se1,nonic persuasion.

The pri.r.1£-ry gc-al seems to be that the couple may live unitedly in

the joy of Christ. To achieve a u.,ified progression of thought-pattern,
tJ,e preacher used three expressions fran his text.

They a.re "r'..i.nd, 0

''love,n and 11accord. 11 For giving memrlng to "one nin<l" he proclaimed a

<liagnosis of the law with reference to the tensions of marriage and
divorce. The word "Christ" for gospel content talces too

much

for granted

by the hearer, especially when Christ is called upon to act as "umpire11

in tensions of mILITiagc.

'l'he ~'Ork of Christ as redeeming Savior is presenttt<l in part two on
"Love. ''

In part three the gospel is procluimed in terms of the familiar
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forgiveness concept. Bach part of the dialectic has law and gospel as
separate units.

It would have been more helpful to obtain synthesis not

only in the concludin~ application of fulfilling joy, but in the keryg-

matic content as well.
Some of the statements could have been tr.ore accurate; for example,
"Forgiveness is the bulldozer which cuts down the wall of separation
erected between two persons by sin. 11150 A bulldozer ~'knocks downn rather
than

n cuts

clown. "

Imaged word expressions.

Jesus Christ, Son of God, Son of Mnn,
Christ as Solid Rock, "Let Christ be the
Lord of your marriage. 11 151

Audible word. .

"here the great God ••• died for us sinful creatures that we should not perish
but have everlasting life." 152

Personality dynamic for
sensing empathy.

"Love is a tinkling sensation of the heart. 11 153

In general the language of this lfi3dding address was concrete, simple,
clear, and illustrative.
An interesting address wa..c; delivered April 18, 1943, at the gradua-

tion exercises at Valparaiso University by Dr.

o.

P. Kretzrnann, entitled

"Quest andAchieveme.n.t.
The introduction stresses the stark reality of
.
the times--World War II contrasted to the delusive dreams at the begin11

(.~ ,

ning of the twentieth century. The law proclamation comes through in
diagnostic analysis with reference to the older generation's failure to

150Ibtc!•, p. 106.
lSllb~~.. p. 107.

152!bid., p. 10S.
153Ibid.

- --
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achieve peace and brotherhood.
The goal of the address aims to help the graduates recognize the
superior value of a quest of life with Gotl rather than the achievement of
materialistic success.

Moses' quest and sight of the Promised Land on

~fount Nebo is the source of the thought progression. Christ's Cross is
com1ected to Moses' quest.

There is good perspective and authority in

showing the dialogical relationship between God and man; for example, note
this encounter:
t:He

Here is where God enters.

11

He speaks to you today • • • • 1 :154

alone can finally give the vision, the dream, t."le hope, the courage, the

faith, which you will need so bd.tterly in the days that lie before you. 0 155
For communication power the kery1imatic content shows in this excerpt,
as well as enipathy and encounter: "You will not be able to live as He
would have you live except by the power of yoUT redemption from sin and

your peace with God."156 The sennon's force and accuracy is apparent from
this:

"In a world which worships power and force, you are called to be

representatives of mercy."157
,\n additional example of this thesis is offered from a senr-0n on the

occasion of· u.e dicating church windows.

It was delivered by W. H. Eifert

at the Church of Our Redeemer, Indianapolis, I11diana, in 1943.
The te~t becomes the sermon's theme--Romans 8:34:

condemneth?

1\'ho is he that

11

It is Christ that died, yea rather that is risen again."

154.!_bi~., p. 108.

155Ibid., p. 109.
156Ibid.
157tbi<!., p. 110.
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The goal is not stated, but implies that people should have confidence
that nothing can condemn the Christian. The kerygmatic content is declar-

ative sud cliclactic, but the sermon lacks color and life, especially in

Part I.
TI1e second part of the senuon deals with an explanation of the win-

dow's symbols.

It is illustrative of the redemption and resurTection of

Christ which lu'ld already be~n explored-. textually in Part I.
hardly any system of communication for peTsuasion.

There is

While the language is

simple and clear, the element ·of force is lacking, for example:

''t'/e

Chl'istians may with sure co1tfidence insist that no one can condemn us •
•

•

•

11

158 The word "may" could

be <lel~tei for

force. 11ie sentences are

rather long in places--one haJ. .seventy-si.'< words in it.

A gem o.f a sermon fo:r. Palm Stmday in connection ·with a children's
confirmation class comes from A. R. Kretzr!\allll, pastor of the Evangelical

I.ctherau Churc.li of St. Lu..~e, Chicag-c>, Illinois.

It develops Peter's fall

and repentarice in terms of his earlier confession, his time of denial,
and his tears of 1·epentancc around the theme:

Three Great Days of a

Great Christian an.d a Great Disciple.
One can r<;adil)· observe the communication of kerygrna here:

Today you recognize no other help but the blessed means of grace-the Word at home and in your heart, and in your church--and the
Sacraments as the great' aids and assurances that the love of God
was real and great and glorious in the work of Jesus, our everblessed Lord.159

158Q>id., P• 63.
1591~1~. , p. 39.
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111e dialectic first develops the confessional action of the children's f aith, t'hen fellows the cJ1ti thesis of the possible f all from Christ,

and continues with tho synt..'1csis of restot·a.tfon.

In the strategy of per-

suasion one f inds proper perspective combined with personality dynamics
for co1i.111unicotion; for example:

My dea1· chilureu, you have been wit h the Lord for sor..e tk.~. In
Holy Baptism you were made a part of Him, in His holy body, the

c:hurch.160 You have spent this first perioJ of your life with

I li.m, • • •

Today you come to the clay when you have an opportunity
to confess Hi u.. lol

In discussing t he ;,ossibility of a confin:tmd' s fallL"lg away from
Cln:ist> one may watch f or truth throu~ personality ili this:

" It is

possible that the day may co:::~ when I mi ght havl! to nsk, 'Can t hat 1,e
John or Robert or • • . lJhom I heard confessing theil" Savior on Palm
Stmday. • • •n162

·Tue reader may notice the audible word in this excerpt:

11

This cock

;-ms only uoi ng what he J13ci <lone ull his life- -what a thousand cti.iers like
hi m t·1erc <loirg all ove1· Jei'usalem that morning--but L, his morning call

God's voice sounded . ,:163

11ri.s occasior,al serlhon used the present tense frequently for empathy.
The iltdic:.itive racod &"l.d the acti\re voico along with clarity, sccuracy,

force. and conc1·cteness helped to stimulat e t he henrors towar d a \.ri.tnl
expe:don.ce wi t'i t he text in ter ms of the <)Cc..,sion.
- •......t.·- ·-- ·---...- - - - - -

160Relationship of the individual to the church.
161Eifert, p. 38.
lo2Ibid., p. 40.

l63Ibicl. , p. 43.

•
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A Thanksgiving Day sennon by Rudolph Prange begins with an illustration about a check paying a bill ori the basis of lilOney in the bank.
This is compare<l with the observance of Thanksgiving Day as if God re-

ceived a check fl"Orn t he Christian and it were validated by godly conduct
afterwards. The progression of thought loads into the subject :,After
TI1anlcsgivmg, Thanksliving. " The goal is far too general that the hearer
should obey God •s Will by living a Christian life.

One finds such gen-

eralized objectives as this: "C''!Od wants to be thanked for His benefits .r1164
' 'God wants to be thanked oftener than once a year.'i165 And in the con-

clusion:
Let us not be content to thank God with our lips ; let us thank
Him with our life. Let us prove to God that we truly appreciate
His benefits ; let us do so by sincere thanksgiving; let us prove
our sincerity by thanksliving.166
·
The law proclamatiQll is declared in that the hearer is either un-

grateful or L,sincere in thanksgiving. Next a wrong motivation is presented for repentaJ1ce-- 1 1VJhen we number God's benefits--that should lead
us to repentance, to turn from our wicked ways, to do better in the
future. "167 1£ only the sermon had told what these bene.fits are; namely,

forgiveness of sins via the atonement of Christ, the hearer might have
received the power of the gospel to effect change, but the sermon

destroys any chance for this in a few lines later: "lf out of gratitude

__ ____

for God's benefits we aro careful to heed His Caanandments, we prove to
..

..

164Ibid., p. 156.

--

165Jbid., p. 157.
166Jbid. , p. 160.
167.Jbi~ . , p. 159.
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Him that we n1ean what we say when we thank Hirn. 11 168 The semon fails to

realize that gratitude is already the thanksliving and not a cause for it.
At the end of this sermon the gospel is declared negatively--almost
as law-As Christians we are in possession of the greatest blessing of all,
Goo's assurance of complete pardon for the sake of Christ, who
died for us on the cross, whereby heaven I s door has been opened
unto us, inviting us to enter and to feast forever on the joys God

has prepared for us there. If by our actions we bluntly tell God
that we place a very low estimate on all these blessings of IIis, we
need not be surprised if He takes them from us and gives them to
t.hose who will appreciate them.169
'1110 G.llOtr!!tion above cm:r.t ains the only reference to Christ's cross through-

out the se1,:,on.

There were freque11t affinnations of the law to co1wict

t he hearer, hut not enough use of t11e J11eans of grace to convert him.

Th.ere were no transitionnl paragraphs and few signals to help the
ht~arer follow the pror,ression of thought.

The themotic dialectic wasn't

cle~wly indic~ted.

For the strategy of pcrsunsion there are appeals to Go<l's authority;
:for example, aGo<l wants to be thanked. • • • Go<l is pleased ,dth• . • • 11 170
Encounter comes through in this:
i.,:e

11

If we really mean what we say today,

should do everyday what we did today--thank God. 11 171
This sennon attempts to organize concepts and present meanings of

thanksgiving in tenns of daily thanksliving. The preacher tries to sense

168Ibid.

---

169tbM., P· 160.

170!11~· J p. 156.
171.!P.i4., p. 157.
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a problem of meaning for

t110

I1earer by the exWllple of a husband who sug-

gested they bring u special of-fering as a mernorfal in honor of their son
who had fought in France, because their son was not killed. The application then is made to be thankful for the misfortunes that passed by the

hearers.
In the catego:ry of the use of language the sen.xm' s best feature is

its simplicity~ but in print, at least, the semon is rather lifeless.
In the last part of this chapter I am applying the thesis to a sermon in c1etail. To accomplish this purpose a check sheet has been set up
:.ts

D.

measuring device. The check list is attached to this study as an

nppendix to the paper.

TI1e numbers following each sentence of the

selected sennon relate to the numbers on the check sheet.
My commentary on the categories and systems of corr.munication in evi-

dence will follow. This sermon was selected because it indicates so well
the proposals and finilings of this thesis.
Use of Check List us :easuring Device for Sen:ion

PP.<lnle
-God's
- Purified
- -,,,- -=-~

Carl F. Reuss, Director, Coolilission on
Research and Social Action of
The American Lutheran Church

Titus 2:11-14
'

Christmas is a season of many meanings to many people. 11,15
Some people know its true 1neaning and message. Others do
not. 9,18
·
To some people, for cxaq,le, Christmns is a season of frantic
hustle, bustle, crowds, and confusion. 1g,20
To others it is a time for merriment and partying. 7,9,19,20
To yet others ChristJaas is merely a welcome break in routines,
a. time for sleeping and lazy days. 7,9,19,20
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Even to Christian people Christmas is a season of many meanings.

9,10,15

The messnge of God's t1Teat gift is so comprehensive and so
profound that perhaps no one of us can grasp its full
dimensions. 2,9,11,14
So we emphasize portions of the Christ,,ias message which ;r_erit
special conside1·ation.

11

Some of us might like to dwell on the crude setting and cozmnon
people who were C",ocl's actors in the drama of Christmas. 7 ,9,11,19
Or 1ve might emphasize the confident faith they displayed. 7 ,9,11
Perhaps we prefer instead the startling appearance o.f the

angelic choir and the promise inherent in the wonderful words
sung by that heavenly chorus. 7,9,11,13,19,20
Others of us might note the cruelty of man to fellow man in
the census conditions the empero1· dec1·eed anci in the innkeeper's
indifference to the urgent needs of a woman soon to be delivered
of her child. 7,9,11,19
Yet we all know tl1a t these are me-rely sidelights. 11, 20
spotlight is on the fact that God became man. 1,2,13,19, 20

TI1e

God took or. humun

fo1111.

2,S,13,16,19

C'"JOd became one of us, to share fully in the realities of human
life. 2,8,9,13,14.16,19
God became man not out of some idle whim or prankster's

jest.

8,13#20

He becariie man to :fulfill his Eden-given promise that he ,~oulci

send a savior to redeem man from the bondage of sin. 1,2,8,9,13,
14,16,18
The birthday in nethlehem was God's delivery date on promise$
so often declared in scripture. 1,2,8,9,13,19,20
God became man not to descend to the earthy wlgarity, the
passions, and the cheapness that man so often r.takes of his
life. 13,20
Rather, God becawe man in order to show that man's life can
take on the heavenly qualities of uprigl1t, godly living if a
people is reborn as·God's own people. 1,2,5,7,9,13
This too is part of what salvation means. 2,11
Christmas means also, then, .. the birth of a people of God who
are zealous for good works. 2,5,7
This of course is not the full 'lr the only niessage of Christmas. 1, 2
It nevertheless is an essential part 0£ the full message of
Christmas, a part which we, bGlieve needs some emphasis today. 2,S,9,11
This thought we find in Titus (2:11-14), especially the last
words of ve1·se 13 and all of verse 14: 1 '01.&T great God and
Savior Jesus Christ, ••• gave himself for us to redeem us fn,m
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nll iniquity and to purify for hililSelf a people of his cnm who
nre zealous for good deeds." 1,2,3,8,9,13,14
As tie , think further on the meaning for us today of this part
of Goo's messngc for Chl'istm.a s we can sec ourselves as God's
IRlriffod peopl e . 1 , 2 ~ 5 1 9, 15

As his purified people we are:

r,~leRSed f:ror,! sin,

redeemed for good> and
reunited. with Go<l.

1., 2 , 4 >6, 7

I
Sin is a powerful force i n hw..an life. 1,17 ,18
Sin is not so much a t hl.n6 as a "Miy of life. 1, 2
It is a force which has tnken hol<l in humnn. life and rules trit..'mphautly. 1
.

Sin to the human being is like al.C<.'hol to the alcoholic ~ like
heroin to the drug addict, like lewd pictures to the victim of
porn.ur.;-r·~phy. 2 ¥ 15, 19 , 20
Some f orce has overwhelmed hir.l and has taken co11ill\3nd of his

person.

2

He no longer rules over his drives and passions. 2
They have come to nue--and to ruin--ltlm. 1,2 , :!0
Sci it is with sin- -a way of life the victim usually knows is

not right but which he =eels helpless to resist.

1,2,20

Si.n takes r,iany SJ.Jecific fonis. 2 , 17
St. 'Paul item.i.zed fo.r the Gnlntians some works of the flesh
which clearly are cont:ra:ry. to the noblest purposes of :riSll:
" immorality, impurity. licentiousness, idolatry,. §Orcery,
enmit.y, strife, jE:alousy, P.nger. selfishness , <li5s.ension,
pa!'t'f spirit, envy. dnmke1mess, carousing, and the like. 0 1, 2

3,7
Look about us in the world.

2,8 , 21

So [sic. See] how ever-new these sins are es the.y appear in
the 111~·1s hcaill.ines, the "true confession" and "confidential:,
types of magazines, and the drmna of stage and screen. 2,8~19
Does any one of tm seriously doubt that sin holds sway in
ht!J!'.an life? 1,21
Contrast with his list of -works of the flesh, St. Paul's list

of fruits of the Spirit, the marks of God's purified people:
''love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control.'• 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 15

Even the world somehow expects these· traits to be evidenced on
Christmas day. 6
An accident any other day becomes a tragedy on Christmas. 7,20,21
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Thievery, strife, anger, and the like seem especially
despicable on Christmas. 1, 2,7,19
'\t least this one <lay of the year the world believes that the
evil side of man should be hidden and his better possibilities
brought to the fore. 7,11

C'tCd's salvation, in tho fonn of His Son become man, brings to
men the power thus to be released from sin. 1,2,3,6,13,.14
It enables man to renounce irreligion and worldly passions. 2,3
11,14
Christmas means that man is released from ruinous bondage to
sin--provided only that he will accept God's own offer of
release. 1,2,11 ,14,18
II

Christmas r;eans too that man is redeemed for good. 1,2,S,6, 7 ,11
''Zealous for good deeds, " the apostle says of God's purified
people. 2,3,5 1 8
·
They live sober, upright, and godly lives in this world, he
says. 2,3 , 8
Family life, in the relations between husband and wife, between
parents and chiltlren, and. between brothers and sisters, is a
f irst area where th~ good deeds of God's people can show in
real, living. and daily demonstrations of the fruits of the
Spirit. 2,3,5,7,12
Another area bailly nee<.ling evidence of Christian zeal for good
deeds is that, of money, management, labor, and the whole of
man's economic institutions. 1,2,5,7,11.19
Sober, upright, and godly lives are as much in demand here as
in every other area of life. 1, 2, S
As Christ-purified men and women we must see that economic
affairs are another arena in which we Otristians evidence the
fruits of God's spirit at work in our lives. 1,2,3,5,9,14,15,19
Would any of us dispute that into .the area of govemment and
public life generally, God's purified people also must bring
their zeal for good works and their witness of sober, upright,
and godly lives? l,2,S,9,14,15
How .many of us have noted that Paul's oft-quoted words to the
Romans about being subject to the governing authorities come
between passages dealing with the power of love in human
life? 2,8,9,15,21 [''action" is a better -word than, "power"
hereJ
.
' 'Let love be genuine; ••• love one another with brotherly
affection; • • • Do not be (?vercane by evil, but overcome evil

10S

with good. • • • Love does no wrong to a neighbor; therefore
love is the fulfilling of the law" (Rom. 12:9,21; 13:10). 2,3,9
Faith active in love is the good for which God's purified
people have been redeemed. 1,2,S,8,14
Love is God's [unclear] guide to the whole of our lives--in
fomily, community, ~'objective" instead of "guide" het·e] work,
citizenship> leisure and recreation, 1,8
anci in every other circle of our contacts with our fellow hunan
beings, even in our aut0JJ10bile driving. 19~20
This point of the centrality of love in human life Jesus made
when he answered the question Hwhich is the gTeatest cor.mandment in the law?" 1,2,6,8,13,lS
by saying: ..You shall love the Lord your God with all your
heart an<l with all your soul and with all your mind. This is
the great and first commandment. And the second is like it,
you shall love your neighbor as youTself. On these two commwidmcnts depend all the law and the prophets." (Matt. 22:36-40).
1,2,5,8,15
III

Released from sin, redeemed for good, as God's [better fonnul a tion to have Part III and then Part II to prevent mixing
law and gospel] purified people we now are rel.Dlited with
him. 1,2,3.4,6,14
Let us not boast in these blessings. 17
TI1ey are not of cur doing. 17
St. Paul declares emphatically that ~·No human being will be

justified in his sight by works of the law since through the
law comes knowledge of sin." 1~2,3

No--much rather we become reunited with God by what God has
done. 1,2 ,6,11,14,20
·
His is the initiative. 1,8,21
His is the action. 20,21
His are the tems for reunion. 21
God's. action was to give His Son, Jesus Christ, over into manhood, death, and resurrection in order to bring salvation to
the world. 1,2,3.,8,13,14,lS,20
It was God's .g reat gift, given (t 1It" is unclear] in kindness,
in mercy, in love, and in the spirit also of justice. 1,3,11
All he asks is that we receive tl1is gift in faith. 1,8,9
God justifies whomsoever bas faith in Jesus ; He cancels out

their sins because Jesus has paid their debt for them. 1,2,11,
13,14

\

We ourselves know that try as we will -we cannot do what we know

·: , ..

we should <lo, and we do that which we know we ought not to do. 1,11

\,
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Thus seeing ourselves we throw ourselves on God's mercy. 1,2,8,9
Believing His promises we find God welcoming us into His
family of purified people. l,3,4,9;10,ll,13,14,15
R(?1.mited with Hirn, accepted as one of His own, being one of
His fomily we try as best ,.,e can to live tl1e kind of lives
that would please Pd.In. 1,3,5,6,9,11
His apostle gives us the outline--11to live sober, upright, and
goflly lives in this world.'' 1,2,3,5,8,11,15

God's purified people are released from sin and are redeemed
for good in this world because they are ·reunited wlth Him. 1,6,
7,14,16,18
For Go<l' s purified people on this Christmas day there is
mean:b1g in tl1e words of our text which should guide the whole

of our lives throughout the whole of the year.

1,2,3,S,6,11,14,15

' 'Our great C,od and Savior Jesus Christ gave himself for us to

redeem us from all iniquity and to purify for himself a people
of His own who are zealous for good dee<ls. 1 , 2:..3,13.14
11

The introduction in this sennon is full of kerygmatic content sur-

rounding the nativity almost inur.ediately:
that God. became man.

The spotlight is on the fact

11

God took on hum1m fonn. 172 Again, :iHe became man
0

to fulfill His I.klen-given pr omise th.at Ho would send a Savior to redeem

man from the bondage of sin.ril73
Part I includes law p1'0Cla111ation; £01· exmnple, "Sin is a powerful

force in hum~m life. Sin is not so 11uch a thins as a way of life." Part

II quotes Jesus' summary of the law in Matthew 22:36-40, that is, to love
God ~nd the neighbor. Part III contrllSts law and gospel and shows that

release is God's action by giving
His Son, Jesus Christ, over into manhood, death .. and resurrection,
in order to bring salvation to the world. God justifies

172Alton M. Motter, editor, ~ . i ~ !'!'!.tivi~ (Philadelphia:

Muhlenberg Press, 1961), p. 101.
173Ibid.
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whomsoever has faith in Jesus; He canc;els out their sins because

JeS\15 has pai<l their debt £or them.174

For proclrur,ation of law and gospel, the sennon utilizes the
didactic
,, ,
ftmctiou of the text:

t,Christ 1.

•••

gave himself £or us to redeem us

from all iniquity and to purify for hill1Self a people of his own who are
zealous for good deecis. ·1175 S:i.n and p.race in ter.;is of law. and gospel are

balanced ;

' 1Sin to the huw.an is like alcohol to the alcoholic, like heroin

to the dnig addict. • • • 11176 Next the preacher quotes Paul's Galatian

passage on the works of the flesh after which he fvllows up with kerygmatic r,ospel :

" God's salvation in the £onn of His Son beco;11c man brings to

men the ?OWar thus to he released from sin. 11 177
Repeatedly one finds the didactic function of the text in the expression ;1Christnms means. • • •u

For example, "Christmas means also>

then , the birth of a people of God who are zealous for zoocl works. 11 178
The p:J.rts of the senr.on teach that Christmas means released from sin, redeemed £or r ood , and. l'eunited with C.od.

The followinr. didactic function

of kel')'gma unde:cscores the same thought :

''Christrr.as tneans that man is

released from 11dnous bon<lage to sin- -provided only that he will accept

God's own offer of release. 1 •179

174.!~i4., p. 104.
175'fitus 2:11-14
l'"'a;,.,_

'-MOtter, p. 102~

177tbid..

---~-

1781b~~-, p. 101.
179~. 1 p. 102.
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The therapeutic function of ketygma is offered here: ''Christmas
means too that man is redeemed for good, zealous for good deeds, the
apostle says of (',ad's purified people.t•lSO Again,

11

Love is God's guide

to the whole of our lives--in family, comrmmity work, citizenship, leisure, and recreation. . • •11181

For support and didactic the sennon quotes five apropos Scripture
texts to clarify the text.

It also aims at COJmilunication of kerygma

through the Holy Spirit in this clause: "Contrast with his list of
works of the flesh, St. Paul's list of the fruits of the Spirit, the
marks of God's purified people •••• n182 Further, the gospel as means
of grace is striking in th.is sentence: "God's salvation ••• brings to
men the power thus to be released from sin. It enables men to renounce
irreligion and worldly passions. "183 The saaaments are not mentioned,
but baptisn, could have been brought in l~gitimately in cormection with
the word "purify" in the text.
The central thought or theme content of this sermon can be drawn
from the sennon itself in this sentence: llAs his purified people we are
released from sin, redeemed for good, and reunited with God."184 The
objective or goal is to "see ourselves as God's purified people. 11 l8S

- -----180!~d. , p. 103.

1811bid.
182!~j.d. , p. 102.•

183Ibid.
184tb~., p. 101.

185tbid.

\

\

\
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The t heme I s stnicture divides easily into three parts.

Part I: released

from sin; Part II: Redeemed for good; Part III: Reunited with God.
These are mentioned in the introduction to the senoon which is lengthy.
The conclusion comprises one sentence as it restates the text.
TI1e discussion of sin with reference to force or power in the

hearer's life is a contrasting didactic to the works of the Spirit. The
sennon shows that Christmas means living in Christ's redemption rather
than living in sin. Christians are zealous tmto good deeds. That's the
antithesis--·'Faith active in love is the good for which God's purified
people have been re<leemed. 11186 Part III elucidates the synthesis. Here
is the key sentence:

God's purified people are released from sin and

11

arc redeeriied for good in this world, because they are reunited with

Him."187
For prog1·cssior, of thought the trruisition from one particular or

paragraph to the next could have heen helped by signals, though possibly
the preacher 1 s voice inflections in the delive1·ed senri0n may have helped
accomplish such transitions.

The preacher portrays perspective in the introduction where he ·
shows t11e va1·ied meanings

of Christmas for both non-Christians mid

Christians. He focuses on the basic authority and perspective of
Christmas in the fom·th paragraph: ''Yet we all know that these are
merely sidelights. The spotlight is on the fact ~ t God became man. 188
11

186!.l?~.<!·, p. 103.
187_Ibid., p. 105.

l88!~id., p. 100.
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Notice t he Gr:d- t n· lN •n aspect of the strategy of persuasion in this:
11

Ci0cl became one of us, to share fully in the realities of human life,nl89

or this:

11

Thc birthday in Bethlehem was Go<l's delivery date on promises

so of ten declared in Scripture. 190 Two sentences later the <lialogical
11

relationship

Goc.l

11

reve1·ses:

became mon fo

order

to

show that

man's

life

can t ake on the heavenly qualities of upright godly livin1:;, if a people
is reborn us God's own people. 11 191
The <lialogue moves from Christ's man to the fellowman in Part II,
which expresses the textual phrase 11 zealous tmto good <leeds. "
God is still the source of power for Christian action:

Hwever,

" We beco1!'!e re-

uuitc<l with Gou by what God has dc,r1e. !Iis is the initiative. IIis is
the action.

Son.

Bis are the terms for reunion.

Go<l 1 s action was to give His

. . .11192
The pronouns ttwe1 1 and "us" kept sigµaling the truth to tl1e 1iearer

that the individuals together as church a1·e involved in the se1"D"K>n.

Goel

I

too is involved in sharing Ii¥,!se1f with the h.ea1·ers in the incaro.ati~.

"God became one of us to share fully in the realities of human life. 11193
Again s 'tfo fin<l C-od Kelcoming us into his family of purified people. u194
1

189Jbid., P• 101.

190Ibia.

191Ibid.

---

192!.~d. , p. 104.

193Ibic!_., p. 101.
194IbJd.• , p. 104.
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There are these clues to the use of personality dynamics for the
purpose of gaining attention and interest in the words of the sermon's
introduction:

Christmas is a season of frantic hustle, hustle, crowds,

11

and confusion ••• meniment and partying ••• a welcome break in

routines, a time for sleeping and laiy days. 195 The following phrase
11

probes for interest: "Some of us might like to dwell on •••• 11196
The preacher senses the hearer's questions as to what Christmas may mean

to them . Then he lifts out and organizes one of their Christmas interests
and associates it with the essential meaning of Christmas in the gospel.
The sennon next invites the hearers to respond

to

that meaning in their

hearts and lives.
For the dynanrl.c of responding to the audience's need to know what
sin is like, there is this sample of comparison: "Sin

to

the h\lllan being

is like alcohol to the alcoholic, like heroin to the drug addict, like
lewd pictures

to

the victim of pornography.ul97 The sennon sets up the

situation for response by saying: "Look about us in the world. See how
ever new these sins are·as they appear in the news headlines ••

. .11198

TI1is, plus references to biblical passages contrasting the works of the
flesh with those of the Spirit, sUlllllOns preacher and people to some
answering responses about their own situation. The audience has to con-

________
sider God's answer:

''God's salvation . • • enables men to renotmCe

,

195Ibi~., p. 100.
196Ibid.

--

197!bi~., p. 102.

..

\\
\

1981bid.
\

\

\,,,
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irreligion and worldly passions."199
Part II teaches that the sensed stimuli which sU1J1non response can be
organized into the meaning of Christmas for every facet of human living.
This strikes at the center of personality and gives meaning to the
hearer's existence.

Response to God's love comes in returning love to

ri0d and the neighbor.

Christmas has meaning then for the believer in

te1,ns for this 1·esponse--1 'redeemed for good in this world, because they

are reunited with him. 11 200
The sen110n offers 11\.ll~erous examples of the i111aged word:

':n1e

startling appearance of the angelic choir an<l the prooise i11herent in
the wonderful words sung by that heavenly chonlS. u201 Those worus help

visualize a spiritual setting. Another phrase, Ede~-given promise,"202
11

helps visualize a whole dram.a of action in tl1e mind of the hearer. On

the same page, the expression ubirth in Bethlehem" visualizes God in
human fonn for a believing Christian and prepares tm<lerstanding for the
next sentence:

If a people is reborn as God's own people •••• "203

11

TI1e sennon is actually attesnpting to set up the image of Christ within

the hearer as a person who belones to r..od 's purified people. Here the
sennon could have been more visual by showing Christ through the visible

word in Holy Baptism.

199Ibid.
200.!J:?.id., p. 105.

201Ibi<!_., p. 100.
202Jbid., p. 101.
203Jbid.

·',,,·
.\,,

\

I
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:En presenting the malady of sin, the imagery of ·the alcoholic, drug
addict, and lewd pers~m helps to w.ake transparent the "powerftµ . fOTce of
sin, " or ' 1 the victim usually knows it is not right but which .he feels
'

helipJ.css to resist, •1204 or 1'Look about us in the world.
.

---

See how ever-new
-~

th~se sins .are as they ~EE!:.~ in the news headlines • • • . 11 205
mine]

(Italics

Various words -have good image quality, such as accident, tragedy,

thievery , strife, q0ger,, and release ; the same may ·be said -of· phrases as

death of Christ, resurrection, kindness. mercy of. Christ, etc. So~.e expressions· help the hearer 1 'see'' Christ's ·rerson ;,f or app~ehending Him as
the Truth ; for example, ''Go'cl became man," or "a Savior to redeem-man. 11 206

The appeal of the audible word to what God did ru:id does £or man's
'

salvation:

from sin.

.

''God's salvation brings to wen the power. thus to be released
It enables m~n te renounce ••• prov.id.ed oi:ily that he will

acce1, t God 's own 9£fer of release." 207 Notiee there the offer of the
gospel and the immediacy of opportunity for response.
As one reads clauses such as these!:

"That

~

is ·-redeCl!'.ed for

God, 208 and "the good for which God's purified people have been re11

deeTri.ed, 11 209 and "God justifies' whomsoever has faith in Jesus ; he ,cancels

204_! ~ · • p. 102.
205Ibid.

-

2G6Jbi.d., p. 101.
207 tb_!.<!:. ; p. 102.
2081,bid. , p. 102 •

209Ibid. , p. 103.
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out their sins because Jesus has paid their debt for them/:210 you may

eye.

noto the narrative aspect, which appeals to the ear more than to the
TI1e sermon keeps the sentences short; for example:

''Sin is a power-

ful force in human life, 11 211 or 1 'Sin takes many specific fon11s, 11 212 or
11

Look about us in the world. 11 213 There are ninety-seven sentences which

average about sixteen words per sentence. The words in the sentences are
within tl1e vocabulary of the average church-goer; an exception would be

the word " licentiousness. 11 There may have been a few others.
An especially

strong feature of the sennon is its concrete language.

I have listed these samples:

"The common people who were God's actors

in the drama of Christmas. The spotlight is on the fact that God became
man. 0 214

''The birthday in Bethlehem was Goel 's delivery date;•215

acciuent any other day becomes a tragedy at Christmas .C ,216

11

11

An

Love is

God 's guide to the whole 0£ our lives ••• even in our automobile driving.'•217
For forceful expressions, how about these? ''Frantic hustle, crowds

and confusions, merriment, lazy days, startling appearance, prankster's

210!~!~- . p. 104.
211Ibid. , p. 101.
212Jb~~-, p. 102.

21:s_!pi4.
214Ibid., p. 100.

215Ib'd
_...!_.•, P• 101 •

216!~J.d., p. 102.
217!P...tq., p. 104.
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jest, vulgarity, passions, cheapness, alcohol, heroin, lewd, pornography,
drives, helpless, strife, anger, ruinous." The use of the rhetorical

question also lends force to the process of persuasion: ' 'How many of us
have voted •••• 218 Also rapid fire sentences present forceful ex0

pressions, for example:

"His is the initiative. His is the action. His

are the tenns for retmion. n219 Balanced phrasing gives additional force:
"Reunited with Him, accpted as one of His own, being one of His family,
l'{C

try as best we can. • • •11 220

Most of the sentences are in the indicative mood, while occasionally
there is u subjunctive:

"If a people is rebon1 as God's own people •••• " 221

I counted four interrogative sentences, one sentence in the optative mood,
an<l several imperatives. Mostly, as is usual in preachir,g, the present

tense predominates. The active voice occurs throughout the sennon.
TI1is sermon was particula1·ly lucid in deJ!lOnstrating the presence
of the fou1· categories in Lutheran preaching along with their comnr.mi-

cating systems for apprehending Godrs revealed tTUth.

In evaluating it

according to sue.~ a measuring device, it al_so serves as a helpful model

as to wl1at good preaching in the Lutheran Church in fact is.

-- - · - - - 218Ibid.~ p. 103.

219Ibid., p. 104.

---

220ill£.

221Ibid., p. 101.

FINDINGS AND CDNCLUSION

In reviewing the prirury sources use<l in this study, the following
general observations with reference to this thesis tnay be ma<le.

The use

of the check list as a. measuring device devclopetl from the first four
chapters of this study was applied to the sennons, and the following findings were noted .

The check list may be found in the Ap1>endix.

While the

selected sermons in the 11Jajor Lutheran Synods offered ex30plcs of rich and

explicit gospel kerygmo, a good many of them tended to spend 100re time
and wor<ls on presenting the law in <liaP,nostic fonn rather than proclamation of the gospel.

These sen,1011s also mblimized the judwnentnl function

of the law.

The preaching utilized the didactic function of kerygma more frequently thrui thernpy. This rr:ay indicate preachers need more pastoral experience as ~e~i:._g,e!_.

A considerable number of scnr.ons basc<l on free texts were topical

rather than expository, yet they could be considered textual via the use
of parallel passages.

\

Occasionally one finds gratitude misused as a iootive for sanctification rather than Christ's atonement. ·Where the gospel kerygma was clearly
set forth

311,J

the means of grace were utilized to comm\U'licate it, this

wrong motivation was avoided.
In addition, the Holy Spirit was used in relation to the text for
communication rather sparsely, and the sacraments still less. However,
a goodly number of the sermons did include one or the other of the sacraments as mea.'15 of grace for the power of connunicating.

'\
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Many of the serniOns analyzed had illiplied objectives> but quite a

number simply conveyed information followed by generalized applications.
Theme nncl dialectic were better represented as compared with stated objectives or goals.
The aspects of the senri<>n's strategy of persuasion were in evidence

quite often with one notable exception--the individual's relationship to
the church.

The sennons aimed at a highly individualized personal concep-

tion of religious faith with rather weak emphasis on the corporate relationship of the hearers to each other as the Body of Christ. This may
be v.ccounted for hy the individualistic eil'Jl,?hasis steIJJmi.ng from the formal
principle cf Luthe1.·an theology, justification by f a ith alone.

I ·copt for those sennons wldch. m-erely set forth the text in catechetical fashion or irt dogmatic cat egories, the ex,e getical approach to the text.
especially where the perrkopes are usi?d for proclamation, is still quite

stron!! in the Lutheran preachini I analyzed.
Furthermore , the ei~pressions featuring the imaged word were less in

evi<lence compared to those using the audible word for expressing revealed
truth.

One reason. for th.is may be the fact t'iat the Refonnation stresses

the work of Christ more than His person, since the fomer was at the
major point of protest against Romanism.

Finally, it is evident that Lutheran preaching in America stresses
clarity~ simplicity and other teclmical apparatus for the use of lBllgWlge.
Sentences have grown shorter over the years and the language less fonnal
than the fonner generation. The better sennons were careful to allow the

declaratory sentences to do their work before coming with the hortatory
sentences.
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In brief summation, the objective analysis of the categories of
Lutheran Preaching in 1\mcrica nnd their communicating systems for clpprehending reve.aled truth supplies useful critcrk for evalur1ting sermons.

The tmalysis makes predictable to a considerable degree what Lutheran
preachin<: in America expects to happen to its hC"arers.

/\s stated at the

outset of this pape1·, in the process of r:.ersuasion there are factors
known only to God, but He has ma.de enour)1 of these ascertainable that
their proper use J•elps the hearers tp respond to the effective proclamation of t"le Word) while an improper use or lack of the categories and
their CC'U111anion commw1.ication systems can hinder t'rle stimuli, power,

i nrpe.ct, ~nd. movencnt of the preachfog.

It is the rre~d10r's sa·:red duty

~n<l privilege to ;.15c these .factors sldllfully as a "workn1a11 of God, that

neccoth :not to be ashamed.."

APPENDIX
OIECK SHEET AS MEASURING DEVICE
·
- - -- -- --- - --

I. For evaluating the message.
Content for proclamation--law and gospel.
2. Didactic and therapeutic function.
3. COJ1Dnunication power as textual, means of grace, Holy Spirit.

1.

II. For evaluating the achievement of unified objective.
4. Vertical, evangelistic, faith goals.
s. Horizontal, edifying, life goals.
6. Conmu.mication system of theme and dialectic (thesis, anti-

thesis, synthesis).

7.

Progression of thought, clear formulation from introduction

to conclusion.

III. For evaluating the strategy of persuasion.
Perspective and autnority- -from God to man and to God and
to man.
9. Encounter, empathy, sharing.
10. Relationship of individual to the church.
11. System of personality dynamics {sensing, responding,
organizing, meaning) •
12. Holy Spirit's truth through personality as instrt.lllent.
8.

IV. For evaluating the means of expressing God's revealed truth.
13. The imaged word {beauty, compassion, strength, and courage,
concern and forgiveness, faithfulness and love, pain and
hope, appeal of what He was aµd is).
14. The audible word (imediacy of apprehension and response,
appeal of what Christ did) •
15. Audience directed.
16. Communication system--clarity.
17. Simplicity.
18. Accuracy.
19. Concreteness, imagination, visualization, illustrative.
20. Force- -strong words 1 economy.

21. Moods, tenses, voices, sentence structure.

I
\

\

\
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